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Abbreviations 
FEM  Finite Element Method 
AST   Adiabatic Surface Temperature  

Symbols 
Greek: 
ε  emissivity of a surface (-) 
"#$%&' Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5,67×10-8 (W×m-2×K) 
ε( strain (mm/m) 
) porosity (-) 
*+ thermal expansion (mm/m-1K-1)  
, subscript which indicates the constancy of pressure 
- distance (m) 
α thermal diffusivity (m2×s-1) 
ν poisson ration (-) 
 
Latin: 
01  yield strength(N/mm2) 
02  ultimate strength (N/mm2) 
f4,6  0,2% proof strength at elevated temperatures (N/mm2) 
k4,6  reduction factor for 0,2% proof strengh at elevated temperatures (-) 
f4  0,2% proof stress at ambient temperatures (N/mm2) 
E  Young’s modulus / modulus of elasticity (N/mm2 or GPa) 
9:;;   effective specific heat (J×kg-1×K-1) 
<:;;  effective density (kg×m-3) 
=:;;   effective thermal conductivity (W×m-1×K-1) 
>?@A   cavity thickness (m) 
BC   gas temperature (°C) 
B(   surface temperature (°C) 
B@   ambient temperature (20°C or 293 K) 
B+   member temperature (°C) 
D⃗?$FG   heat flux vector due to conduction per unit area (W×m-2) 
D⃗?$FA  heat flux vector due to convection per unit area (W×m-2) 
D⃗H@G  heat flux vector due to radiation per unit area (W×m-2) 
DH  heat rate (W) 
D;  heat flux (W×m-2) 
I	  thermal resistance (m2×K×W-1) 
K+  exposed surface area of the member per unit length (m2) 
L  volume of the member per unit length (m3) 
K+/L  section factor (m-1) 
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Summary 
Aluminium structures exposed to fire have developed into an important research field over the 
years. This research field is recently faced with one of biggest structural fire disasters in the UK, 
namely the Grenfell Tower fire in 2017. The disaster resulted in many casualties and emphasizes 
the importance of research into the fire resistance of aluminium structures. In this research the 
external aluminium building cladding, as a curtain wall system, is studied on its fire resistance.  
 
The aluminium façade company Reynears Aluminium developed a 30 and 60 minutes fire resistant 
curtain wall system (CW50-FP) more than a decade ago. The design was based on experimental 
research. The company has expressed its interest in the redesign of CW50-FP due to changing 
requirements, such as larger transparency, increase of complex design and increase of 
performance under external conditions. These requirements can only be met, when the steel 
elements in the CW50-FP are entirely redesigned in aluminium. However, aluminium has the 
drawback of a large reduction of mechanical properties at elevated temperatures and this may 
result in a redesign with a decrease in fire resistance. This context has resulted to the following 
research questions: 
 

1.) What is the fire resistance of the bearing elements in curtain wall system CW50-FP 
exposed to a standard fire [min]?  

2.) Can the fire resistance be retained for a curtain wall system using an aluminium glass 
support and structural profiles made of aluminium? 

 
Recently, different fire protection materials on frames or plates were experimentally and 
numerically studied for exposure to a standard fire as the ISO834 curve. 1, 2. However, the thermal 
properties of fire protection materials and the thermal heat transfer in a cavity at elevated 
temperatures are hard to determine. This is the case for the current system CW50-FP which is 
tested/exposed to a standard fire. There is a lack of experimental results on the temperature time 
development and deformations of the exposed aluminium mullion, the internal galvanized steel 
profile and the stainless steel glass support.  
 
The design rule to determine the internal temperatures of thermal exposed aluminium structures in 
NEN-EN-1999-1-2 is curve fitted for light weighted fire protection materials as mineral wool. 3 
Hence, not applicable for heavy weighted protection materials which includes free and/or bonded 
water. In addition, the classification and examination of the fire resistant curtain wall system given 
in NEN 6069 and NEN-EN1364 are no longer sufficient for the redesign of system CW50-FP. 
Furthermore, the determination of the flexural buckling resistance of the aluminium mullion with 
NEN-EN-1999-1-2 is conservative. 4 This may result in relatively low critical temperature of the 
mullion.  
 
The aim of present research is to increase the knowledge on the thermal and mechanical behaviour 
of a fire resistant aluminium curtain wall system when exposed to fire. This to develop a curtain 
wall system with structural elements of aluminium and sufficient fire resistance. The focus is on the 
determination of the load bearing capacity of the curtain wall system exposed to a standard fire. In 
current research this is performed with a thermomechanical analysis, which exists of a thermal 
numerical model (FE) and an analytical mechanical method. The thermal numerical model is 
developed with material properties and boundary parameters at elevated temperatures. The 
mechanical analysis is performed with mechanical schemes, reduction of the yield stress and 
young’s modulus, the influence of thermal expansion and the check on buckling and other member 
resistances at elevated temperatures. 
 
First a thermal numerical model of several fire protection materials is developed to obtain the 
temperature at the non-exposed side, the exposed side and at different depth in the fire protected 
material. In addition, the thermal model is used to fictitiously define the thermal properties of fire 
protection material CX. 
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Second, 2D thermal numerical models are developed of current CW50-FP cross sections to 
determine the temperature time diagram in each component of the system when exposed to a 
standard fire. The thermal numerical results of CW50-FP showed that the exposed aluminium 
components quickly increase in temperature due to the high thermal conductivity of aluminium.  
Third, different sensitivity analyses to the boundary conditions in a fire resistant curtain wall at 
elevated temperatures are performed. The sensitivity study to the emissivity coefficient (0,05-0,7) 
of the treated or external effected aluminium surface presents significant influence on the internal 
temperature time of the non-exposed as well as the exposed aluminium. Additionally, a sensitivity 
study into the thermal contact conductance between the aluminium alloy plate and fire protection 
material CX presents plausible results for a value of 200 W/m2k.  
Fourth, system CW50-FP is thermal numerical analysed with consideration of a performed 
sensitivity analyses. The thermal results show that the exposed aluminium components fail due to 
the low meting temperature of aluminium. Only, the galvanized steel tube inside the exposed 
aluminium mullion and the stainless steel glass support are remaining after 60 minutes of exposure 
to a standard fire.  
Fifth, the current system CW50-FP is structurally analysed at elevated temperatures. This analysis 
shows that the external applied load from the fire proof glass is transferred from the stainless steel 
glass support to the galvanized steel tube at elevated temperatures. The current system CW50-FP 
may fail at 580 degrees Celsius on shear in the joint between the stainless steel screw and the 
galvanised steel profile. Moreover, the structural analysis of the stainless steel glass support 
resulted in too large deformations. This is compared to the maximum dilation between the fire proof 
glass pane and the glass support and concludes that the fire proof panes in the current system 
CW50-FP are stacked on each other after a short exposure period to standard fire. So, the current 
system CW50-FP can be considered as a structural glazing system at elevated temperatures, 
because the panes are only separated by the stainless steel glass support.  
 
The thermal study on the redesigned system CW50-FP resulted in a minimal fire protection 
thickness of 12mm CX. A surface treatment with a maximum emissivity of 0,7. Internal aluminium 
temperature below 350 degrees Celsius in non-exposed aluminium elements when the redesigned 
system CW50-FP is exposed to 60 minutes of standard fire. Furthermore, the redesigned system 
CW50-FP is structurally analysed. The redesigned transom presents larger vertical deformations 
than the redesigned aluminium glass supports when the full external load of the fire proof glass is 
considered.  Large deformations in the transom or glass support at elevated temperatures results 
in direct contact with the underlying glass pane. This changes the force transfer path of the fire 
proof glass panel to the main structure of the building. In addition, the thermal expansion in the 
redesigned aluminium mullion and transom effects the load bearing capacity of the redesigned 
system CW50-FP when these are restrained. Finally, the load bearing capacity of the redesigned 
fire resistant curtain wall system at elevated temperatures is determined. The redesign consists of 
an aluminium mullion, transom, glass support and is protected with fire protection material CX. The 
fire resistance of redesigned system CW50-FP is significant higher as the current system CW50-
FP.  
 
The research has increased the knowledge on the thermal and structural response of elements in 
a curtain wall system exposed to fire. The developed uncoupled thermomechanical analyse model 
may be a concept model to determine the bearing capacity of a curtain wall system at elevated 
temperatures. Furthermore, the thermal and mechanical resistance of an aluminium fire resistant 
curtain wall system can still be increased. 
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1. Introduction 
Aluminium façade company Reynears would like to redesign their fire resistant curtain wall 
system (CW50-FP) entirely due to demands as larger transparency, increase of complex 
design and higher reliability under different external conditions. However, the requirements for 
a well performing and fire-resistant aluminium curtain wall are increased. Aluminium alloy has 
the drawback of large reductions of the mechanical properties at high temperatures.5 The 
development of a fire-resistant aluminium curtain wall can be on the structural design rules for 
fire (CEN 2007), as well as on experiments using the rules given in NEN 60696 and NEN-
EN1364-3. 7 Nonetheless, the internal temperatures of thermal exposed aluminium structure 
elements are curve fitted for light weight fire protection materials as mineral wool. The structural 
design rules are developed with fire resistant experiments on specific aluminium profiles. The 
experimental test standards are based on personal observations and enables to determine the 
temperature and deformation of the non-exposed parts of the curtain wall when exposed to 
standard fire.  
 
The knowledge and experience with the development of a fire-resistant aluminium curtain wall 
system with passive measures is limited. Therefore, research is performed to increase 
experience and knowledge on the thermal and mechanical behaviour of a fire resistant aluminium 
curtain wall system when exposed to fire. The focus in the present research is on the determination 
of the load bearing resistance of the current curtain wall system CW50-FP exposed to a standard 
fire. 
 

1.1. Fire resistant curtain wall system 
A curtain wall system separates the inner space from the 
outer space of a building. The system has the function to 
keep the weather influences as wind, water and heat 
outside and it provides the occupants of the building 
enough daylight and comfort. The system does not 
support the roof or floors of a building which makes the 
curtain wall a non-structural part of the main bearing 
structure. Briefly, a curtain wall frame is designed to carry 
the infill panels and resist water infiltration. Further it may 
reduce the sway of the building induced by wind loads 
and resist seismic forces.8  
In the last decade there are two types of requirements in 
the curtain wall systems which have to be enlarged. The 
first requirement is the design flexibility and the second is 
the fire resistance of the curtain wall system. A fire-
resistant curtain wall system divides a building into fire 
resistant zones (compartments) which are only 
interconnected by exits or fire-resistant escape routes, as 
indicated in figure 1.1. To reduce the expansion of fire in 
high-rise or other large buildings the fire resistance of the 
curtain wall system has to be increased. This will limit the 
loss of capital, human lives and damage to the 
environment.  
 
In recent years there are manufacturers of curtain wall systems which have found solutions to 
develop a curtain wall system with 30, 60 or more minutes fire resistance. The company 
Reynaers Aluminium is one of them. Their fire proof curtain wall system CW50-FP is shown in 
figure 1.2 and 1.3 and it meets the fire resistance requirement 30EI or 60EI (30 or 60min of full 
integrity (E ) and thermal insulation (I).  
 

Figure 1.1 A fire expand  by four different 
paths. 62 
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The fire proof curtain wall CW50-FP of Reynaers consist of aluminium alloy 6060-T66 parts, a 
galvanised steel profile, stainless steel parts, passive protection parts and fire proof glass 
panels. The main elements of the system are the aluminium mullion (vertical profile) and 
transom (horizontal profile) connected with stainless steel mechanical fasteners and an 
aluminium T-bracket. The fire proof glass panels are placed on stainless steel glass supports, 
which are fixed to the mullion and transom. Finally, the fire proof glass panels are secured by 
aluminium pressure plates, stainless steel fixation plates and mechanical fasteners. The fire 
resistance of curtain wall system CW50-FP is mainly dependent on the galvanised steel profile, 
stainless steel glass support and the fire proof glass panels. The exposed aluminium elements 
may quickly fail due to the low meting temperature of aluminium. 9 Nonetheless, these 
structural elements are made of materials which have a large reduction of the mechanical 
properties at elevated temperatures. Therefore, passive measures are added to the curtain 
wall system to reduce the temperatures in these parts. 9 In figure 1.3 and 1.4 all components 
of the mullion and transom are named. Additionally, the main structural elements and passive 
measures for fire resistance are marked in colour. 

Figure 1.2. The fire proof curtain wall system CW50-FP of Reynaers with 
alloy AW6060-T66 (Press Release December 2008, Reynaers) 

Figure 1.3. View of CW50-FP.  

3 

Figure 1.3 The mullion of CW50-FP with important components for the fire resistance marked.9 

1 

4 
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In the current research the load bearing resistance of system CW50-FP is determined with the 
structural elements as the aluminium mullion, transom and T-bracket, the galvanised steel 
profile, stainless steel glass support and mechanical fasteners which are shown in figure 1.5.   

An example of a passive measure in an aluminium curtain wall is fire resistant glass, which is 
presented in figure 1.6. A fire-resistant glass panel consists of more glass panes than a 
standard double or triple insulated glass panel and uses a gel layer and foil layers which 
change in phase when exposed to fire.  
 

Figure 1.5. The considered structural elements of system CW50-FP, when exposed to fire. 

Figure 1.6. The fire proof glass panel with intumescent interlayer at different stages by exposure to fire.63 

Figure 1.4 The transom of with important components for the fire resistance marked. 9 

2 5 

6 
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The glass panels are placed on the glass support. The glass support is mechanically fixed to 
the horizontal (transom) and vertical profile (mullion) in the system is shown in figures 1.2 and  
1.5. S.A. van de Schraaf has recently studied this connection. 10 
 
In current CW50-FP system of Reynaers passive measures are used to improve the fire 
resistance of the system. These passive measures are: 

1. A square hollow steel profile placed inside the mullion component. 
2. A strip of calcium silicate (Supalux S, 9 x 45mm) in the transom and on the outside of the 

mullion.  
3. A glass support and clamps of stainless steel.  
4. Granite swelling gaskets strips. 
5. Little strips of aluminium silicate (Flammi) on top of the glass support. 
6. Fire resistant glass.  

 
1.2. Problem definition 

The knowledge and experience with passive measures in an aluminium curtain wall are limited 
because fire tests are rather expensive. Specific expertise is still small and results of fire 
resistant tests are often confidential. As a consequence, more knowledge is needed for the 
development of a well-performing, fire safe aluminium curtain wall. Therefore, system CW50-
FP is studied on its thermal and mechanical behaviour and with the gained knowledge a redesign 
is proposed. The following problem definition of this research can be stated as follows: 
 

1. What is the fire resistance of the bearing elements in curtain wall system CW50-FP 
exposed to a standard fire?  

2. Can the fire resistance be retained for a curtain wall system using an aluminium glass 
support and structural profiles made of aluminium? 

 
This main research question is divided into the following sub questions:  

1. What is the thermal behaviour and load bearing resistance of curtain wall CW50-FP 
during a standard fire exposure after 30 or 60 minutes? 
 

2. What is the thermal behaviour and load bearing resistance of an adapted aluminium 
curtain wall with a mullion profile, transom profile and glass support made of aluminium 
during a standard fire exposure after 30 or 60 minutes? 
 

3. What is the thermal behaviour and load bearing resistance of an adapted aluminium 
curtain wall system with a cooling material inside the aluminium mullion an transom 
during a standard fire exposure after 30 or 60 minutes? 

 
4. What are specific possibilities to achieve sufficient load bearing resistance for an 

aluminium curtain wall to achieve a fire resistance of 30 or 60 minutes?  
 

1.3. Scope 
The standard NEN-EN 1999-1-2 (CEN 2007) provides regulations for checking aluminium 
structures on their fire safety. The determination of the profile factor and the calculation of the 
temperature of a non-insulated or insulated profile exposed to a standard fire can be 
determined according to the regulations given in NEN-EN 1999-1-2. (CEN 2007) However, to 
determine the profile factor and the temperatures with these regulations for the mullion and 
transom profile of current system CW50-FP is rather difficult. Due to the complex cross-
sectional design of these profiles these regulations may give too conservative or incorrect 
solutions for them. Additionally, these regulations are not be valid for aluminium profiles with 
currently used fire protection (calcium silicate strips), because the structural aluminium design 
rules to fire are curve fitted for light weighted fire protection materials as mineral wool. 
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The research has started with a study on the thermal behaviour and load bearing resistance 
of system CW50-FP when exposed to a standard fire. After this study, the stainless-steel glass 
support and steel tube in the mullion profile are removed. The glass support is replaced by an 
aluminium one and the mullion profile is reinforced by an increased aluminium cross section. 
Which are analysed and the load bearing resistance is determined after a standard fire 
exposure of 30 and 60 minutes. However, the prospects are that the load bearing resistance 
after 30 minutes is already low. Therefore, the aluminium curtain wall is protected with a 
passive fire protection. If the load bearing resistance is not sufficient after a standard fire 
exposure of 30 or 60 minutes maybe some thermal breaks have to be implemented between 
the outside and internal part of the mullion or transom profile. These thermal breaks structurally 
couples and thermal separates the outer and inner part of the mullion and transom profile. 
However, the thermal breaks have a low structural strength at elevated temperatures and 
contain a low melting point.  
 
The fire-resistant glass, the swelling gaskets and glazing gaskets are not described in this 
section and are out of the scope of this research. Nonetheless, the assumption is made that 
the fire resistance of these elements has no significant influence on the bearing resistance of 
the mullion profile, transom profile and glass support by exposure to a standard fire of 30, 60 
minutes or more. Which is further explained in the literature study (Appendix 1) of the research 
project. 
 
A maximum weight (500kg = 5kN) for each fire-resistant glass panel (extreme case) is 
considered to determine the variable load bearing resistance of the curtain wall system with 
the glass support exposed to a standard fire. Each fire-resistant glass panel is supported by 
two glass supports and the weight of this glass panel is considered as a static permanent 
vertical load. So, the glass support is loaded by characteristic maximum load of 2,5kN.   
 
To limit the scope of the research project next limitations are taken into account: 
 

• The research is focused on the fire-resistant curtain system CW50-FP. 
• The numerical models (one type of mullion and one type of transom profile) are based on 

the cross sections of the system CW50-FP which are tested in fire test. 
• The external boundary shapes and dimensions of existing system CW50-FP of Reynaers 

are maintained in different thermal numerical analysis. 
• The thermal and structural properties of the components of the curtain walls used in the 

analytical and numerical analysis are obtained by scientific literature research described in 
Appendix 1. 

• The protected aluminium cross sections exposed to a standard fire in analytical calculations 
are considered to have a uniform temperature in the cross section. 

• The transient state stress-strain relationship of fire exposed aluminium alloy AW6060-T66 
in the analytical study is based on NEN-EN 1999-1-2. (CEN 2007) 

• The ability of the internal insulation material to stick to the aluminium elements is not taken 
into account. 

• The studied fire protection materials are considered to cause no corrosion of the aluminium, 
to stay coherent during a fire and has to be effective to protect aluminium structure in the 
temperature range between 20 to 350°C.  

• Only stainless-steel fasteners are considered in the analytical and numerical analysis 
• Adhesive joints are out of the scope. 
• Applying insulation to current mullion and transom profiles at the outside is not accepted 

by Reynaers, the façade industry or architects. 
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1.4. Objective  
The main objective of this research project is to realise an uncoupled thermal – mechanical 
model of an aluminium curtain wall system with a glass support, mullion and transom profile of 
aluminium alloy AW6060-T66 to define the load bearing resistance during a standard fire 
exposure after 30 and 60 minutes. To develop this uncoupled thermal - mechanical model and 
to answer the main question of this research the following objectives of each sub question are 
computed. 
 
Sub question 1: What is the thermal behaviour and load bearing resistance of curtain wall 
CW50-FP during a standard fire exposure after 30 or 60 minutes? 
 

1. The first objective of this graduation project is to determine the function of different 
elements with their thermal and structural properties in current curtain wall CW50-FP.  
 

2. The second objective is to select the important thermal and structural elements of 
system CW50-FP, which has to be thermal and structural analysed when exposed to 
a standard fire.  

 
3. The third objective is to determine the load bearing resistance by an analytical study 

and the thermal behaviour of elements in system CW50-FP by reviewing experimental 
and numerical validation results when exposed to standard fire.  

 
Sub question 2: What is the thermal behaviour and load bearing resistance of an aluminium 
curtain wall with a mullion profile, transom profile and glass support made of aluminium alloy 
during a standard fire exposure after 30 or 60 minutes? 
 

4. The fourth objective is to determine the mechanical bearing resistance of the aluminium 
mullion and transom profile, aluminium glass support of the aluminium curtain wall 
system with a two dimensional (2D) thermal numerical model and structural analysis 
considering a standard fire exposure after 30 or 60 minutes.  

 
Sub question 3: What is the thermal behaviour and load bearing resistance of an aluminium 
curtain wall system with a fire protection inside the aluminium profiles during a standard fire 
exposure after 30 or 60 minutes? 
 

5. The fifth objective is to determine the thermal behaviour of an aluminium transom and 
mullion profile with an efficient use of internal fire protection. Considered with a thermal 
numerical model of internal fire protected aluminium curtain wall profiles, validation 
studies to experimental and numerical research problems, perform different sensitivity 
analysis to thermal boundary conditions of system, the thermal and structural 
interactions between elements of system CW50-FP.  
 

6. The sixth objective of this research project is to determine the mechanical bearing 
resistance of the internally insulated aluminium mullion and transom profile of the 
aluminium curtain wall with a two dimensional (2D) thermal numerical model and 
structural analysis considering a standard fire exposure after 30 or 60 minutes. 

 
Sub question 4: How to obtain sufficient load bearing resistance of an aluminium curtain wall 
to achieve a fire resistance of 30 or 60 minutes?  

 
7. The seventh objective is to determine the load bearing resistance of the redesigned 

system CW50-FP with a mullion profile, transom profile and glass support made of 
aluminium alloy and protected with a fire protection during a standard fire exposure 
after 30 or 60 minutes.  
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1.5. Approach and report outline 
The research approach to determine the thermal resistance and the bearing resistance of the 
current and redesigned system CW50-FP contains five phases.  
 

1. Literature study 
Different fire protection materials on frame constructions or just a plate are experimentally and 
numerically studied when exposed to a fire load as the standard fire curve (ISO834). 1, 2. 
Although, the thermal properties of fire protection materials and the thermal heat transfer in a 
cavity construction at elevated temperatures are hard to determine. This is similar for the 
thermal and mechanical behaviour of tested system CW50-FP exposed to a standard fire. 
Since, there is a lack of experimental results on the temperature time development and 
deformations in the exposed aluminium mullion, galvanized steel tube and stainless steel glass 
support. Furthermore, internal temperatures of light weighted fire protected aluminium 
structures can be determined with the design rule in NEN-EN-1999-1-2. Hence, this design 
rule not applicable for heavy weighted protection materials which mainly includes free and/or 
bonded water, because the design rules is curve fitted for light weighted fire protection 
materials as mineral wool. (CEN, 2007) In addition, the fire resistance of structural elements 
based on the flexural buckling at elevated temperatures with NEN-EN-1999-1-2 are 
conservative. 4 Finally, the classification and examination of the fire resistant curtain wall 
system given in NEN 60696 and NEN-EN1364-37 are explained in chapter 2.5 and Annex A. 
 

2. Thermal numerical research 
As mentioned in the introduction of this report, the focus is on the determination of the load 
bearing resistance of the curtain wall system exposed to a standard fire. In current research 
this is performed with a thermomechanical analysis, which exists of a thermal numerical model 
(FE) and an analytical mechanical method. The thermal numerical model is developed with 
material properties and boundary and interaction parameters at elevated temperatures. Which 
is based on the following performed thermal studies. 
  
First a thermal numerical model of the studied fire protection materials is developed to 
determine the temperature at the non-exposed side, exposed side and at different depth of the 
geometry. Second, 2D thermal numerical models are developed of current CW50-FP cross 
sections to determine the temperature time diagram in each component of the system when 
exposed to a standard fire. Third, different sensitivity analyses to the boundary conditions in a 
fire resistant curtain wall at elevated temperatures are performed. Fourth, a sensitivity study to 
the contact conductance (interaction property) between the aluminium alloy plate and fire 
protection material CX is performed. Finally, system CW50-FP is thermal numerical analysed 
with consideration of performed sensitivity analyses.  
 

3. Structural analysis of system CW50-FP at elevated temperatures 
Structural analyses are performed to CW50-FP with static mechanical schemes, reduction of 
the yield stress and young’s modulus, the check on buckling and other member resistances at 
elevated temperatures. The force transfer of the external applied load from the fire proof glass 
on the stainless steel glass support to the transom, mullion and main constructions is analysed. 
The deformation, internal stresses, failure mechanism and the critical temperatures in the 
structural elements of system CW50-FP when exposed to fire are determined. Finally, stacking 
behaviour of the fire proof glass panels at elevated temperatures is considered, which is 
presently studied with the maximum dilatation between the fire proof glass panes and the 
stainless steel glass support and the deformations of the glass support at elevated 
temperatures.  
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4. The redesigned, thermal and structural analysed system CW50-FP  
The redesigned aluminium curtain wall system are developed with thermal numerical analysis 
on fire protection materials, boundary and interaction conditions and present system CW50-
FP. Which resulted in a minimal dimension of the fire protection material at the exposed side, 
an optimisation of the location and composition of the internal fire protection, constant value 
for the thermal contact conductance and a maximum emissivity coefficient at the exposed side 
of an aluminium structural element at elevated temperatures. The redesigned aluminium 
curtain wall system is structural analysed static mechanical schemes, reduction of the yield 
stress and young’s modulus, the influence of thermal expansion and the checked on buckling 
and other member resistances at elevated temperatures. The force transfer of the external 
applied load from the fire proof glass on the aluminium glass support to the transom, mullion 
and main constructions is analysed. The deformation, internal stresses, failure mechanism and 
the critical temperatures in the structural elements of the redesigned system CW50-FP when 
exposed to fire are determined. Finally, stacking behaviour of the fire proof glass panels at 
elevated temperatures is considered, which is presently studied with the maximum dilatation 
between the fire proof glass panes and the aluminium glass support and the deformations of 
the aluminium glass support at elevated temperatures.  
 

5. Conclusion/Research statements/Recommendation and Discussion 
The end of this report the research to the thermal and structural behaviour of the redesigned 
aluminium curtain wall system evaluated and resulted in critical research statements. 
Conclusions are drawn from present thermal and structural research on the fire resistance of 
current system CW50-FP and the redesigned aluminium curtain wall system. The redesigned 
system CW50-FP present a design concept to improve current fire resistant curtain wall system 
based on scientifically research. The knowledge on the thermal and mechanical mechanism 
in a curtain wall when exposed to fire is increased. Although, additional experimental research 
and numerical research is recommended, which is extensively discussed at the end of this 
report.  
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2. Literature and regulations  
A short review of obtained literature and building regulations, considering the thermal and 
structural behaviour of system CW50-FP when exposed fire is described in present section. A 
summary of studied literature and the fire conditions is discussed in section 2.1. The action on 
structures exposed to fire conditions are presented in section 2.2. The specific design rules for 
the steel elements in current system CW50-FP exposed to fire conditions are discussed in 
section 2.3. The specific design rules for the aluminium elements in current system CW50-FP 
exposed to fire conditions are discussed in section 2.4. In section 2.5 the classification and 
test standard are shortly explained and section 2.6 describes the assembly rules of glass 
panels in curtain wall systems.  
 

2.1. Literature review and product information  
This section describes the following topics. These are extensively discussed in Appendix 1. 
 

• Built-up of system CW50-FP 
• The passive measures in current curtain wall systems. 
• The structural joints in system CW50-FP at elevated temperatures. 
• Standard fire conditions 
• The thermal properties of structural and thermal elements at elevated temperatures 
• The heat transfer mechanism in a curtain wall system exposed to standard fire. 
• The actions on structures exposed to fire conditions 
• The classification and test standard considering curtain wall system exposed to fire 
• The design rules to determine the bearing resistance of structural elements in the 

curtain wall system at elevated temperatures. 
• The design rules to determine the bearing resistance of structural elements in the 

curtain wall system at elevated temperatures. 
 

2.1.1. The built-up of system CW50-FP 

In section 1.1 different 2D and 3D overviews of the elements in system CW50-FP are shown. 
However, the elements of system CW50-FP are built up in one specific order as given in figure 
1.8. First, the aluminium mullion with reinforcement of a galvanised steel profile is connected 
to the main construction of the building as presented in figure 2.1.1.  
 

Second, the aluminium T-bracket is connected to the aluminium mullion, which is shown in 
figure 2.1.2.a. Third, the aluminium transom is attached to the aluminium mullion with the fire 

Figure 2.1.1 The connection between the mullion of the curtain wall and the main construction 
of a building. 9 
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protection material placed in the front chamber of the aluminium transom, shown in figure 
2.1.2.b. The structural curtain wall frame is now completed. Fourth, the stainless steel glass 
support is attached to the aluminium frame and galvanised steel profile, viewed in figure 
2.1.2.c. Fifth, the glazing blocks are place on top of the stainless steel glass support and the 
Hard Polyvinylchloride (HPVC) profiles placed to the mullion and transom, additionally the 
graphite swelling gaskets are stick to the HPVC profiles viewed in figure 2.1.2.d. Sixth, the fire 
proof glass panels are place on the stainless steel glass support and covered with aluminium 
sealing tape, shown in figure 2.1.2.e. Seventh, the aluminium pressure plates with glazing 
gaskets are fixed to the mullion and transom by stainless steel fixation plates and stainless 
steel fasteners, shown in figure 2.1.2.f. Finally, fire protection is fixed to the aluminium covering 
plates and these are snapped on the aluminium pressure plates shown in figure 2.1.2.g. 
System CW50-FP is now completely installed. This is already presented in figure 1.3.  

 

A B 

C D 

E 
F 

G 

Figure 2.1.2. The construction phases of CW50-FP. 
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2.1.2. The fire conditions 

The topic standard fire condition is explained in this section and considers different time 
temperature curves. A fire can be defined according to the Encyclopaedia of Natural Hazards 
as the combustion (a series of chemical reactions) between a fuel (an organic compound) and 
an oxidant (oxygen source) producing heat, light and often sound. 11 Fire is a rapid exothermic 
oxidation of combustible material and contains the evolution of heated gaseous products. To 
trigger the fire oxygen, fuel and heat are required and the fire is sustained by chemical chain 
reactions. The fire will be sustained till one of the triggers is removed or blocked. 12 
In NEN-EN 1991-1-2 (Eurocode 1 part 1.2) two types of fire curves are described. The 

parametric fire curves (natural fire curve) presented in figure 2.2.1, may represent the actual 
fire. The normal fire curves (standard fire, external and hydrocarbon) are shown in figure 2.2.2. 

The standard fire curve (ISO-834) is based on the burning of cellulose containing materials 
such as wood. Which represents the most simplified fire simulation in fire research, used all 
over the world and is considered in present research.  
 
The temperature-time relationship of this curve is defined by: 
 
NC = 20 + 345 ∙ WXY(8\ + 1)         Eq. 2.1. 
 
Where: 
NC = Y_`	\ab,ac_\dca	ef	\ℎa	hXb,_c\baf\	(°9) 
\			 = \eba	(befd\a`) 

Figure 2.2.2. Different temperature-time curve. (www.steelconstruction.info/images/9/90/Fire_test_curves.png, 12-
10-2017)  

Figure 2.2.1. The fire growth curve featuring different types of fire behaviour. 64 
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2.1.3. Conclusions based on literature review 

Several topics are discussed in the literature review. They are somehow related to the thermal 
and structural behaviour of the curtain wall system at elevated temperatures. Next conclusions 
are based on this literature review.  
 
The studied fire protection materials at elevated temperatures are presenting large differences 
in thermal properties of fire protection materials when exposed to a fire load as the standard 
fire curve (ISO834). In particular the case for fire proof gypsum, when experimentally and 
numerically studied. The thermal heat transfer in a cavity considering composed construction 
exposed to fire are difficult to determine and the amount of experimental research and analyse 
models is little. There is a lack of experimental results on the temperature time development 
and deformations in the exposed curtain wall systems. Current classification and test 
standards to determine the fire resistant curtain wall system are NEN 60696 and NEN-EN1364-
37 However, these standard consider only the total system and not individual elements, which 
makes it difficult to understand and determine the failure mechanism of system CW50-FP 
when exposed to standard fire. The provided design rule to determine the internal 
temperatures of thermally exposed aluminium structures in NEN-EN-1999-1-2 is curve fitted 
for light weight fire protection materials as mineral wool. (CEN, 2007) Hence, this code is not 
applicable for protection materials which includes free and/or bonded water. Calculation of the 
flexural buckling resistance with NEN-EN-1999-1-2 results in a conservative ultimate buckling 
resistance of the aluminium mullion at elevated temperatures. 4  
 

2.2. NEN-EN-1990 and NEN-EN-1991-1-2  
A curtain wall system is a secondary structure. 13 It does not effect the main loading bearing 
system of a building. Failure of a structural elements in a curtain wall system only effect the 
infill panels and other non-structural elements of the curtain wall system. However, the fire 
resistance of a curtain wall system can significantly decrease if any structural component of 
the curtain wall system fails by exposure to fire. Different loadings on the structure have to be 
considered to determine the fire resistance of a structure when exposed to fire.13 Although, the 
following relevant steps have to be considered13: 
 
- Selection of the relevant design fire scenarios 
- Determination of the corresponding design fires 
- Calculation of temperature evolution with the structural members 
- Calculation of the mechanical behaviour of the structure exposed to fire 
 
The structural behaviour of structure expose to fire condition is dependent on the thermal 
action, the thermal effect on the thermal and structural properties, the indirect and direct 
mechanical actions. A structural design based on fire conditions involves the application of 
actions for both the thermal and structural analysis. The thermal load action on a structure 
when exposed to fire is classified as accidental actions, described in NEN-EN1990:2002, 
6.4.3.3. 13 and considered in an accidental load combination rule presented in equation 2.2. 
 
The general format of the accidental load combination: 
jG = 	jk∑ mn,oopq + r + KG + ksq,q	Xc	st,q	uvn,q	 + ∑ st,w	vn,w	wxq u    
 Eq.2.2 
Where: 
mn,o = hℎ_c_h\ace`\eh	y_Wda	X0	,acb_faf\	_h\eXf	  
r = ,ca`\ca``efY	_h\eXf	zℎehℎ	e`	d`d_WW{	fX\	caWay_f\	0Xc	_Wdbefedb	`\cdh\dca` 
KG = _hhe|af\_W	_h\eXf, ef	\ℎe`	h_`a	\ℎa	0eca	WX_|	(KG = 0)  
vn,q	 = 	dominant	(mechanical)	variable	action	 
vn,w	 = fXf − dominant	(mechanical)	variable	action	 
sq,o = 0_h\Xc	0Xc	\ℎa	0caDdaf\	y_Wda	X0	y_ce_åWa	_h\eXf	e 
st,o = 0_h\Xc	0Xc	\ℎa	Dd_`e − ,acb_faf\	y_Wda	X0	y_ce_åWa	_h\eXf	e 
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In NEN-EN 1990:2002 13, National Annex the following partial factors are provided for 
secondary structures exposed to wind and fire conditions: 
 
Normal conditions: 
ULS: 
çé,o = 1,1 = ,_c\e_W	0_h\Xc	0Xc	,acb_faf\	_h\eXf 
çè,o = 1,35 = ,_c\e_W	0_h\Xc	0Xc	y_ce_åWa	_h\eXf 
s4,q = 0,6	_\	_båeaf\	\ab,ac_\dca`	0Xc	zef|	WX_|efY	`aa	ëjë− jë− 1991 − 1 − 4	14 
 
SLS: 
çé,o = 1,0 = ,_c\e_W	0_h\Xc	0Xc	,acb_faf\	_h\eXf 
çè,o = 1,0 = ,_c\e_W	0_h\Xc	0Xc	y_ce_åWa	_h\eXf 
st,q = 0	_\	_båeaf\	\ab,ac_\dca`	0Xc	zef|	WX_|efY	`aa	ëjë − jë− 1991− 1 − 4	14 
 
Exposed to fire conditions: 
Accidental load case (ULS): 
çé,o = 1,0 = ,_c\e_W	0_h\Xc	0Xc	,acb_faf\	_h\eXf 
çè,o = 1,0 = ,_c\e_W	0_h\Xc	0Xc	y_ce_åWa	_h\eXf 
st,q = 0	_\	0eca	a-,X`a|	_Wdbefedb	hdc\_ef	z_WW	`{`\ab`	`aa	ëjë− jë− 1991 − 1 − 2	&	ëjë − jë1991− 1 −

7 (CEN, 2011), 15 
 
A simplification of the accidental combination rule is presented in equations 2.3: 
 
jG,6 = mn + s ∙ vn,q	         Eq.2.3 
 
Where: 
mn = hℎ_c_h\ace`\eh	y_Wda	X0	,acb_faf\	_h\eXf	 
vn,q	 = 	dominant	(mechanical)	variable	action	 
s = 0_h\Xc	0Xc	h_ce_åWa	_h\eXf	e 
 
The mechanical resistance of the considered structure exposure to fire conditions has to be 
higher or equal as the effected action, which is given in equation 2.4.  
 
j;w,G,6 ≤ 	ñ;w,G,6	         Eq.2.4 
 
Where: 
ñG,6 = \ℎa	bahℎ_feh_W	ca`e`\_fha	_\	\;  
jG,6 = \ℎa	_h\eXf	a00ah\	_\	\;	 
\; = \ℎa	\eba	\eWW	0_eWdca	X0	\ℎa	`\cdh\dca		a-,X`dca	\X	0eca	hXf|e\eXf` 
 
In NEN-EN 1991-1-2 a completely different approach is presented. The design rule considers 
the indirect fire action. First the action at ambient temperatures is determined and translated 
to the action when exposed to fire as presented in equation 2.5.   
 
j;w,G,& = 	 f;w ∙ 	jG	         Eq.2.5 
 
Where: 
jG = \ℎa	|a`eYf	y_Wda	X0	\ℎa	caWay_f\	a00ah\`	X0	_h\eXf	0cXb	 
\ℎa	0df|_baf\_W	hXbåef_\eXf	_hhXc|efY	\X	jë1990 
j;w,G = \ℎa	hXcca`,Xf|efY	|a`eYf	y_Wda	ef	\ℎa	0eca	`e\d_\eXf 
f;w = e`	_	ca|dh\eXf	0_h\eXf	|e0efa|	ef	\ℎa	0eca	|a`eYf	,_c\`	X0	jë	1992,jë	1996,jë	1999 
 
In NEN-En1999-1-2 the reduction value f;w is defined as presented in equation 2.6: 
f;w = 	

éóòô∙èó,ö		

õú,ù∙éó,ùòõû,ù∙èó,ö	
	         Eq.2.6 
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With this reduction factor, the load level of a structure exposed to a fire can be specified as 
presented in equation 2.7: 
 
j;w,G,& = f;w,& ∙ 	ñG          Eq.2.7 
Where: 
f;w,& = WX_|	WayaW	0Xc	0eca	|a`eYf 
ñG = \ℎa	|a`eYf	y_Wda	X0	\ℎa	ca`e`\_fha	X0	\ℎa	babåac	_\	_båeaf\	\ab,ac_\dca 
 

2.3. NEN-EN-1993-1-2 
In NEN-EN-1993-1-2 different design rules are presented to determine the structural properties 
of carbon steel or stainless steel at elevated temperatures as is presented in equation 2.8. 16 
 
üG,;w =

n†°¢

õ£,§•
          Eq.2.8 

 
Where: 
ü¶ = \ℎa	hℎ_c_h\ace`\eh	`\cafY\ℎ	Xc	|a0Xcb_\eXf	,cX,ac\{	_\	_båeaf\	\ab,ac_\dca` 
ß6 = \ℎa	ca|dh\eXf	0_h\Xc	X0	\ℎa	`\cafY\ℎ	Xc	|a0Xcb_\eXf	,cX,ac\{	 
_\	aWay_\a|	\ab,ac_\dca` 
ç®,;w = ,_c\e_W	`_0a\{	0_h\Xc, hXf`e|acefY	0eca	a-,X`dca	hXf|e\eXf` = 1,0	 
 
Furthermore, the design resistance of structural  steel members at elevated temperatures are 
checked on tension ë;w,&,©G,			ë;w,6,©G,			, compression and flexural buckling ë#,;w,&,©G,			, 
bending™;w,&,©G,			, shear L;w,&,©G,			 , lateral torsional buckling resistance ™#,;w,&,©G. 
 
The internal heat up of steel elements when exposed to fire is mainly based on the section 
factors ´¨

≠
 and ´Æ

≠
 which both considering the fire exposed surface divided by the cross-

section area of structural element. The most common examples are visualised in 2.2.1 
 

These section factor as used in the following equations, which considering the internal 
temperature time of unprotected and protected steel structures. 
 
Unprotected aluminium structures: 
 
∆N@% = ß(n

q

∞±≤	≥±≤
	
´¨

≠
	ℎF:&∆\         Eq.2.9 

 
Where: 
ß(n 		= correction factor for the shadow effect by (4.2.3.1.(2) in EN1999-1-2) 
h@% 	=	specific heat of aluminium [J/kgK] 
<@% = density of aluminium alloy [kg/m3] 
K+

L
¥ 				= profile factor for unprotected elements in aluminium alloy [m-1] and should be > 10m-1 

Figure  2.2.1. Example of the definition of the section factor. 4 
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	ℎF:& =	calculation value of the netto heat flux with µ; = 1,0 and µ+ = 0,7 by (2.2(2) in EN 1991-1-2) 
∆\					 = < 5 sec. [s] 
 
For I–profiles the correction factor of the shadow effect: 

ß(n 		= 0,9	
∂
´¨

≠
¥ ∑

∏

´¨
≠
¥

	           Eq.2.10 

∂
K+

L
¥ ∑

#

= cover profile factor. 

 
For other cases the value of ß(n		: 

ß(n 		= 	
∂
´¨

≠
¥ ∑

∏

´¨
≠
¥

	= 1,0          Eq.2.11 

 
Protected aluminium structures: 
 

∆N@%(\) = π
∫Æ	GÆ

∞±≤	≥±≤
	
´Æ

≠
ª

q

qò
º
Ω
¥
æ	kNC(&) − N@%(&)u∆\ −	øa

º
q4
¥

− 1¿ΔNC(&)¬   Eq.2.12 
 
) =

?Æ	√Æ

?±≤	≥±≤
	|√

´Æ

≠
         Eq.2.13 

 
Where: 
∆N@%(\) ≥	0 
N@%(\) 			≥ 	 N@%(\4) 
K√

L
¥      = profile factor for protected elements in aluminium alloy [m-1]  

≈√ 	= thermal conductivity of the insulation system [W/mK] 
|√ 	= thickness of the fire propection material [m] 
h√ 		= specific heat of the insulation material [J/kgK] 
,√ 		=	density of the insulation material [kg/m3] 
 

∆\					 = < 30 sec. [s] 
 

2.4. NEN-EN-1999-1-2 
The resistance of directly fire exposed aluminium structures is extensively effected, due to the 
large decrease of strength and stiffness of aluminium alloy at elevated temperatures.(CEN 
2007) The design resistance of structural members at elevated temperatures is determined by 
tension ë;w,&,©G,			ë;w,6,©G,			, compression and flexural buckling ë#,;w,&,©G,			, bending™;w,&,©G,			, 
shear L;w,&,©G,			 , lateral torsional buckling resistance ™#,;w,&,©G. However, these checks are in 
NEN-EN-1999-1-2 consider by two internal temperature cases: based on uniform or non 
uniform temperature (gradient) in the aluminium cross section. The design rules to determine 
the internal temperature of unprotected and protected aluminium structures are presented in 
section 2.3, because they are the same as considered unprotect or protected steel structures. 
The fire resistance of joints between the structural aluminium members needs not be checked 
if the thermal resistance  ø|#

≈√
∆ ¿

?

 of the fire protection of the connection is not less than the 
minimum values of the thermal resistance ø|#

≈√
∆ ¿

+

 of any aluminium member joined by that 
connection. The check of the structural resistance of an individual element at elevated 
temperatures can be made with some simplifications: thermal deformations effects due to 
thermal gradients across the cross section need to be considered, the effect of axial or in-plain 
thermal expansions may be neglected, the boundary conditions may be assumed to remain 
unchanged at supports and ends of structural elements when exposed to fire. The distribution 
of forces and moments can easily be determined with these simplifications, because the static 
mechanical scheme of the structure at elevated temperatures will be equal to the scheme at 
ambient temperatures.  
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2.5. NEN6068, NEN6069, NEN1364-3: classification and test standards of a fire 
resistance curtain wall system 

Building regulations are developed to guarantee the quality of a building. These regulations 
contain minimal technical requirements, which all buildings have to met. They refer to national 
and European standards, which are developed by the European committee for standardization 
(CEN). The fire resistant curtain wall system is developed with the standards presented in 
figure 2.5.1 and Annex A.  

In standard NEN 6068 a method is discussed to determine the resistance to spread and 
penetration of a fire between two fire comportments. 17 A curtain wall is an external cladding 
system and functions as partition between fire compartments and set to category C in NEN 
6069. For this reason, a fire resistant curtain wall system is fundamental regulated by the 
technical requirements in NEN 6068.17 Although, NEN 6068 does not specify the individual 
joints in a curtain wall system, because the may results in large diversity of appearances. 
Therefore, the requirements to the main components of a fire resistant façade structure are 
specified in NEN 6069.6 The building components or products of category C are examined to 
their fire resistance by standard and specific test in EN-15301-2. The basic standards on 
curtain wall systems are the NEN-EN 1363-1 (general requirements) and NEN-EN 1363-2 
(alternative and additional procedures). The specific standards are the fire resistant criterions 
for non-loadbearing curtain wall system are given in NEN-EN 1364-3 (full figuration) and NEN-
EN 1364-4 (part figuration). Furthermore, the curtain wall system is classified on the reaction 
to fire with EN 15301-1.  All these standard are summarised and discussed in Annex A and 
NEN-EN 1364-3, which considers the fire test standard to system CW50-FP is extensively 
discussed in Annex A and shortly explained in section 2.5.1. 
 
NEN-EN 1364-3 
The fire resistance of a curtain wall system is additionally analysed with NEN-EN 1364-3. 7 
Both sides of the curtain wall are tested with internal and external fire exposure conditions. 
Tests of individual parts of the curtain wall as infill panels, anchoring or the spandrel area are 
analysed with NEN-EN1364-4. 18 NEN-EN 1364-3 does not cover double skin façades, over-
cladding systems and ventilated façade systems on external walls. Further, this European 
standard is not dealing with the reaction of curtain wall to fire behaviour. NEN-EN 1363-1 
provides requirements to the test specimen which are general discussed in above section. 
However, NEN-EN 1364-3 provides specific requirements on a tested curtain wall system and 

Figure 2.5.1. The development of a fire resistant curtain wall with National and European standard. 
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are based on the principles formulated in NEN-EN 1363-1.7 The requirements on a tested 
curtain wall in NEN-EN 1364-3 are the size, number of tested specimens, design and its 
construction. Additionally, the performance criteria and the field of direct application of test 
results will be more clarified.  
 
The size of the exposed surface of the curtain wall should not be less than 3m in height and 
width. Besides, the test specimen should have a clearance of minimal 50 mm at the bottom 
edge of the specimen, which is presented in figure 2.5.2.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.5.2. The location of the thermocouples for internal exposure of a straight specimen. It includes a vertical linear gap 
seal (2), perimeter seal (4) and the view is from outside the furnace. 7 
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2.6. NEN-EN-ISO 14439: Glass in buildings and assembly rules  
NEN-EN-ISO 14439 presents design rules on the assembly of glass panels in curtain wall 
systems. 19 A glass panel is mainly supported by two glazing blocks and NEN-EN-ISO 14439 
provides a design rule considering the position of glazing block to support the glass panel. In 
current system CW50-FP, the glazing block is placed on the stainless steel glass support as 
shown in figure 2.2.D. The glazing block has the purposes: 
 

• Prevent early failure due to local mechanical or thermal loading.  
• Reduces the occurrence of large local stresses in the glass panel. 
• Used as spacer to create dilatation for thermal expansion.  
• Simplify the assembly of the glass panel. 
• Part of the water drainage in curtain wall systems. 

 
In present research to the load bearing resistance of the system CW50-FP, the glazing block 
has a length of 100mm. Although, the effective length of the glazing block can be determined 
with NEN-EN 12488 which is cited in NEN-EN-ISO 14439 and given in Appendix 1.  
The minimal distance between the edge of the glass panel and the edge of the glazing block 

is set to 50mm 20 and may be the same as the length of the glazing block, which is shown in 
figure 2.6.1. So, the edge distance support: the distance between the edge of the glass panel 
and the center of the glazing block is determined with equation 2.13. 
 
>C = 	 WC + WC/2          Eq. 2.13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. The location of the set and support glazing blocks with respect to the edge of the glass panel.  
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3. Properties of materials at elevated temperatures  
Building materials are designed to compose a building component which has to satisfy the 
requirements of serviceability and safety limits.  A major safety requirement in building design 
is the fire resistance of the material, which is used in two types of structural members: load-
bearing (columns, beams and slabs) and non-load-bearing (partition walls). Although, the fire 
performance of a member is depending on the materials properties at elevated temperatures. 
When a structural member is exposed to fire, the temperatures in the member will increase 
and the thermal and structural properties of a material may change and causes deformation. 
So, the fire resistance performance of a structural member can be predicted. 21  
 
In next sections the changing thermal and structural properties of aluminium alloy, carbon 
steel, stainless steel and passive fire protection materials at elevated temperatures are 
discussed. A structural engineer has to consider if the structural material or other materials in 
the structural members are homogeneous or heterogeneous and combustible (burnable) or 
non-combustible (non-burnable). Furthermore, the fire performance of building materials are 
divided into different groups. The load bearing (L), Insulating (I) and hybrid materials: 
loadbearing and insulating (L/I). 21. However, mainly of used materials are not stable 
throughout the range 20-800 degree Celsius and experience physicochemical changes with 
transformations of their microstructure and properties. Therefore, the field of fire science and 
applied material research are facing numerous of difficulties, because most properties are 
temperature dependent and sensitive to the testing method parameters as the heating rate, 
strain rate, the temperature gradient and so on. 21 
 
In current research the following material properties at elevated temperatures are considered 
to determine the thermal and structural behaviour of curtain wall system when exposed to fire.  
 
Structural properties: 

• The strength 
• The modulus of elasticity or Young’s modulus 
• The poisson’s ratio 
• Creep  

 
Thermal properties: 

• The thermal expansion 
• Density  
• Specific heat  
• Thermal conductivity  
• Thermal diffusivity  
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3.1. Aluminium alloy AW6060-T66 
Aluminium alloys (aluminium) are often used in load bearing curtain wall structures. Aluminium 
presents a relatively high ratio between strength and the density at room temperatures and 
gives due to extrusion the possibility to design optimal sections. However, aluminium has the 
drawback of a large reductions of mechanical properties at high temperatures.5 Which is 
presented in NEN-EN 1999-1-2 and in different scientifically papers. The structural properties 
of aluminium at elevated temperatures are determined by three different type of test methods: 
transient-state, steady-state and creep tests. 22,23 Nonetheless, the structural properties of 
aluminium in NEN-EN 1999-1-2 are based on steady state tests, which provides a less realistic 
behaviour of aluminium under fire conditions compared to transient state tests. Furthermore, 
current curtain wall system considers aluminium alloy 6060-T66 and the strength, modulus of 
elasticity and creep of this aluminium alloy is given. 
 
The proof strength of aluminium alloy 6060-T66 at elevated temperatures: 
The 0,2% proof strength of aluminium alloy 6060-T66 at elevated temperatures by different 
exposure periods and based on transient-state tests is shown in figure 3.1.  

In NEN-EN 1999-1-1  the reduction factors K0,q are provided to determine the 0,2% proof 
strength at elevated temperatures. 24 The 0,2% proof strength at elevated temperatures can 
be calculated with equation 3.1 and the reduction factors K0,q could be obtained with in figure 
3.1  
 
f4,6 = k4,6 	 ∙ f4           Eq. 3.1 
 
Where: 
f4,6 	= 0,2%	,cXX0	`\ca``	_\	aWay_\a|	\ab,ac_\dca` 
k4,6 = ca|dh\eXf	0_h\Xc	0Xc	\ℎa	0,2%	,cXX0	`\ca``	_\	aWay_\a|	\ab,ac_\dca` 
f4 				= 	0,2%	,cXX0	`\ca``	_\	_båeaf\	\ab,ac_\dca`		 
 
Creep of aluminium alloy 6060-T66 at elevated temperatures 
The creep effect of aluminium at elevated temperatures is large and will be dominant 
concerning the fire resistance of aluminium structures. Creep can be divided in three phases: 
the primary, secondary and tertiary creep. The stress-strain curves (transient state analysis) 
in figure 3.2 are significantly curved, consider the creep of aluminium alloy at elevated 
temperatures and can be described by the Ramberg-Osgood relationship, see equation 3.2. 
The parameter is a curve fitted and describes the roundness of the curve. The lower the value 
for f6, the more the resulted relationship is curved.  
 
ε =

»

…†
+ 0,002 ∙ k"/f4.t,6u

F†          Eq. 3.2 

Figure 3.1. The 0,2% proof stress vs 
temperature of alloy 6060-T66 by different 
exposure periods. 22 

Figure 3.2. The transient state stress-strain curves of 
aluminium alloy 6060-T66 exposed to fire for 30min and at 
room temperature. 4 
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The results in figure 3.2 present a well agreement with the actual curves for strains up to 0,01 
based on transient state test. Besides, the transient state stress-strain curves at elevated 
temperatures are more curved than at room temperatures shown in figure 3.2. Which indicates 
very low values of f6 for aluminium alloy 6060-T66 when exposed to fire. For aluminium alloy 
6060-T66 the f6 relationship is presented in equation 3.3. 5 
 
f6 = 19 − 0,04N																							0Xc	175°9 ≤ N@% ≤ 	350°9	      Eq. 3.3 
 
The modulus of elasticity of aluminium alloy 6060-T66 at elevated temperatures: 
The modulus of elasticity for aluminium alloy 6060-T66 at different temperatures is based on 
transient state tests are given in table 3.1 and could be considered with equation 3.4.(CEN 
2007)  
 
E6 = 69000 − 10N − 0,21Nt														0Xc	20°9 ≤ N ≤ 	350°9	  (alloy serie 6xxx) Eq. 3.4 
 
However, this equation indicates that Eq depends on the alloy series, but independent on the 
alloy type within the series. Therefore, the modulus of elasticity of aluminium alloy could be 
obtained of figure 3.3.  

Nonetheless, the 0,2% proof stress and modulus of elasticity of aluminium alloy 6060-T66 in 
table are considered in present research. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The poisson’s ratio of aluminium at elevated temperatures 
The poisson’s ratio of aluminium is approximately À = 0,3 which is presented in NEN-EN 1999-
1-1 (CEN, 2007) and does not change at elevated temperatures. However, J. Maljaars 
determined that the poisson ratio changes at elevated temperatures from 0,33 at room 
temperatures and 0,43 at 360°C for alloy 5083-H111. 23, 22 Although the poisson ratio can be 
neglected due to the limited influence on structural failure mechanism of aluminium structures. 
22 
 

Table 3.2. Parameters of the Ramberg-Osgood relationship for aluminium alloys at room temperatures and at 
elevated temperatures. 4 

Figure 3.3. The modulus of elasticity as a function of the temperature of alloy series 6xxx based on bending tests 22 
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The thermal expansion of aluminium at elevated temperatures 
The expansion of aluminium is almost independent of the alloy and temper. With the coefficient 
*6	in NEN-EN1999-1-2, the relative elongation µ&Ã = 	 ∆>/> is determined, shown in figure 3.4 
and is determined with equation 3.5.   
 
∆Õ

Õ
= 	0,01 ∙ 10Œœ ∙ N@%

t
+ 22,5	 ∙ 10Œ– ∙ N@% − 4,5 ∙ 10

Œ—	0Xc	0°9 ≤ N ≤ 	500°9  Eq. 3.5 
 
The density of aluminium at elevated temperatures 
The density of aluminium alloys is given in NEN-EN1999-1-1 which considers it as independent 
of the temperature. However, the density of different aluminium alloys at ambient temperatures 
vary between 2650-2800kg/m3. 22 The density value which will be taken in present research is: 
 

<@% = 2700ßY ∙ bŒΩ  
 
The conductivity of aluminium at elevated temperatures 
The thermal conductivity of aluminium alloys ≈@% = (“/b°9) is dependent on the temperature 
of each alloy. NEN-EN1999-1-2 describes the thermal conductivity for the 3xxx, 5xxx, 6xxx, 
7xxx alloy series at elevated temperatures, which is shown in figure 3.5 and can be determined 
with equations 3.6 (CEN, 2007)  
 
The thermal conductivity for 3xxx and 6xxx alloy series: 
≈@% = 0,07 ∙ 	N@% + 190	_\		0°9 ≤ N ≤ 	500°9       Eq. 3.6 

The specific heat of aluminium at elevated temperatures 
The specific heat of aluminium alloy is discussed in NEN-EN1999-1-2 and can be determined 
with equation 3.7. The specific heat of aluminium alloy varies between 900 J/kg°C at ambient 
temperature and 1100 J/kg°C at 500 °C and shown in figure 3.7 However, Maljaars described 
a small difference of the specific heat at ambient temperatures ranging from 860-904 J/kg°C.22, 
26 

Figure 3.4. The relative thermal elongation of aluminium alloys as a function of the temperature. (CEN, 2007) 

Figure 3.6. The thermal conductivity as a function of the temperature.(CEN, 2007) 
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9@% = 0,41 + 903	 ∂

”
ßY ∙ °9
¥ ∑	  _\		0°9 ≤ N ≤ 	500°9	        Eq. 3.7 

3.2. Steel 
The structural and thermal properties of carbon steel are in present section discussed and 
considers the material of the galvanised steel profile in the mullion of CW50-FP. However, 
the structural and thermal properties of carbon steel are not extensively studied in present 
research, because the main objective is to redesign present curtain wall sytem entirely of 
aluminium alloy. Therefore, the properties of carbon steel described in this section are given 
in NEN-EN1993-1-1 and NEN-EN1993-1-2. The poisson’s ratio of steel is approximately À =
0,3 which is presented in NEN-EN 1999-3-1. The creep of steel is not considered in present 
section.  
 
The yield strength and Young’s modulus of steel at elevated temperatures: 
The reduction factor of the yield strength and Young’s modulus of elasticity of steel at elevated 
temperatures are given in table 3.3 and the reduction of the structural properties is shown in 
figure 3.8.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.7. The specific heat of aluminium alloys as a function of the temperature. (CEN, 2007) 

Figure 3.8. The reduction factors for the stress-strain 
relationship of carbon steel at elevated temperatures. j6 =
210.000

‘

++’
_f|	÷1,6 = 235

‘

++’
 16 

Table 3.3. The reduction factors for stress-strain 
relationship of carbon steel at elevated temperatures. 
(CEN 2005a) 
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The stress-strain relationship of steel at elevated temperatures is described in figure 3.9 and 
considers different strain ranges. 
 

The density of steel at elevated temperatures 
The unit mass of carbon steel is considered as independent on the temperature and presented 
in NEN-EN 1993-1-2. 27 The density value in present research is considers as:  
 
<( = 7850ßY ∙ bŒΩ  
 
The thermal expansion of steel at elevated temperatures 
The thermal expansion of steel at elevated temperatures is described in NEN-EN 1993-1-2 
by the relative elongation at elevated temperatures and shown in figure 3.10. The relative 
elongation is the elongation by the increased temperature divided by the original length at 
20°C.  

In figure 3.10 three regions for the relative elongation of steel presented. The relative 
elongation of steel at each region can be determined with the equations 3.8-3.10: 
 
∆Õ

Õ
= 	1,2 ∙ 10Œ◊ ∙ N( + 0,4	 ∙ 10

Œÿ ∙ N(
t
− 2,416 ∙ 10Œ—	0Xc	20°9 ≤ N( ≤ 	750°9  Eq. 3.8 

∆Õ

Õ
= 	1,1 ∙ 10Œt																																																																								0Xc	750°9 ≤ N( ≤ 	860°9  Eq. 3.9 

∆Õ

Õ
= 	2 ∙ 10Œ◊ ∙ N( − 6,2 ∙ 10

ŒΩ																																												0Xc	860°9 ≤ N( ≤ 		1200°9  Eq. 3.10 
 
 
 

Figure 3.9. The stress-strain relationship of carbon steel at elevated temperatures. 16 

Figure 3.10. The relative thermal elongation of carbon steel as a function of the temperature. 27 
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The thermal conductivity of carbon steel at elevated temperatures 
The thermal conductivity of carbon steel is given in NEN-EN 1993-1-2 presents the decrease 
of the thermal conductivity at increasing temperatures. The conductivity of steel is 54 W/mK 
at ambient temperatures and decreases to 27,3 W/mK at a temperature of 800°C which is 
shown in figure 3.11.   

To determine the thermal conductivity at a certain temperature between 20°C and 800°C 
equation 3.11 is used and is considered in present research:  
 
≈( = 54 − 	3,33 ∙ 10Œt ∙ N(			(“/bŸ)																															0Xc		20°9 ≤ N ≤ 	800°9   Eq. 3.11 
 
The specific heat of carbon steel at elevated temperatures 
The specific heat of carbon steel is discussed in NEN-EN 1993-1-2 and varies between 415 
J/kg°C at ambient temperature and 5000 J/kg°C at 735 °C. The specific heat resistance of 
steel at different temperatures is shown in figure 3.12 and contain different regions. The 
determination of the specific heat in each region can be determined with equations 3.12-3.15.  
 
9( = 425 + 7,73 ∙ 10Œq ∙ N( − 1,69 ∙ 10

ŒΩ ∙ N(
t
+ 2,22 ∙ 10Œ– ∙ N(

Ω
			   

0Xc		20°9 ≤ N ≤ 	600°9	        Eq. 3.12 
 
9( = 666 + 13002

738 − N(
¥ 																																		0Xc		600°9 ≤ N ≤ 	735°9	        Eq. 3.13 

 
9( = 545 + 17820

N( − 731
¥ 	  																															0Xc		735°9 ≤ N ≤ 	900°9	        Eq. 3.14 

 
9( = 650																																						  																														0Xc		900°9 ≤ N ≤ 	1200°9	        Eq. 3.15 

 

Figure 3.11. The thermal conductivity of carbon steel as a function of the temperature. 27 

Figure 3.12. The specific heat of carbon steel as a function of the temperature.27 
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3.3. Stainless steel 
The structural and thermal properties of stainless steel grade 1.4301 are in present section 
discussed and considers the material of the stainless steel glass support in system CW50-FP. 
However, the structural and thermal properties of stainless steel are not extensively studied in 
present research, because the main objective is to redesign present curtain wall sytem entirely 
of aluminium alloy. Therefore, the properties of stainless steel described in this section are 
given in NEN-EN1993-1-4, NEN-EN1993-1-2 and research of L. Gardner et. al. 28. The 
poisson’s ratio of stainless steel is approximately À = 0,3 which is presented in NEN-EN 1999-
3-4. The creep of stainless steel is not considered in present section.  
 
The yield strength and Young’s modulus of elasticity of structural steel at elevated 
temperatures: 
The reduction factors of the yield strength and Young’s modulus of stainless steel at elevated 
temperatures are given in table 3.4.  
 

 
The method to determine the stress-strain relationship of stainless steel grade 1.4301  is given 
in Annex C of NEN-EN1993-1-2 16 and contains a continuous model (" = 	"(µ)) which is a two 
stage stress-strain model presented in figure 9.13. 16 
 

 

Table 3.4. The reduction factors of strength and stiffness of stainless steel grade 1.4301 at elevated 
temperatures. 65 j6 = 200.000

‘

++’
, ÷1,6 = 190

‘

++’
	_f|	÷1,6 = 500

‘

++’
   

Figure 3.13. The stress-strain relations for stainless steel at elevated temperatures. 16 
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Where: 
" =	

…⁄

qò@⁄∏
																																																											0Xc	µ	 ≤ 	 µ&,4,t,6	    Eq. 3.16 

" =	"4,t,6 − a +
G

?
¤ht −	kµ2,6 − 	µu

t
							0Xc	µ&,4,t,6 	≤ 	µ	 ≤ 	 µ2,6  Eq. 3.17 

 
The coefficients a,b,c,d & e are expressed as functions of elevated temperature properties in 
NEN-EN1993-1-2. 27 The tangent modulus j4,t at the 0,2% proof stress is required to 
determine above coefficients with equation 3.18 and 3.19.27 
 
j4,t = 	

…kqò@⁄∏Œ@#⁄∏u

kqò@⁄∏u
’ 															0Xc	µ	 ≤ 	 µ&,4,t,6       Eq. 3.18 

 
j4,t = 	

Gòk⁄‹,†Œ	⁄u

?¤?’Œ	k⁄‹,†Œ	⁄u
’
															0Xc	µ&,4,t,6 	< 	µ	 ≤ 	 µ2,6     Eq. 3.19 

 
However, a second continuous model (µ = 	µ(")), the Ramberg-Osgood model is more 
frequently used in scientific research to describe the nonlinear stress-strain behaviour of 
metals.28 The Ramberg-Osgood model may be used for stainless steel due to non-linear 
behaviour at ambient and elevated temperatures which is different compared to carbon steel. 
However, experimental results showed that modelling of the stainless steel stress-strain 
relationship with the reduction factors for stainless steel grade 1.4301 in table 3.4. considering 
the Ramberg Osgood model becomes inaccurate after the 0,2% proof stress is reached. 28 So, 
L. Gardner et. al. proposed a material model for stainless steel at elevated temperature which 
is based on the Ramberg-Osgood concept and is discussed next.  
 
The proposed model utilises the 0,2% proof stress "4,t,6	and the stress "&t,4,6 at 2% total strain. 
The proposed model is formed with equations 3.20 and 3.21 and the stress-strain curves of 
stainless steel grade 1.4301 with this proposed model is shown in figure 9.5.28 
 

µ = 	
»

…†
+ 0,002 ø

»

;fi,’,†
¿

F†

	0Xc	"	 ≤ 	 "4,t,6      Eq. 3.20 

µ = 	
" − "4,t,6

j4,t,6
+ π0,02 − µ&,4,t,6 −

"&,t,4,6 − "4,t,6

j4,t,6
¬ ∙ π

" − "4,t,6

"&,t,4,6 − "4,t,6
¬

Ffl†

+ µ&,4,t,6 

	0Xc	"&,4,t,6 	< 	"	 ≤ 	 "2,6        Eq. 3.21 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.15. The proposed material models for austenitic grade 1.4301 at elevated temperatures. 28 
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The determined curves in figure demonstrates the accuracy of the proposed model and may 
provide appropriate coefficients for f6	_f|	f6′ ,considering austenitic grade 1.4301 at 
elevated temperatures which are given in table 3.5.  
 
Table 3.5. The Ramberg-Osgood parameters for stainless steel grade 1.4301 at elevated temperatures. 28 

Stainless steel grade 1.4301 Exponent 

Elevated-temperature (°C)  
  

20 7,5 2,0 
100 9,0 2,3 
200 6,5 1,9 
300 6,5 2,0 
400 6,5 2,0 
500 7,5 1,8 
600 7,0 2,0 
700 6,5 2,2 
800 4,0 1,9 
900 3,0 2,6 

1000 1,2 3,0 
 
The density of stainless steel at elevated temperatures 
The unit mass of stainless steel is considered as independent on the temperature and 
presented in NEN-EN 1993-1-2. 27 The density value in present research is considers as:  
 
<( = 7850ßY ∙ bŒΩ  
 
The thermal expansion of stainless steel at elevated temperaturesThe thermal expansion of 
stainless steel at elevated temperatures is described in Annex C of NEN-EN 1993-1-2 by the 
relative elongation at elevated temperatures and shown in figure 3.16. The relativeelongation 
is the elongation by the increased temperature divided by the original length at 20°C.  

In figure 3.16 the relative elongation of stainless steel presented and can be determined with 
the equations 3.22: 
 
∆Õ

Õ
= k16 + 4,79 ∙ 10ŒΩ ∙ N@ − 1,243	 ∙ 10

Œ– ∙ N@
t
u ∙ (N@ − 20) ∙ 10

Œ–	0Xc	20°9 ≤ N( ≤ 	1200°9  
Eq. 3.22 
 
Where: 
> = \ℎa	WafY\ℎ	_\	20°9 

·‚ ·′‚ 

Figure 3.16. The relative thermal elongation of stainless steel as a function of the temperature. 27 
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N@ = 		\ℎa	`\_efWa``	`\aaW	\ab,ac_\dca 
 
The thermal conductivity of carbon steel at elevated temperatures 
The thermal conductivity of stainless steel is given in NEN-EN 1993-1-2 presents an increase 
of the thermal conductivity at increasing temperatures. The conductivity of steel is 14,6 W/mK 
at ambient temperatures and increases to 30 W/mK at a temperature of 1200°C, which is 
shown in figure 3.17.   

To determine the thermal conductivity at a certain temperature between 20°C and 1200°C 
equation 3.23 is used and is considered in present research:  
 
≈( = 14,6 + 	1,27 ∙ 10Œt ∙ N@			(“/bŸ)																															0Xc		20°9 ≤ N ≤ 	1200°9   Eq. 3.23 
 
The specific heat of stainless steel at elevated temperatures 
The specific heat of stainles steel is discussed in NEN-EN 1993-1-2 and varies between 450 
J/kg°C at ambient temperature and 600 J/kg°C at 1200 °C. The specific heat resistance of 
stainless steel at different temperatures is shown in figure 3.18. The determination of the 
specific heat of stainless steel grade 1.4301 at elevated temperatures can be determined with 
equations 3.24.  
 
9@ = 450 + 0,280 ∙ N@ − 2,91 ∙ 10

Œ— ∙ N@
t
+ 1,34 ∙ 10Œœ ∙ N@

Ω
			   

0Xc		20°9 ≤ N ≤ 	1200°9	        Eq. 3.24 

 
 

Figure 3.17. The thermal conductivity of stainless steel as a function of the temperature. 27 

Figure 3.18. The specific heat of stainless steel as a function of the temperature.27 
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3.4. Fire protection materials 
Research on Passive Fire Protection materials (PFP) and the fire resistance of aluminium 
structures when exposed to fire is growing the last few years. The passive way to protect 
aluminium members is with the application of an effective fire protection material (insulation or 
heat accumulation). 29 Examples of passive insulating fire protection materials are mineral 
wool, ceramic blankets, expanded aggregate, cellulose and intumescent paint. Heat 
accumulated passive fire protection materials are gypsum and calcium silicate board. The fire 
resistance of the insulated steel member could be determined with experimental research 
considering a load assessment on the member when exposed to fire.  
 
In addition, the heat transfer in a structural member is important to determine, which defines 
the temperature field and the actual structural fire resistance. 30 The temperature field in a fire 
protected structural member is highly dependent on the thermal and mechanical properties of 
the fire protection at elevated temperatures. 31 So, these properties have to be obtained with 
experimental research. Nonetheless, each research to the performance of a fire insulation 
starts has to start with the determination of the flammability when exposed to fire. 31.  
 
Present fire protected materials (FPMs) are certified and qualified on lab-scale fire tests. 
Although, the fire ratings from these tests have no quantitative relationship to the performance 
of an actual fire. 32 The studied thermal properties of fire protection materials in present 
research are the density, heat resistance, thermal conductivity, the thermal diffusivity the 
thermal expansion and the emissivity coefficient at elevated temperatures. The thermal 
conductivity, thermal diffusivity and specific heat of the fire protection materials can be 
measured with the Hot Disk Method 33 The thermal conductivity can be measured with the slug 
calorimeter method, which provides the thermal conductivities in the temperature range of 50-
750°C. 32 The thermal expansion of the fire insulation can be measured with a Thermo-
Mechanical Analyzer (TMA) and is capable to measure the thermal expansion in the 
temperature range of 20-1000 °C. 33 The mass loss of the fire insulation by exposure to a 
standard fire can be measured by using a Thermo-Gravimetric Analyzer (TGA). 33 All these 
experimental equipment’s are general discussed in Appendix 1.  
 
The obtained thermal properties of fire protection materials at elevated temperatures with 
experimental research can be used as input data in thermo-mechanical analysis. The fire 
resistance and the critical temperature of fire protected steel or aluminium structure can be 
determined. 33, 29 There are a lot of different passive fire protection material currently available. 
In present research only, the thermal properties of gypsum as presented in figure 3.19 and 
magnesium at elevated temperatures are considered, which are specific discussed in chapter 
5. Thermal properties of other fire protection materials are presented in Appendix 1. 
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Figure 3.19.  The thermal properties of gypsum board: (a) effective density, (b) effective specific heat, (c) effective 
thermal conductivity and (d) temperature divergence of effective density. 43 
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4. Heat transfer mechanisms  
In present section different heat transfer mechanisms are explained, which are considered in 
the thermal numerical analysis. This is used to determine the thermal resistance of the mullion 
and transom of system CW50-FP and the redesigned aluminium curtain wall system when 
exposed to standard fire. Heat transfer of thermal energy is the energy exchange between two 
solids.  A fire tested curtain wall system is exposed to a standard fire, which represents the 
heat up of air due to exothermic reactions. These reactions increase the thermal energy 
(thermal load or heat flux) on the system and this will be transferred to the surrounding 
elements by the three fundamental heat transfer modes, namely conduction, convection and 
radiation. Conduction considers the heat transfer of energy between to solids that are in direct 
contact with each other. Convection is the transfer of energy between a solid and the 
environment, which is present when a liquid or gas is transferred from a warmer area to a 
cooler area. Thermal radiation is described with a method of heat transfer called 
electromagnetic radiation and has no direct relation between the heat source and the heated 
substance. 21 
 
The standard fire curve in the present research considers a heat flux or heat rate which 
increases in time. The heat rate is a scalar quantity and the heat flux a vectorial quantity. The 
heat rate considers the heat transfer through a given surface. 12 The heat flux describes the 
heat rate per unit area, as present in equation 4.1.  
 
The heat rate can be expressed in turn of the heat flux and surface area, as present in equation 
4.1.  
 
D =		DÃ; ∙ K(          Eq. 4.1 
 
Where: 
DÃ; = 		\ℎa	ℎa_\	0Wd-	“ ∙ bŒt	 
K( = ℎa_\	\c_f`0ac	_ca_	X0	\ℎa	`dc0_ha	bt 
 
The thermal energy is depended on the heat rate per unit time, which is present in equation 
4.2. 
 
v = D	 ∙ \          Eq. 4.2 
 
Where: 
v = \ℎa	\ℎacb_W	afacY{	(”) 
D = \ℎa	ℎa_\	c_\a	,ac	dfe\	\eba	(“) 
\ = |dc_\eXf	X0	ℎa_\	\c_f`0ac	(`)	 
 
Furthermore, heat transfer will only be present after the considered objects have reached the 
same temperature or are in thermal equilibrium. So, the direction of heat transfer is always 
from a high temperature region to a lower one. In present curtain wall system when exposed 
to fire, the direction of the heat transfer in a fire test is from the gas furnace to the laboratory 
environment. However, the heat transfer in present research cannot be determined analytically 
and therefore, the heat transfer analyses are solved with thermal numerical analysis. 
Nonetheless, the adiabatic surface temperature and the thermal contact conductance in 
sections 4.4 and 4.5 are based on this heat transfer mechanism are discussed. 
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4.1. Conduction 
Conduction is the transmission of internal energy through microscopic diffusion and collision 
between neighbouring molecules due to a temperature gradient within a solid or flued medium. 
Heat conduction equation is described by the Fourier’s law is present in equation 4.3.  
 
„

„‰
∂≈

„Â

„‰
∑ +

„

„1
∂≈

„Â

„1
∑ +

„

„'
∂≈

„Â

„'
∑ = h	 ∙ < ∙

GÂ

G&
       Eq. 4.3 

 
Where: 
≈ = \ℎa	\ℎacb_W	hXf|dh\eye\{	ef	-, {	Xc	Ê	|ecah\eXf	(“ ∙ bŒq ∙ ßŒq)  
B = \ℎa	\ℎacbX	|{f_beh	\ab,ac_\dca	(Ÿ) 
< = \ℎa	|af`e\{	(ßY/bΩ) 
h = \ℎa	`,ahe0eh	ℎa_\	h_,_he\{	(” ∙ ßYŒq ∙ ßŒq) 
 
The thermal conduction = is the thermal property of a material which conduct heat. The thermal 
conductivity may vary at elevated temperature as presented in previous section. So, the total 
heat transfer by conduction at elevated temperature can be determine with equation 4.4. The 
negative sign indicates the heat flow which is described by the Fourier’s law.  
 
D?G =	−=	 ∙ 	K( 	 ∙

GÂ

G&
          Eq. 4.4 

 
Where: 
D?G = \ℎa	hXf|dh\	ℎa_\	\c_f`0ac	,ac	dfe\	\eba	(“) 
= = \ℎa	\ℎacb_W	hXf|dh\eye\{	(“ ∙ bŒq ∙ ßŒq)  
|B

|b
= 	\ab,ac_\dca	Yc_|eaf\	Xyac	|e`\_fha	b	(Ÿ ∙ bŒq) 

 
In present research to the determine the thermal properties of materials two types of thermal 
conductions namely steady and transient state. Steady state considers that the properties of 
the material do not change and time independent. Transient state is the reverse of steady 
state, which means that the properties of the material are temperature and time dependent.  
 

4.2. Convection 

Convection is the heat transfer in fluids, which considers the collective movement of molecules 
and combines processes as advection and diffusion. So, energy is transferred between the 
surface and a moving fluid (liquid or gas) at change temperatures. Two type of convection are 
present considering the fire tests to curtain wall systems. The forced convection, which is 
induced by a force and result to fluid flow. Natural convection, known as free convection and 
is caused by buoyant forces resulting from density variations, which is related to the 
temperature of the fluid.  Convection heat transfer is highly unpredictable, difficult to study and 
usually dominant in liquids and gases. The convective heat transfer coefficient ℎ? is related to 
the Nusselt (ëd) number. 34 and the convective flow at the exposed side of the fire is forced 
and turbulent, while at the non-exposed side the flow may be close to laminar. 35 The total heat 
transfer by convection is depended on the area of the surface, convective heat transfer 
coefficient and the temperature gradient which formulates equation 4.5.  
 
D?A = 	ℎ? 	 ∙ 	K( 	 ∙ 	 kBC@( − B(2H;	u        Eq. 4.5 
 
Where: 
D?A = \ℎa	hXfyah\eya	ℎa_\	\c_f`0ac	,ac	dfe\	\eba	(“) 
ℎ? = \ℎa	hXfyah\eya	ℎa_\	\c_f`0ac	hXa00eheaf\	(“ ∙ bŒt ∙ ßŒq) 
BC@( = \ℎa	\ab,ac_\dca	X0	\ℎa	0Wde|	(Ÿ)	 
B(2H; = \ℎa	`dc0_ha	\ab,ac_\dca	X0	\ℎa	babåac	(Ÿ) 
 
Convection heat transfer is necessary in thermal numerical analysis and has to be considered 
due to the exposure of standard fire.  
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4.3. Radiation 

Radiation is the heat transfer considers the increase in temperature due to absorption of 
electromagnetic waves and is described by referring to a black body. A black body is an 
element which absorbs all magnetic radiation which falls on its surface and increases the 
temperature compared to surrounding elements. Theoretically a black body emits all wave 
lengths, although at low temperatures radiation is comprises by infrared radiation. The 
radiation energy of a black body per unit time is proposed to the fourth power of the absolute 
temperatures and is expressed in equation 4.5 with Stefan-Boltzman Law: 
 
DH@G = 	" ∙ 	B— ∙ 	K		          Eq. 4.5 
 
Where: 
DH@G = \ℎa	c_|e_\eXf	ℎa_\	\c_f`0ac	,ac	dfe\	\eba	(“) 
" = \ℎa	Á\a0_f	ËXW\Êb_f	9Xf`\_f\	(5,6703 ∙ 	10Œÿ)(“ ∙ bŒt ∙ ßŒq)		 
B = \ℎa	_å`XWd\a	\ab,ac_\dca	(Ÿ)	 
K = \ℎa	_ca_	X0	\ℎa	abe\\efY	åX|{	(bt) 
 
In nature black bodies don’t exits, therefore the Stefan-Boltzman Law transformed to consider 
grey bodies. This includes a factor µ and describes the emissivity of element. The emissivity 
coefficient µ indicates the heat transfer by radiation from a grey body and has as reference an ideal 
black body µ = 1,0. The emissivity coefficient is depended on the type of material and the surface 
finishing.  
 
A standard fire present a non-homogeneous temperature distribution and the view factor can be 
neglected. 12 Therefore, the net radiation heat transfer is only depended on the temperature 
difference between the element and environmental temperature, which is given in equation 4.6. 
 
DH@G = µ ∙ 		" ∙ 	kBC@(

—
− B(2H;

—
uK        Eq. 4.5 

 
Where: 
DH@G = \ℎa	c_|e_\eXf	ℎa_\	\c_f`0ac	,ac	dfe\	\eba	(“) 
" = \ℎa	Á\a0_f	ËXW\Êb_f	9Xf`\_f\	(5,6703 ∙ 	10Œÿ)(“ ∙ bŒt ∙ ßŒq)		 
µ = abe``eye\{	hXa00eheaf\	(−) 
BC@( = \ℎa		\ab,ac_\dca	X0	\ℎa	0Wde|	(Ÿ)	 
B(2H; = \ℎa	`dc0_ha	\ab,ac_\dca	X0	\ℎa	babåac(Ÿ)		 
K = \ℎa	_ca_	X0	\ℎa	abe\\efY	åX|{	(bt) 
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4.4. Adiabatic surface temperature 
The adiabatic surface temperature is practical tool to determine the heat flux at the surface. 
The concept of adiabatic surface temperature (AST) is introduced by Wickström et al.36 The 
adiabatic surface temperature is an imaginary temperature and is commonly used for 
calculating both convection and radiation heat transfer to a structural element when exposed 
to standard fire. So, AST provides an interaction conditions between the fire and structural 
element. This basic theory is a fairly new concept and is extensively explained by Wickström 
et al. Although, the theory is already implemented in present European standard to fire. 37 
 
The basic theory: 
Heat transfer from hot gases or flames to surrounding solid surface considering both radiation 
and convection. The net total heat flux D&$&̈  to a surface is expressed in equation 4.6 
 
D&$&̈ = DH@G̈ +	D?Ä          Eq. 4.6 
 
DH@G̈ 	_f|	D?Ä   are previous discussed and result in equation 4.7, which is the rewritten net 
total heat flux to a surface. 
 
D&$&̈ = µ ∙ 		" ∙ 	kB́ ÍÂ

—
− B(2H;

—
u + ℎ? 	 ∙ 	 kB́ ÍÂ − B(2H;	u       Eq. 4.7 

 
Where: 
D&$&̈ = \ℎa	\X\_W	ℎa_\	0Wd-	(“ ∙ bŒt) 
µ = abe``eye\{	hXa00eheaf\	(−) 
" = \ℎa	Á\a0_f	ËXW\Êb_f	9Xf`\_f\	(5,6703 ∙ 	10Œÿ)(“ ∙ bŒt ∙ ßŒq)		 
ℎ? = \ℎa	hXfyah\eya	ℎa_\	\c_f`0ac	hXa00eheaf\	(“ ∙ bŒt ∙ ßŒq) 
B́ ÍÂ = \ℎa	_|e_å_\eh	`dc0_ha	\ab,ac_\dca	(Ÿ)	 
B(2H; = \ℎa		`dc0_ha	\ab,ac_\dca	X0	\ℎa	babåac	(Ÿ) 
 
In NEN-EN1991-1-2, NEN-EN1993-1-2, NEN-EN1999-1-2 the following convection 
coefficients and emissivity coefficient are given, see table 4.1.  
 
Table 4.1. The convection and emissivity coefficients in present reserach 

Material or  boundary condition Convection 
coefficient ÎÏ  
[W / (K×m2)] 

Emissivity 
coefficient (-) 

The fire exposed side (standard fire) 25 - 
The non exposed side (convection + radiation) 9 - 
The non exposed side (convection) 4 - 
Aluminium alloy AW6060-T66 (non treated) - 0,3 
Aluminium alloy AW6060-T66 (treated) - 0,7 
Carbon steel  - 0,7 
Stainless steel - 0,4 
Fire protection material - 0,6 - 0,9 
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4.5. Thermal contact conductance 
The thermal contact conductance is the heat conduction between two solid material and is 
depended on two parameters, the contact conductance and the gap conductance. The contact 
conductance depends on the thermal conductivity of the material, roughness and contact 
pressure as presented in figure 4.1. 

The gap conductance depends on the air conductivity and the gap thickness. 38 So, the 
thermal joint conductance between two elements can be determined with equation 4.8. 38 
 
ℎo = ℎ? 	+ ℎC	            Eq. 4.8 
 
Where: 
ℎo = \ℎa	\ℎacb_W	ÌXef\	hXf|dh\_fha	(“ ∙ b

−2
∙ ß

−1
) 

ℎ? = \ℎa	\ℎacb_W	hXf\_h\	hXf|dh\_fha	(“ ∙ b
−2
∙ ß

−1
) 

ℎC = \ℎa	\ℎacb_W	Y_,	hXf|dh\_fha	(“ ∙ b
−2
∙ ß

−1
)	    

 
Recently, the thermal contact conductance in numerical analysis is increasingly considered, 
due to accurate measurement of surface temperatures in experimental research. For instance 
a value of 200 W/m2K is recommended as thermal contact conductance between steel and 
concrete. 39 Additionally, the thermal conductance is studied as a function of temperature and 
provided accurate results. 40 
 
However, the thermal contact conductance between aluminium components in experimental 
research as presented in figure 4.2 resulted a very high recommended value of 20 KW/m2K 
For use in coupled thermomechanical analysis. 41 M. Rosochowska et.al. presented a method 
to determine the thermal contact conductance ℎ? which is known as the transfer coefficient 
and can be determined with is equation 4.8. 41 
 
ℎ? =

Ó

∆ÂÔÒ
           Eq. 4.8 

 
Where:  
ℎw = \ℎa	\ℎacb_W	hXf|dh\_fha	(“ ∙ bŒt ∙ ßŒq) 
D = \ℎa	ℎa_\	0Wd-	(“ ∙ bŒt) 
∆B&Œ( = \ℎa	\ab,ac_\dca	|cX,	åa\zaaf	Xf	åX\ℎ	ba|edb` 
 

Figure 4.1. The microscopic view of the surface contact. 66 
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The temperature drop between two mediums can be determine with equation 4.9. 41 
 
∆B&Œ( = 	

(ÂÚöŒÂÚ’)Œ(ÂÛöŒÂÛ’)	

t
         Eq. 4.9 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.2. The schematic diagram of the equipment (a), temperature distribution (b) 
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5. Thermal analysis at elevated temperatures  
In this chapter a method to determine the thermal resistance of a curtain wall system exposed 
to standard fire is discussed. The thermal resistance is a measurement of temperature 
difference in an object which resist a heat flow. The thermal resistance of curtain wall system 
CW50-FP may be determined with temperature time plots from experimental research carried 
out according to NEN-EN1364-3. 7 However, it is impossible to use these determined 
temperature time plots to define the thermal resistance of individual components in a curtain 
wall system exposed to a standard fire. This statement will be further clarified in section 5.1. 
Sections 5.2 to 5.5 will present thermal analysis and thermal numerical results of several 
material and boundary conditions, based on an uncoupled thermal numerical model, to 
eventually determine the thermal resistance of several curtain wall components. In addition, 
an explanation of the presented analysis and determined data in this chapter is given in Annex 
D and Annex E.   
 

5.1. Motivation and objectives 
The thermal resistance of a fire resistant curtain wall system is currently hard to determine. 
This is mainly due to the lack of experimental thermal data and the knowledge on the thermal 
properties of used materials at elevated temperatures. Only the surface temperatures at the 
non exposed side of a fire resistant curtain wall systems exposed to standard fire are currently 
obtained. Besides this, major thermal numerical analysis of fire protection materials and 
building constructions exposed to fire are considered with constant thermal properties of 
materials and boundary conditions at elevated temperatures. So, the following objectives are 
discussed. 
 
First, the thermal properties of current used fire protection materials at elevated temperatures 
has to be determined and validated with thermal numerical analysis. This is discussed in 
section 5.2 and Annex D. Second, several sensitivity analyses to the boundary conditions, 
mutual interactions and the orientation of thermal and structural elements in a curtain wall 
system exposed to standard fire have to be performed. This is discussed in section 5.3 and 
elaborated in Annex E. Third, the thermal behaviour of system CW50-FP has to be analysed 
with a thermal numerical model, which considers the obtained knowledge on the performance 
of fire protection materials and the conclusions of performed sensitivity analyses. Fourth, the 
experimental results of a curtain wall system exposed to fire have to be validated with thermal 
numerical results, which is discussed in section 5.4. This section considers the obtained 
knowledge on thermal modelling which leads to a thermal numerical model of the fire tested 
specimen. Finally, thermal conclusions are drawn and described in section 5.6. These 
conclusion are the background in further thermal analysis of the redesigned aluminium curtain 
wall system.  
 

5.2. Thermal analysis of fire protection materials 
There are many and different kind of fire protection materials to apply on metal structures. The 
most common fire protections are mineral wool and intumescent paint. The design rules in 
NEN-EN1999-1-2 are not applicable for aluminium structures protected with a high density and 
moisture contained fire protection. (CEN, 2007) 42 Therefore, a literature study (Appendix 1) 
and thermal analyses are performed to define and validate the thermal properties of commonly 
used moisture contain fire protection materials at elevated temperatures. Gypsum, calcium 
silicate and magnesium oxide are such materials. Application of a thin layer may of these 
materials already protect and significantly increase the load bearing capacity of unprotected 
aluminium structures at elevated temperatures.  
 
However, gypsum, calcium silicate and magnesium are fire protection materials with different 
percentage of free and bonded moisture. 43,2, 44 So, differences are perceived in the 
experimental results in numerical results and in the determined thermal properties at elevated 
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temperatures. Additionally, available fire protection material CoolX (CX) which is fictitious 
curve fitted on the specific heat capacity may perform better than gypsum and magnesium. 
The thermal properties of fire protection materials at elevated temperatures are the thermal 
conductivity, heat capacity or specific heat, density and the surface emissivity. These are used 
as input for the thermal numerical analyses to validate different thicknesses of current fire 
protection materials. Nonetheless, the considered materials are studied and validated to 
redesign and improve the CW50-FP of Reynears when exposed to fire. The validation starts 
with the thermal properties of gypsum, which are extensively tested and studied as fire 
protection material in fire exposed frame compositions or only as a plasterboard.  
 

5.2.1. Gypsum 
Fire protection material gypsum is commonly used in plasterboard, which is applied on wood 
or steel structures to increase their fire resistance. Gypsum is frequently studied for exposure 
to standard fire conditions. The thermal properties at elevated temperatures are defined by the 
research of P.Keerthan & M.Mahendran 45 and L.Wullschleger & K. Ghazi Wakili 43. The 
thermal properties of gypsum at elevated temperatures are obtained after multiple tests of 
gypsum boards exposed to fire. Multiple validation studies are performed to determine the 
significance of provided thermal properties of gypsum at elevated temperatures. However, only 
one validation study is discussed in this section. The other validations studies and a 
comparable study are presented in Annex D. The current validation considers an experimental 
research to a composition consisted of two attached 12,5mm gypsum boards on a steel frame 
construction exposed to a standard fire. This composition is experimentally studied by D. 
Kontogeorgos & K. Ghazi Wakili.1 The numerical results in figure 5.1 are obtained with the 
thermal properties of gypsum at elevated temperatures by L.Wullschleger & K. Ghazi Wakili 43 
and compared to the experimental results.  
The numerical results in figure 5.1. present similar results compared to the obtained 

experimental results of D. Kontogeorgos and K. Ghazi Wakili. Although, an overestimation is 
presented after 2700 seconds (i.e. 45 minutes) at the non-exposed side of second board. 
Nonetheless, the numerical results are above or on top of the experimental results.  
 
K. Ghazi Wakili et.al. also performed different sensitivity analysis to the thermal properties of 
gypsum described in appendix 1. Tested different gypsum compositions exposed to fire and 
just one is discussed in this section. Additionally, they studied the migration of moisture and 
vapour in a gypsum board and presented numerical results which are conservative to their 

Figure 5.1. Validation of the thermal properties of gypsum by L.Wullschleger and K. Wakili Ghazi considering the 
experimental research of 12,5 and 25mm gypsum board in a frame construction by D. Kontogeorgos and K. Wakili Ghazi.  
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experimental results. Therefore, the thermal properties of gypsum at elevated temperatures 
by L.Wullschleger & K. Ghazi Wakili are considered in further thermal numerical research.  
 
The numerical and experimental results of current considered fire protection material gypsum 
present to high temperatures when exposed to 30 minutes of standard fire. For this reason, 
another extensively studied fire protection material named Magnesium is validated, which is 
discussed in annex D. In the introduction of this section is fire protection material CoolX already 
quoted on its performance, which is shortly explained in next section. CX has a higher thermal 
resistance as current discussed and validated materials when exposed to standard fire. 
Although, the thermal properties of CX are fictitious composed, which is extensively discussed 
in annex D. 
 

5.2.2. CoolX  
CoolX (CX) is a fire protection material, which is used and experimentally tested in fire resistant 
curtain wall systems. However, the temperature time plot of an exclusively tested plate of CX 
exposed to standard fire and the thermal properties of CX at elevated temperatures are not 
obtained. The experimental and numerical studied gypsum and magnesium exposed to 
standard fire resulted in different temperature time plots as presented in annex D. However, 
both considered fire protection materials present temperatures above 250°C at 1800 seconds 
(30 minutes). This may indicate that a load bearing element in a curtain wall system with a 
critical temperature of 250°C and protected by current studied fire protection products will fail 
in less than 30 minutes. For a curtain wall system with a desired fire resistance of 30 minutes 
or more, this may be unacceptable. Therefore, the thermal behaviour of fire protection material 
CX is further numerical analysis based on these assumptions: the density of CX at ambient 
temperatures (1700 kg/m3) and two data points provided by the developer: 80°C at 30 minutes 
and 180°C at 60 minutes.  
 
The two temperature time points are experimentally determined at the non-exposed side of a 
18 mm thick high performance fire protection plate. The thermal numerical results of the 
thermal analysed 18mm CX composition is determined with the thermal conductivity and 
emissivity coefficient of magnesium presented in annex D. These thermal properties of 
magnesium are well studied and the thermal sensitivity on these properties  in annex D 
concluded that these have less influence on the temperature development at the non-exposed 
side of CX compared to the specific heat capacity at elevated temperatures. The specific heat 
capacity of CX at elevated temperatures is curve fitted after different sensitivity analyses, which 
is described in Annex D. These thermal properties of CX have resulted in a temperature time 
plot of CX as shown in figure 5.2 and hit the two experimental defined temperature time points.  
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The numerical results in figure 5.2 present period were the temperatures are beneath the 
virtually defined experimental temperature time plot (blue line) of 18 mm CX plate exposed to 
standard fire. So, use of current thermal properties of CX at elevated temperatures may result 
in a too high thermal numerical resistance. Therefore, additional experimental research to CX 
is needed and thermal numerical validation studies have to confirm that given thermal 
properties of CX at elevated temperatures are appropriate to use in practice. Although, the 
numerical determined thermal properties of fire protection material CX at elevated 
temperatures are used in the further thermal numerical analysis.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.2. The temperature time plot of CX at the non-exposed side. 
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5.3. Thermal sensitivity analysis 
The thermal properties of current used fire protection materials at elevated temperatures are 
in section 3.4 and in annex D discussed. Although, still some sensitivity analyses on the 
thermal behaviour and boundary conditions of fire protection in thermal numerical performed 
studies have to discussed. Knowledge on thermal behaviour and fire resistance of treated and 
untreated aluminium structures exposed to the standard fire curve in front of a gas furnace has 
to be expanded, because current emissivity coefficients in NEN-EN1999-1-2 are may be 
assumed too high. The thermal interaction between aluminium and fire protection, aluminium 
and cavities, fire protection and cavities have to be studied to be able to redesign the fire 
resistant curtain wall system exposed to fire in a proper manner. Each study to thermal 
properties, boundary conditions and thermal interactions increases the reliability of the thermal 
numerical results compared to the real thermal behaviour of fire resistant curtain wall systems. 
So, different sensitivity analyses are performed on the discussed thermal properties of 
materials at elevated temperatures, the thermal boundaries in curtain wall cross sections and 
the thermal interaction between different components in a fire resistant curtain wall system. 
The performed sensitivity analyses are in chronological order and extensively described in 
Annex E.  A summation of performed sensitivity analysis is presented next and the sensitivity 
analyses 3, 5, 11 and 13 are discussed in this section.    
 
Summary of performed sensitivity analyses: 
 

1. The mesh of fire protection material (gypsum) in numerical analysis 
2. The mesh of aluminium in numerical analysis 
3. Thermal contact conductance between aluminium and fire protection material 
4. Different fire protections in a completely filled mullion profile 
5. Thermal break or thermal link failure 
6. Heat transfer in a cavity construction 
7. Complete or reduced modelling of the transom CW50-FP 
8. Different fire protections in the front chamber of the transom profile 
9. Emissivity coefficient of the non-exposed side of aluminium  
10. Emissivity coefficient of fire protection  
11. Emissivity coefficient of exposed side of aluminium  
12. The thickness of the fire protection in mullion profiles 

 
Summary of performed sensitivity analyses on the composition of the mullion and transom: 
 

13. Thermal vs mechanical resistance of aluminium and fire protection in redesigned 
mullion profile composition  

14. Thermal vs mechanical resistance of aluminium, fire protection and cavity orientation 
in redesigned mullion profile composition 

 
5.3.1. Thermal conductance between aluminium and fire protection material 

The thermal conductance between structural elements and fire protection is not experimental 
examined and considered in current performed thermal numerical analysis. Although, the 
thermal contact conductance may have large influence on the heat up of fire protected 
aluminium cross sections. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis is performed on the thermal 
conductance between aluminium alloy 6060 and fire protection material gypsum.  
 
The thermal conductance is the heat conduction between two solid material and is dependent 
on two parameters, the contact conductance and the gap conductance. The contact 
conductance depends on the thermal conductivity of the material, roughness and contact 
pressure. The gap conductance depends on the air conductivity and the gap thickness. 38 A 
value of 200 W/m2K is recommended as thermal conductance between steel and concrete. 39 
The thermal contact conductance between aluminium elements in experimental research 
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resulted in a value of 20 KW/m2K. 41 However, the thermal contact conductance between 
aluminium and fire protection is impossible to determine with a sensitivity analysis. The thermal 
numerical results present only large temperature differences for relatively low thermal 
conductance values. The thermal conductivity of aluminium (200 W/m2K) is higher than that of 
steel (50 W/m2K)46 and thermal conductivity of current considered fire protection materials (0,4 
W/m2K) is lower than the studied concrete (0,8 W/m2K).46 Therefore, the thermal contact value 
of 200 W/m2K of steel to concrete is assumed to represent the thermal contact conductance 
for aluminium to fire protection.  
 
In current sensitivity analysis the thermal contact conductance of aluminium to fire protection 
is determined with a composition of 12,5 x 40 mm gypsum fire protection with a 2 mm 
aluminium U profile exposed to a standard fire as shown in figure E.2.1 in Annex E. The U-
profile is exposed at the top and bottom. The numerical results of the thermal contact 
conductance of the aluminium plate to fire protection, considering the internal temperatures of 
aluminium (Pos.3) in composition shown in figure E.2.1 is given in figures 5.3. 

In figure 5.3 the thermal contact conductance value of 200 W/m2K presents appropriate 
thermal numerical results compared to thermal contact value of 200 W/m2K of steel to 
concrete. 39 Although, experimental research to the thermal contact conductance between 
aluminium alloy and fire protection material may result a higher value. Nonetheless, the 
thermal contact conductance value of 200 W/m2K is used in further thermal numerical analysis.  
 

5.3.2. Influence of thermal break or thermal link  

The thermal influence of a thermal break in an aluminium component exposed to standard fire 
is described in this section. A thermal break is a well performing thermal barrier between two 
solids. The thermal break in an aluminium profile may significantly reduce the internal heat up 
in the non-exposed part of the profile when the exposed part of the aluminium profile is 
exposed to standard fire. Current aluminium cross sections in CW50-FP have a continuous 
connection (a thermal link) between the directly exposed and non-exposed part of the 
aluminium cross section. This thermal link in current cross section is thermal studied and takes 
into account different critical temperatures (200,350 and 550 degrees Celsius) of the exposed 
aluminium part of the profile.  Aluminium is known for its very high conductivity at room and 
elevated temperature. Therefore a thermal numerical analyses to system CW50-FP may result 
in very high internal temperatures of the non directly exposed aluminium section. Even, if a fire 

Figure 5.3. Sensitivity of the thermal conductance between aluminium and fire protection, considering position 3. 
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protection material is applied internally to protect the non exposed aluminium cross section 
parts at elevated temperatures.  
 
 
The influence of a thermal link and a thermal break in an aluminium mullion exposed to 
standard fire is studied. At different positions in the mullion composition, which is shown in 
Annex E (figure E.5.1) the temperature time plots are determined. The thermal numerical result 
of positions 2 presents the heat up of the fire protection core (Magnesium = MO) and may 
indicate the possibilities decrease of fire protection or to increase the critical temperature to 
redesign current curtain wall system exposed to fire. The temperature in position 5 present the 
effect of the fire protection and modelled thermal link (Unl) or thermal break (Unc) on the non 
exposed aluminium, when the exposed aluminium (red line) in figure E.5.1 in annex E is 
exposed to standard fire. The temperature time plots of position 2 and 5 of the modelled cases 
are given in figure 5.4. The temperature time plots in position 1, 3 and 4 are presented in Annex 
E (figure E.5.3). 

The differences to the internal heat up between the thermal link and thermal break are 
significant in figure 5.4. This may directly result in large difference in the load bearing capacity 
of structural aluminium components at elevated temperatures. The temperature in the 
modelled non-exposed structural aluminium cross section with a thermal link at 1800 seconds 
is higher than 350 degrees Celsius. This may indicate that the aluminium structural element 
protected with magnesium (MO) will fail in less than 30 minutes of fire exposure when the 
aluminium continuous connection (thermal link) is still intact.  

Figure 5.4. Thermal numerical analysis of mullion, considering a thermal link and thermal break. Pos.2 and 5, see figure E.5.1) 
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5.3.3. Emissivity coefficient of the exposed side of aluminium alloy  

The only sensitivity analysis to a boundary condition in the thermal numerical model in this 
chapter 5 considers a study to the influence of the emissivity coefficient of the non-exposed 
side of the aluminium cross section (green line) on the heat up of the non-exposed aluminium 
cross section when the aluminium cross section is exposed to standard fire (red line) as 
presented in figure 5.5.  

A large range of different emissivity coefficients (0,1 - 0,7) at the exposed surface side of the 
exposed aluminium cross section are considered in this analysis. These are used as input in 
the thermal model of the mullion composition present in figure 5.5. The temperature time plots 
of position 1, 3 and 6 are determined in current analysis.   
 
The thermal numerical result of positions 1 presents the heat up of the exposed aluminium and 
may indicates that the internal temperatures are lower when a lower emissivity coefficient at 
the expose side of the exposed aluminium surface is chosen. In NEN-1999-1-2 the range of 
emissivity coefficients (0,3 - 0,7) is considered. However, lower emissivity coefficients (0,1 - 
0,3) are also considered this due to the experimental research on system CW50-FP showed 
a longer presence of the exposed aluminium cross section than the thermal numerical results 
present for an emissivity value of 0,3. The thermal numerical result of positions 3 presents the 
heat up of the fire protection core (MO) in the modelled aluminium mullion and still indicate the 
possibilities to the redesign current curtain wall system exposed to fire. The temperature in 
position 6 present the effect of the fire protection, the cavity, the thermal break and the different 
considered emissivity coefficients at the exposed side of the exposed aluminium cross section 
(green line) on the non-exposed aluminium of the mullion, when the exposed aluminium (red 
line) is subjected to a standard fire. The temperature time plots of position 1 and 6 are shortly 
discussed and given in figures 5.6 and 5.7. The temperature time plots of position 3 is 
presented in Annex E (figure E.10.3) 
 

Figure 5.5. Thermal analysis of a mullion composition, considering different emissivity’s of the exposed aluminium cross 
section surface.  

1. Internal temperature in the exposed 
aluminium part. 

 
2. Internal temperature in the cavity. 

 
3. Internal temperature in the fire 

protection core. 
 

4. Internal temperature in at the non-
exposed part of the aluminium. 

 
5. Internal temperature in the toe of the 

fire protection. 
 

6. Internal temperature in the toe of the 
non-exposed aluminium part. 
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The internal heat up of the non-exposed aluminium mullion part (Pos.6) and the considered 
emissivity cases in figure 5.6 are significant different. A higher modelled emissivity coefficient 
results in higher internal temperatures. Changing current considered emissivity coefficients 
from 0,1 to 0,7 in the thermal numerical analysis may directly increase the load bearing 
capacity of the mullion due to lower temperatures at the same exposure time. Based on the 
visible results during experimental research the considered emissivity coefficients are set to 
0,1 for the experimental design. For the theoretical analysis 0,7 is taken into account in further 
thermal research.  

The differences to the internal heat up of the exposed aluminium cross section and the 
considered emissivity cases in figure 5.7 are significantly large. A higher modelled emissivity 
coefficient results in higher internal temperatures in the exposed aluminium cross section 
exposed to standard fire. Changing current considered emissivity coefficient to 0,1 in the 
thermal numerical analysis may directly increases the time till failure of the exposed aluminium 
cross section.  

Figure 5.6. Sensitivity analysis aluminium mullion, considering different emissivity’s of the exposed aluminium cross 
section surface. Pos.6. 

Figure 5.7. Sensitivity analysis aluminium mullion, considering different emissivity’s of the exposed aluminium cross 
section surface. Pos.1. 
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5.3.4. Thermal vs mechanical resistance of aluminium and fire protection in 

redesigned mullion profile composition  

A sensitivity analysis to the internal heat up of non-exposed aluminium in different designed 
compositions is discussed in current section and considers different CX thicknesses at the 
exposed sides and an internally applicated fire protection. In total three compositions of 42 mm 
are analysed with a thermal numerical model and these compositions are exposed by a 
standard fire at both sides (red lines). The first composition (Case 1) consists of 12 mm CX, 
3mm aluminium and internally 12mm CX which is presented in figure 5.8. The second 
composition (Case 2) consists of 15 mm CX, 3mm aluminium and internally 6 mm CX which 
is presented in figure 5.9. The third composition (Case 3) consists of 9 mm CX, 3mm aluminium 
and internally 18 mm CX which is presented in figure 5.10.  

 
Different compositions based on CX and aluminium cross section are presented in figures 5.8 
- 5.10 and are considered to determine the temperature time plot of non-exposed aluminium 
(the red circle). The thermal results of these thermal analysed compositions are defined in 
figure 5.11.  
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.8. Thermal analysis of a CX and aluminium 
composition, considering different thicknesses of fire 
protections internally and at the exposed side. Case 1. 

Figure 5.9. Thermal analysis of a CX and aluminium 
composition, considering different thicknesses of fire 
protections internally and at the exposed side. Case 2. 

Figure 5.10. Thermal analysis of a CX and aluminium composition, 
considering different thicknesses of fire protections internally and 
at the exposed side. Case 3. 
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The differences to the internal heat up of the non-exposed aluminium cross section and the 
considered compositions in figure 5.11 are significant large. The thermal numerical results of 
case 2 at elevated temperatures (blue line) present the lowest temperatures compared to the 
other considered composition.  Case 3 present at 3600 seconds temperatures above 250 
degrees Celsius. Which may indicate that this composition is not capable to maintain enough 
load bearing resistance for 60 minutes, if the structural composition has a critical temperature 
of 250 degrees Celsius. The thermal results of case 2 present a temperature of 175 degrees 
Celsius at 3600 seconds. Which may conclude that this type of composition is applicable to 
use in an aluminium curtain wall system with a fire resistance of 60 minutes. Although, the 
critical temperature of the structural aluminium components has to be higher as 175 degrees 
Celsius. Finally, case 1 presents temperatures beneath 225 degrees Celsius at 3600 seconds. 
Case 2 could be considered if the critical temperature of the structural aluminium components 
in the redesigned aluminium curtain wall exposed to standard fire is 225 degrees Celsius or 
higher. Furthermore, this composition has the preference, considering the second moment of 
areas of the non-exposed aluminium cross section.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.11. Thermal analysis of composition of CX and aluminium alloy, considering different thicknesses of fire 
protection at the exposed side. Case 1-3. 
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5.3.5. Conclusions sensitivity analysis 

In sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.4 and Annex E different sensitivity analyses to the thermal properties 
of materials at elevated temperatures, the thermal boundaries in curtain wall cross sections 
and the thermal interaction between different components in a fire resistant curtain wall system 
are described, discussed and some conclusions are drawn. As presented in the introduction 
of section 5.3 fourteen sensitivity analyses are performed in chronological order and their 
conclusions are shortly summarised.  
 
- A mesh of 0,25x0,25mm for fire protection material (gypsum) in numerical analysis 

presents accurate and conservative thermal numerical results in Annex E.  
- A mesh of 0,25x0,25mm aluminium alloy structures in numerical analysis presents 

appropriate thermal numerical results.  
- The thermal conductance between aluminium and fire protection material is assumed as 

constant with a value of 200 W/m2K.  
- Fire protection material CX presents the lowest temperatures compared to gypsum and 

magnesium in a mullion composition exposed to standard fire.  
- A significant temperature time difference is obtained in figure 5.4 between a thermal 

break and thermal link. Application of a thermal break increases the thermal resistance 
and the load bearing capacity of an aluminium structural element at elevated 
temperatures.  

- Heat transfer in a cavity can be modelled with a U-value of 0,018 (m2K)/W.  
- Transom CW50-FP has to be modelled completely when exposed to standard fire. Due  
- Fire protection CX has the lowest temperatures in the aluminium transom CW50-FP 

compared gypsum and magnesium. However, the transom will fail quickly, due to direct 
exposed to the standard fire.  

- The emissivity coefficient of non-exposed side of aluminium may possible be lower than 
the value 0,3 given in NEN-EN 1999-1-2.  

- The emissivity coefficient 0,9 of current fire protections at the exposed surface presents 
conservative thermal results. 

- The emissivity coefficient of the exposed side of aluminium alloy has to decrease from 
0,1 to 0,7 if current experimental research to a fire resistant curtain wall system is 
considered by thermal numerical research.  

- A minimum thickness of 15 mm magnesium has to be applied in an aluminium curtain 
wall system when exposed to standard fire for 30 minutes. For an aluminium curtain wall 
system exposed to standard fire for 60 minutes, a minimum thickness of 15 mm CX is 
required.  

- A composition of 12mm CX, 3mm aluminium and internally 12mm CX is preferred in an 
aluminium curtain wall system exposed to standard fire. The orientation of small cavities 
inside an aluminium mullion present no significant temperature differences in the non 
exposed aluminium cross section. 
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5.4. Thermal analysis of the fire resistant curtain wall CW50-FP  
The thermal behaviour of system CW50-FP is determined with a thermal numerical model. A 
thermal analysis is performed on the mullion and transom of CW50-FP, which considers a fire 
protection material CX in the front chamber of the transom and no fire protection to the 
galvanised steel profile in current mullion CW50-FP. The mullion of CW50-FP consists of an 
aluminium mullion with an internal galvanised steel profile. The mullion at the inner side of a 
curtain wall exposed to standard fire, which is shown in figure 5.12. The transom consists of 
an aluminium transom, fire protection and stainless steel glass support. The non directly 
exposed aluminium section is thermally insulated by application of a fire protection in the front 
chamber of the transom, which is shown in figure 5.13. Other thermal elements of system 
CW50-FP are not considered due to the lack of knowledge on their thermal behaviour or 
experimental data. Therefore, they are not modelled in the present thermal numerical model 
of the mullion and transom.  

 
The thermal numerical analyses of both cross sections result in the internal temperature of 
individual elements of a curtain wall system exposed to standard fire which may indicate when 
the critical temperature of a structural element in system CW50-FP is reached. The developed 
thermal model considers the thermal properties of fire protection CX at elevated temperatures, 
the obtained values for the thermal boundaries as the emissivity and the thermal conductance 
between different components in a fire resistant curtain wall system. This is the first time that 
temperature time plots of directly exposed elements and other protected elements at the 
exposed side in curtain wall CW50-FP are determined. The temperature time plots of position 
1 in the mullion in figure 5.11 and in the transom in figure 5.12 considering three emissivity 
cases: theoretical (TH) are the emissivity coefficient provided in NEN-EN1999-1-2, practical 
(PR) considering current experimental research and a case between TH and PR namely 
practical (PR2) are presented in figures 5.14 and 5.15. Although, a lot of experimental and 
numerical research still have to be performed to current considered elements, to define the 
actual thermal behaviour or thermal resistance at elevated temperatures.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.13. Transom CW50-FP exposed to standard fire Figure 5.12. Mullion CW50-FP exposed to 
standard fire 
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The relation between the internal heat up of the steel galvanised profile and the considered 
emissivity coefficients of both the exposed and non-exposed side of the aluminium mullion is 
significant large in figure 5.14. Higher internal temperatures in the steel profile are obtained if 
higher emissivity coefficients are considered to the exposed aluminium mullion cross section.  
The relation between to the internal heat up of the aluminium transom and the emissivity 
coefficients of both the exposed and non-exposed side of the aluminium transom is significant 
large, see figure 5.15. Higher internal temperatures in the aluminium transom are obtained 
when higher emissivity coefficients are considered to the exposed aluminium transom cross 
section.  

 
 

Figure 5.14. Thermal numerical analysis of mullion CW50-FP at elevated temperatures with different emissivity coefficients.  

Figure 5.15. Thermal numerical analysis of transom CW50-FP at elevated temperatures, considering a melting temperature 
of 600°C with different emissivity coefficients. 
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5.5. Validation of thermal experimental case 
Different mullion compositions of Reynaers have been experimentally studied on exposure to 
standard fire as shown in figure 5.16 and studied during current research presented in figure 
5.17. The yellow part in figure 5.16 considers different internal compositions. The obtained 
temperature time plots for position 5 and 6 in figure 5.16 during the fire tests of the aluminium 
curtain wall have increased the knowledge on the thermal behaviour of an aluminium mullion 
exposed to a 30 or 60 minutes standard fire.  

 
Recently, different types of experimental research on the fire resistant curtain wall system 
CW50-FP are performed. The thermal results presented a good impression on the failure of 
the directly exposed aluminium. Remarkable in current fire tests was that the exposed 
aluminium profiles were still fully intact after 10 minutes of standard fire exposure, although 
theoretically an aluminium section without fire protection will fail and melt within 10 minutes. It 
may be assumed that the theoretical emissivity coefficient of nontreated exposed aluminium 
(0,3) as stated in NEN-1999-1-2 is too high. Therefore, the sensitivity analysis of the emissivity 
coefficient at the non exposed (Annex E.9) and exposed side (Annex E.11) of untreated 
aluminium are expanded. Furthermore, literature is established to the emissivity coefficient of 
untreated aluminium and presented for plain aluminium values between 0,03 and 0,11 and for 
oxidised aluminium between 0,05 and 0,31. 22 The thermal numerical results of those 
expanded values may confirm the experimental behaviour of the directly exposed aluminium.  
 
The thermal properties of different fire protections are studied in section 5.2 and several 
sensitivity analyses to the boundary conditions, modelled geometry and the influence of cavity 
and thermal break in an aluminium cross section exposed to standard fire are discussed 5.3. 
Together with above discussed statement a validation study is performed to an aluminium 
mullion composition which is examined for a 30 and 60 minutes standard fire exposure. The 
tested composition with the measured positions is shown in figure 5.16, the test setup is 
already presented in figure 5.17. The thermal numerical results of this validation are given in 
figure 5.18 and compared to the 30 EI and 60EI temperature time plots. Integrity (E) and 
Insulation (I) are both fire resist classification, discussed in annex A.  
 
 
 

Figure 5.16. A horizontal aluminium mullion cross 
section exposed to standard fire. (with different 
internal tested composition) 

Figure 5.17. A specimen exposed to standard fire (with 
different internal tested composition) 
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The validation study considers the previous research to fire protection materials, the sensitivity 
analysis and the statement to the emissivity coefficient of untreated aluminium. The 
experimental results of both considered positions present similar temperature time plots for the 
EI30 tested mullion, which may be related to the high thermal conductivity of aluminium alloy 
at elevated temperatures. Although, the temperature time plot of the gas in the furnace 
presented between 180 - 1800 seconds higher values than the standard fire curve. This 
increases the fire load on the tested specimen compositions and results in higher internal 
temperatures.  
 
The EI60 tested mullion presents temperature differences between position 5 and 6 of 50-70 
degrees Celsius after 600 seconds of standard fire exposure. Which is remarkable compared 
to the temperature time plot of the EI30 tested mullion. Although, current experimental tested 
mullion compositions contain thermal elements that may geometrical change (as swelling 
gaskets) at elevated temperatures. This may locally reduce the temperatures at position 6 of 
the tested mullion composition. An alternative explanation may that the temperature 
differences in the EI60 tested mullion are related to structural failure of the exposed aluminium 
cross section. This may thermally separate both considered aluminium cross section parts. 
The last remark to the experimental results: all measured temperatures at both positions are 
between 10 and 18 minutes higher as 350 degrees Celsius, which may indicate that all 
structural aluminium elements at the exposed side of the measured points are failed after 18 
minutes. Despite, current tested mullion composition is already used in an aluminium curtain 
wall system with a fire resistance of 60 minutes. The numerical results of both considered 
positions in tested mullion compositions present similar thermal results. Which is mainly related 
to the high conductivity of aluminium alloy at elevated temperatures.  
 
The numerical results presented in figure 5.18 are obtained after different thermal studies to 
fire protections at elevated temperatures and several sensitivity analyses. The developed 
thermal numerical model of the tested mullion composition presents the best thermal numerical 
results compared to the experimental results, if the emissivity coefficient of the aluminium 
exposed surface is set to 0,1 and the non-exposed aluminium surface is set to 0,05. However, 
the determined temperature time plots of the numerical model still present large differences 
and another pattern compared to the experimental results. This may be due to the lack of 
knowledge on the heat transfer mechanisms in this area, changes of the thermal resistance in 
present elements and the applied simplifications in the thermal numerical model. The 
emissivity coefficients in current validation study are used in further thermal numerical 
analyses for the redesign of curtain wall system CW50-FP. They provide the possibility to 
compare the thermal numerical results with the experimental results of CW50-FP exposed to 
a standard fire. 

Figure 5.18. The numerical results of the validation to the aluminium mullion composition exposed to standard fire.  
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5.6. Conclusion thermal analysis 
This section describes and summarises conclusions of chapter 5.2 - 5.5 and annex E. The 
design rule in NEN-EN-1999-1-2 determines the internal temperatures of thermally exposed 
aluminium structures in is curve fitted for light weight fire protection materials as mineral wool. 
The design rule is not applicable for fire protection materials which include free and bonded 
water. The design rule is applicable for a fire resistant curtain wall with use of mineral wool. 
Although, in present research a to low thermal resistance for this type of material with a 
thickness of 25 mm is found.  
 
The time temperature plots of different thermal exposed fire protection materials determined 
with the thermal numerical models presented similar results compared with experimental and 
numerical research results. The similarity is currently found for directly exposed plates at 
frames where at both at the non-exposed side and at different internal depths the temperature 
time plots of plate material are studied. The numerical temperature time plots of frame 
constructions with different type of plates showed some deviation compared to the 
experimental results. The heat transfer model of D. Kontogeorgos, G. Wakili etc. for cavity 
constructions at elevated temperatures provides an opportunity to compare numerical with 
experimental results. A closed cavity at the direct exposed side of the composed aluminium 
profile had no major influence on the thermal numerical results of the non-exposed aluminium 
cross-section.  
 
The fictitious fire protection material CX is fitted on the heat capacity between 175-350 degrees 
Celsius and based on the density and conductivity reduction of the researched Magnesium 
Oxide at elevated temperatures. The temperature at the non-exposed side of this 12,5mm thick 
CX fire protection material resulted in temperatures beneath the 350 degrees Celsius after a 
fire exposure of 60 minutes as shown in figure 5.11. The parameter study to the thickness of 
the CX material at the exposed side resulted in a minimal thickness of 12mm. Additionally, 
thermal numerical research on the CX material in the non-exposed aluminium resulted in a 
significant reduction of the maximum temperature and temperature gradient in the non-
exposed aluminium section. Finally, a mesh study to the CX material resulted in a mesh of 
0,25 x 0,25mm and a parameter study on the emissivity coefficient at the exposed side showed 
no major influence on the thermal numerical results of the non-exposed aluminium cross-
section. 
 
The parameter study to the thermal contact conductance resulted in a value of 200 W/m2k 
between the aluminium plate and the CX plate. The exact value is difficult to determine 
because it is dependent on the conductivity of the materials, the surface roughness and the 
surface emissivity coefficient. Additionally, the thermal contact conductance between CX and 
aluminium may be inconsistent over the contact area because its strongly dependent on the 
mutual compression which is initiated by the construction method. 
 
The parameter study to the emissivity coefficient of the treated or external effected aluminium 
surface presented significant influence on the internal heat up of the non-exposed and exposed 
aluminium. Especially, variation of the emissivity coefficient (0,1-0,7) of the directly exposed 
aluminium surface showed large difference in the internal heat up of the non-exposed 
aluminium and it increases when the aluminium profile is separation to a directly exposed and 
non-exposed aluminium cross section. Furthermore, this thermal parameter study presented 
that the internal heat up of the non-directly exposed parts of an exposed aluminium cross 
section are strongly dependent on the heat up of the directly exposed aluminium. The heat up 
of the non-exposed aluminium can be reduced with adding a thermal break between the direct 
and non-direct parts of the aluminium exposed cross section. Finally, a thermal mesh study to 
aluminium resulted in a minimal mesh of 0,5 x 0,5mm. However, the mesh in the thermal 
analysis is set to 0,25x0,25 mm because then the thickness of the aluminium section could be 
redesigned in steps of 0,25mm.    
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6. Structural analysis of CW50-FP 
The load bearing capacity of system CW50-FP at elevated temperatures is determined and 
discussed in present chapter. Currently, the load bearing capacity of system CW50-FP at 
elevated temperatures is checked by experimental research, which considers the standard 
regulations formulated in NEN-EN1364-3. 7 Additionally, the size of system CW50-FP could 
be increased by given enlargement factors defined in NEN-EN1364-3 and Annex A, which 
reflect the load bearing capacity of the system when exposed to fire. However, the deflection 
or deflection rate time plots may only indicate the stiffness of the total curtain wall system at 
elevated temperatures. So, considering current experimental research, it is impossible to 
define the load bearing capacity at elevated temperatures or the critical temperature of 
individual structural elements in a curtain wall system exposed to standard fire.  
 
Furthermore, obtained deflection and temperature time data is insignificant to redesign present 
system CW50-FP. This will be further clarified in section 6.1. Several structural analyses are 
used to determine the load bearing capacity of structural elements of a curtain wall system 
exposed to standard fire are present in section 6.2.- 6.7.  
 
6.1. Motivation and objectives 
The load bearing capacity of structural elements in fire resistant curtain wall system CW50-FP 
at elevated temperatures are currently difficult to determine. This is mainly due to the lack of 
thermal experimental data on the directly exposed and internal structural elements of system 
CW50-FP, deflection measurement of individual parts of system CW50-FP, the structural 
properties of galvanised steel and aluminium alloy when exposed to standard fire. Besides, 
the curtain wall joint constrains a glass support, a mullion and transom, which are recently only 
structural analysed at ambient temperatures 10 and formulates the following objectives.  
 
First, the structural elements in current system CW50-FP are determined at ambient and at 
elevated temperatures, which is discussed in section 6.2. The structural resistance of fire proof 
glass at elevated temperatures and its structural behaviour in current system CW50-FP is not 
considered in present research. Second, the load transfer in CW50-FP has been analysed in 
section 6.3 to 6.5, which considers the load transfer of the applied load (the weight of the fire 
proof glass) on the stainless steel glass support to the aluminium transom and the reinforced 
aluminium mullion. Third, a structural analysis has been performed on joint between the 
transom and mullion. Different failure mechanism are checked on this joint in section 6.6 at 
elevated temperatures. Fourth, a structural analysis has been performed on the joint between 
T-bracket and the mullion discussed in section 6.7 and considers the bearing resistance at 
elevated temperatures. Fifth, a structural analysis has been performed on joints between the 
glass support and the transom and mullion discussed in section 6.8, which reflects the bearing 
resistance and deformations at elevated temperatures. Finally, a structural analysis has been 
performed on the buckling resistance of the mullion (galvanised steel profile) of CW50-FP 
discussed in section 6.9 at elevated temperatures.   
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6.2. The structural elements of CW50-FP exposed to fire 
This section describes the structural elements in system CW50-FP which contribute to the 
load bearing capacity of the system at elevated temperatures, when the system is at the 
inner side of the building exposed to standard fire. A view of system CW50-FP with all 
present elements is shown in figure 6.2.1 This system is an external cladding, which is 
currently not considered as a main bearing element of the building. This system is self-
supporting and structurally considered as a secondary construction, which mean, that it is 
attached to the main bearing construction as presented in figure 6.2.2.   
 

The analysis started with a research on the elements of system CW50-FP shown in figure 
6.2.1. As mentioned in the introduction the fire resistance of fire proof glass is not 
considered. Additionally, the non-exposed elements of system CW50-FP are not 
considered, because the fire proof glass thermally protects these parts. Furthermore, 
small non-thermal and structural elements are eliminated in the thermal and structural 

Figure 6.2.2. The mullion profile attached to the main 
construction of the building. 47

Figure 6.2.1. Figure G.2.1. A 3D overview of 
CW50-FP. 

Figure 6.2.3.  A cut out of system CW50-FP, considering the thermal and structural elements with an indication of the 
applied force area by a red pattern.
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analysis. The remaining thermal and structural elements at ambient temperatures are 
presented in figure 6.2.3.  
The analysis continues with considering the thermal elements of CW50-FP and previous 
thermal analyses on system CW50-FP when exposed to standard fire. This has resulted 
in remaining structural elements in system CW50-FP at ambient temperatures, which are 
presented by an exploded views in figure 6.2.4.  

The remaining structural elements in figure 6.2.4 consider an aluminium mullion, 
galvanised steel profile, aluminium T-bracket and a stainless steel glass support. The joint 
between the aluminium transom and mullion is reinforced by an aluminium T-bracket 
which is shown in figure 6.2.4. The aluminium mullion is reinforced by a galvanised steel 
profile as presented in figure 6.2.3 and 6.2.4. The aluminium T-bracket is directly attached 
to the aluminium mullion by two screws as given in figure 6.2.5.  

The aluminium transom slides over the aluminium T-bracket and is attached to the 
aluminium mullion by two screws as shown in figure 6.2.6. The stainless steel glass 
support is constructed in front of the aluminium transom and mullion as presented in figure 
6.2.4 and attached with two M6 stainless steel screws in the mullion and two stainless 

Figure 6.2.5. 3D exploded view of the aluminium mullion with 
aluminium T-bracket joint.

Figure 6.2.6. 3D view of the aluminium transom with 
aluminium mullion profile joints.

Figure 6.2.4. Exploded view of the main structural elements of system CW50-FP. 
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steel socket screws in the aluminium transom as shown in figure G.2.4. Finally, all 
considered structural joints in system CW50-FP are presented in figure G.2.8 where the 
application of the force of the fire proof glass is visualised by a glazing block (red pattern) 
on the stainless steel glass support. 

 
The red patterns in figure 6.2.8 present the force of the fire proof glass on the stainless 
steel glass support, which indicate a homogenous applied load. Although, this applied 
load could be considered and translated to a line load. The position of the gravity of the 
fire proof glass considering the thickness is known at ambient temperatures. Additionally, 
the applied load could be translated to a point load on the glass support. The center 
position and length of the glazing block is considered with the edge distance design rule 
of Reynaers et al. 47 and is checked with the application standards in NEN-EN 12488 20 
and NEN-EN-ISO 14439. 19 However, the considered force position changes at elevated 
temperatures. The gravity line of the fire proof glass panel transfers to the non-exposed 
side of the exposed curtain wall system (out of plane translation) when the exposed glass 
panes fail at the exposed side. Additionally, the force positions transfers to the mullion 
side edge of glazing block, due to vertical bending of the glass support. (in plane 
translation) In next section the position of the applied force is considered at the center of 
the glazing block and the eccentricity considering the out of plane transfer of the point load 
is checked. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.2.8. The structural elements of CW50-FP at ambient temperatures with considers the applied force of the 
fire proof glass.  
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6.3. Load transfer in CW50-FP 
The position of the load on the stainless steel glass support considers the weight of the fire 
proof glass. However, a curtain wall system consist of different elements with its own type of 
material and volume. The external applied forces on the joints and the structural elements of 
system CW50-FP are dependent on the size of the elements. Therefore, a reference project 
shown in figure 6.3.1 is studied. This considers a curtain wall frame with dimensions that could 
be tested in front of a gas furnace following the standards presented in NEN-EN1364-3. 7 

In figure 6.3.1 and Annex 7 the dimensions of reference curtain wall project are shown. The 
design is based on a curtain wall system with 2500 mm height mullion profiles and 2250 mm 
width transom profiles. As presented in figure 6.3.1 three transoms are attached to the mullion, 
two are positioned at a floor level and one at 1100 mm above a floor level. This may result in 
two different buckling modes as presented in figure 6.3.1. The most left considers buckling in 
plane and the right one buckling out of plane. Finally, the external loads on the mullion are 
determine with the loading area (green stippled line) in figure 6.3.1. The maximum internal 
force at elevated temperatures presented in figure 6.3.1 is 2,94 kN. This is the weight of two 
transoms, own weight of the mullion and of course the weight of the glass panels.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.3.1. Reference project- experimental test dimensions.  
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Another reference curtain wall project (extreme) is considered in present research and shown 
in figure 6.3.2. This curtain wall system considers large glass dimension and is used in next 

structural analysis.  
 
These axial force values are clarified by weight of the structural elements, extensively 
discussed in tables G3.1 to G3.3. The final design in present research are given in table 6.3.1.   
 
 Table 6.3.1. The weight of mullion, transom, glass support and fire proof glass in CW50-FP.  

Elements exposed to standard fire Design Load 
 

CW50-FP Mullion 0,066 kN/m 

CW50-FP Transom 0,033 kN/m 

Fire proof glass (experimental) Case1 2,61 kN 

Fire proof glass (extreme) Case 2 5,00 kN 

Stainless steel glass support 0,016 kN 

 
The design loads of system CW50-FP are determined with Eurocode 0. A curtain wall exposed 
to standard fire is considered in Eurocode 0 as an accidental load (Extreme thermal load).  
 
The general format of the accidental load combination in Eurocode 0 is expressed: 
jG = j	Ù∑ mn,oopq + r + KG + ksq,q	Xc	st,q	uvn,q	 + ∑ st,w	vn,w	wxq 	ı	     Eq.6.3.1 
 
where: 
mn,o = hℎ_c_h\ace`\eh	y_Wda	X0	,acb_faf\	_h\eXf	  
r = ,ca`\ca``efY	_h\eXf	zℎehℎ	e`	d`d_WW{	fX\	caWay_f\	0Xc	_Wdbefedb	`\cdh\dca` 
KG = _hhe|af\_W	_h\eXf, ef	\ℎe`	h_`a	\ℎa	0eca	WX_|	  
vn,q	 = 	|Xbef_f\	(bahℎ_feh_W)	y_ce_åWa	_h\eXf	 
vn,w	 = fXf − dominant	(mechanical)	variable	action	 
sq,o = 0_h\Xc	0Xc	\ℎa	0caDdaf\	y_Wda	X0	y_ce_åWa	_h\eXf	e 

Figure G.3.2. Reference project- extreme dimensions.  
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st,o = 0_h\Xc	0Xc	\ℎa	Dd_`e − ,acb_faf\	y_Wda	X0	y_ce_åWa	_h\eXf	e 
In Eurocode 0 the following partial factors and  ψ – factors at ambient presented in Annex 
G.3 and at fire conditions are given beneath: 
 
çé,o = 1,0 = ,_c\e_W	0_h\Xc	0Xc	,acb_faf\	_h\eXf 
çè,o = 1,0 = ,_c\e_W	0_h\Xc	0Xc	y_ce_åWa	_h\eXf 
sq,q = 0		_\	0eca	a-,X`a|	_Wdbefedb	hdc\_ef	z_WW	`{`\ab`	hℎahßa|	 
ze\ℎ	ëjë − jë1991− 1 − 7			 15 
st,q = 0	_\	0eca	a-,X`a|	_Wdbefedb	hdc\_ef	z_WW	`{`\ab`	`aa	ëjë− jë− 1991 − 1 − 2 (CEN, 2011)  
 
The check on vertical deflection: 
The maximum vertical deformation in the transom has to be less than 3 mm at ambient 
temperatures. 48 
 
The check on horizontal deflections: 
The maximum horizontal deformation in the mullion is defined at ambient temperatures and 
shown in table 6.2. 48 
 
Table 6.2. The maximum horizontal deflection in a mullion at room temperature. 

Length = >	 ≤ 3,0b “ ≤ >/300 
3,0b ≤ > ≤ 7,5b “ ≤ 5 + >/300 
> ≥ 7,5b “ ≤ >/250 

 
6.3.1.  Introduction of applied force 

The load transfer in CW50-FP has been analysed, considering the extreme reference case at 
elevated temperatures. The analysis presents the load transfer of the applied load (the weight 
of the fire proof glass) on the stainless steel glass support to the aluminium transom and 
aluminium mullion with reinforcement of a galvanised steel profile. The applied force of 5,0 kN 
is divided with two supports. So, F = 5,0/2 = 2,5 kN of the fire proof glass on the glass support 
in system CW50-FP. This force concern the extreme case as defined in table G3.4 and the 
position of the force with its eccentricities is shown in figure G.3.3. 

 
The applied force on the glass support introduces normal and shear, tension forces and 
bending and torsional moments in system CW50-FP at ambient and elevated temperatures. 

Figure 6.3.3. The applied force on the glass support, considering the eccentricity on the glass support Et,1), the gravity 
center of the transom (Et,2), the gravity center of the mullion (Eb,1), the rotation of the transom with mullion joint in 
plane(Eb,2), the rotation point of the glass support and transom (Eb,3) and the rotation of the transom with mullion joint 
out of plane(E,b4) 
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This results in internal reactions in the structural elements and joints at ambient temperatures 
and may change at elevated temperatures. Furthermore, failure of the mullion and the transom 
and failure of the joints are checked at elevated temperatures.  
 
6.3.2.  Forces from glass support to transom and mullion 

In section 6.3.1 and in figure 6.3.3 the force on the glass support is discussed and visualised. 
However, the 3D force transfer in curtain wall system CW50-FP is still unknown. Therefore, 
the internal transport is further studied. The results may indicate that a fraction of the applied 
force will be transported by the aluminium transom and a fraction by the glass support as 
presented in figure 6.3.4.  

However, the ratio of force between the two transfer paths is currently hard to determine. 
Although, an elaboration is given in next sections, considering the maximum applied force of 
2,5kN on the transom as well as the glass support. Furthermore, the feasible reaction forces 
and moments in system CW50-FP are presented in figure G.3.5. They may change or 
disappear at elevated temperatures. 

As shown in figure 6.3.5 torsion in the transom and glass support may be present, which is 
discussed in section 6.3.2.1. Shear forces and bending moments out of plane of the curtain 
wall and the shear forces, bending moments in the transom to the mullion joint are explained 
and analysed in section 6.4. The shear forces and bending moments in plane of the curtain 
wall and the shear forces, bending and torsional moments on the aluminium T-bracket to the 

Figure 6.3.4. Top view of the force transfer in the glass support and transom. 

Figure 6.3.5. The applied force on the glass support and the reaction forces, bending and torsional moments in system 
CW50-FP. 
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mullion are explained and analysed in section 6.5. The shear forces and bending moments in 
the stainless steel glass support to the aluminium transom and mullion joint are analysed in 
section 6.6. Finally, the axial force and bending resistance and the buckling resistance of the 
mullion in CW50-FP at elevated temperatures is determined in section 6.7.  
 
Torsion in transom and glass support 
The applied load on the glass support results in torsion of the transom and glass support, which 
is previous shown in figure 6.3.6 and additionally presented 2D in figures 6.3.6 and 6.3.7.  

The torsion in the stainless steel glass support is determined, considering the applied force on 
the glass support with a maximum eccentricity of 8 mm, shown in figure 6.3.6. This eccentricity 
is based on the gravity of fire proof glass panel in original stage, which is at ambient 
temperatures 8 mm to the transom and at the stage of failure 8 mm to the non-exposed side 
at elevated temperatures. The torsion in the aluminium transom, considers the applied force 
on the glass support with a maximum eccentricity of (54,3 + 8 = 64,3	bb	) to the gravity center 
of the transom.  

The aluminium transom is a thin walled closed cross section, which mainly performs well to 
torsion since the full cross sections (transom) is activated to resist shear forces as shown in 
figure 6.3.7. The torsion resistance of the transom without an aluminium T-bracket at the 
support is infinite stiff at the center and critical (high shear stresses) near the support, which 
resulted in large rotations of the transom near the support as discussed by S.A. Schraaf. 10 
The torsional resistance and rotation of the glass support is not analytically studied by 
S.A.Schraaf. So, the torsional resistance of stainless steel glass support and the aluminium 
transom is analysed and checked on rotation and internal stresses. 

The torsional resistance of the glass support: 
The torsional resistance is determined with an analysis to the shear stresses in the glass 
support. This is present due to a torsional moment in the glass support, which is determined 
with equation G.3.2. The maximum internal torsional moment: 
 
™&,:G = 2500 ∙ 8 = 0,02	ßëb 
 

Figure 6.3.6. The applied force on the glass support 
with a maximum eccentricity of 8 mm.  

Figure 6.3.7. The applied force with an eccentricity 
of 54,3mm to the transom.  
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The internal shear stress and the torsional constant of the stainless steel glass support: 
The maximum shear stress and torsional constant of the glass support is determined with 
equation G.3.3. and G.3.4. and table G3.5. 
 
å = 40	bb 
\ = 15	bb 
\/å =

q◊

—4
= 0,375	  

* = 0,264 
˜ = 0,256 
 

¯+@‰ = 	
™&

*å\t
= 	

0,02 ∙ 10–

0,264 ∙ 40 ∙ 15t
= 8,4	ë/bbt 

 
&̆ = 	˜å\Ω = 	0,256 ∙ 40 ∙ 	15Ω = 34560	bb— 

 
The defined shear stress of 8,4 N/mm2 extreme low compared to the proof strength of stainless 
steel grade 1.4301 (190 N/mm2) at ambient temperatures. The general equation to determine 
the shear stress and torsional constant in a rectangular cross section is given in equation 
G.3.5. and G.3.6.  
 
The shear stress based on the general equation G.3.5. 
 
¯‰1 =

®Ô
ö

˙
#&’

= 		
4,4t∙q4˚

ö

˙
	∙	—4	∙	q◊’

= 6,67	ë/bbt	  

 
The torsional constant based on the general equation G.3.6. 

&̆ =
1

3
å\Ω = 		

1

3
∙ 40 ∙ 	15Ω = 45000	bb— 

 
The obtained value for the shear stress with equation G.3.5 is lower (¯‰1 ≤ ¯+@‰) as with 
equation G.3.3. This may conclude that conservative results considering the maximum shear 
stress in further analysis are obtained with equation G.3.3. The obtained value for the torsional 
constant with equation G.3.6 is higher than with equation G.3.4. This may conclude that 
conservative results considering the torsional constant in further analysis are obtained with the 
equation G.3.3. However, the bending stresses in the glass supported have to be determined 
and checked on the yield criterion.  
 
The rotation of the glass support: 
The rotation in the glass support is determined with equation G.3.7. The shear modulus is 
obtained with equation G.3.8. 49 
 
>:;; 	= 	\ℎa	`,_f	WafY\ℎ	X0	\ℎa	\c_f`Xb 
> =

q

q4
>:;; = 0,1 ∙ 3000 = 300	bb    47 

j = 200.000	ë/bbt 
À = 0,3	0Xc	`\_efWa``	`\aaW 
 
m =

…

t(qò¸)
=

t44444

t(qò4,Ω)
= 76923	ë/bbt	  

 
˝ =

®ÔÕ

é˛Ô
= 	

4,4t∙q4˚	∙	Ω44

œ–ˇtΩ	∙	—◊444	
= 0,0173	c_| = 0,99	|aYcaa	ef	cX\_\eXf     
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The vertical deformation in the glass support: 
The vertical deformation of the stainless steel glass support at ambient temperatures is 
determined with equation G.3.9.  
 
zA =

q

t
∙ å	 ∙ tan˝ = 	

q

t
∙ 40	bb ∙ tan(1) = 0,35	bb  

 
Conclusion: 
The stainless steel glass support is rotational stiff and the vertical deformation is small 
considering only torsion at ambient temperatures. The applied force (2,5kN) of the fire proof 
glass on the stainless steel glass support results in the vertical deformations in the glass 
support at elevated temperatures given in figure G.3.11. Besides, a critical temperature of 
above 1000 degrees Celsius is shown in figure G.3.12.  

 
Internal shear stresses and rotation in the transom: 
The internal shear stresses in aluminium transom of CW50-FP are determined with an analysis 
to a torsional moment on the transom. The torsional moment may be a result of the applied 
load on the glass support and the eccentricity to the gravity center of the transom as shown in 
figure 6.3.7. The rotation is analysed with the determination of the torsional constant of the 
transom.  
 
The torsional moment on the aluminium transom is determined with equation G.3.2: 
	

™&,:G = 2500 ∙ 54,3 = 0,1358	ßëb 
 
The shear stresses in thin walled cross section are considered as constant over each part of 
the section, which is shown in figure G.3.13 and in the transom presented in figure 6.3.7. The 
shear stresses circulate in opposite direction of the applied torsional moment ™&. The constant 
shear stress in the hollow section represent a shear force in vertical or horizontal direction. 
Therefore, half of the external torsional moment is resisted by a torque in horizontal of vertical 
direction. Additionally, the highest shear stress due to the torsional moment ™& can be found 
in the thinnest part of the cross section.  
 
The shear stresses in hollow sections can be determined in horizontal direction with the 
equation G.3.10, vertical direction equation G.3.11 and in general with equation G.3.12. 
 
\w = 1,7bb 
å4 = 64,2 − 1,7 = 62,5	bb 
ℎ4 = 50 − 1,7 = 48,3	bb 
 
The internal shear stress due to torsion: 

¯w = 		
™&

2å4ℎ4
	
1

\w
=
0,1358 ∙ 10–	

2 ∙ 48,3 ∙ 62,5
	
1

1,7
= 	132,3	ë/bbt		 

 
The torsional constant of the aluminium transom: 

&̆ = 	
4	(å4ℎ4)

t

å4
\q
+	
ℎ4
\t
+	
å4
\Ω
+	
ℎ4
\—

=
4	(62,5 ∙ 48,3)t

62,5

1,7
+	
48,3

1,7
+	
62,5

1,7
+	
48,3

1,7

= 279.636	mm—	 

 
The rotation of the aluminium transom: 
The rotation in the glass support is determined with equation G.3.7. The shear modulus is 
obtained with equation G.3.8. The shear modulus at ambient temperatures is previous defined. 
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Rotation at the middle of the transom span: 
˝ =

®ÔÕ

é˛Ô
= 	

4,qΩ◊ÿ∙q4˚	∙	q◊44

t◊ˇ—4	∙	tœˇ–Ω–	
= 0,028	c_| = 	0,028 ∙

180

!
= 1,61	|aYcaa	ef	cX\_\eXf     

 
Rotation at applied force position: 
˝ =

®ÔÕ

é˛Ô
= 	

4,qΩ◊ÿ∙q4˚	∙	Ω44

t◊ˇ—4	∙	tœˇ–Ω–	
= 0,006	c_| = 	0,006 ∙

180

!
= 0,32	|aYcaa	ef	cX\_\eXf     

 
The vertical deformation in the aluminium transom: 
The vertical deformation of the aluminium transom at ambient temperatures is determined 
with equation G.3.9. The vertical deformation of the toe of the transom at the non – exposed 
side, considering torsion:  
 
å = 54,3 − 16 = 	38,3	bb 
 
At midspan: 
zA = å	 ∙ tan˝ = 38,3	 ∙ tan(1,61) = 	1,08	bb	      
  
 
At force position: 
zA = 	å	 ∙ tan˝ = 38,3	 ∙ tan(0,32) = 	0,21	bb 
 
Conclusion: 
The aluminium transom is rotational stiff and the vertical deformations in the transom are 
small considering only torsion of the transom at ambient temperatures. The applied force 
(2,5kN) of the fire proof glass on the stainless steel glass support results in vertical 
deformations of the aluminium transom at midspan and elevated temperatures which are 
given in figure G.3.15. and a critical temperature of around 160 degrees Celsius is shown in 
figure G.3.16 
 
The torsion moment in the stainless steel glass support and aluminium transom is defined. The 
internal shear stresses and vertical deformations in the stainless steel glass support and the 
aluminium transom of CW50-FP are determined at ambient and elevated temperatures. The 
mechanical analysis of the elements of CW50-FP continues in next section. The load force 
transfer from the glass support to the mullion is considered using two dimensional mechanical 
scheme’s. 
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6.4. Structural analysis of the aluminium transom of CW50-FP at elevated 

temperatures 
Current research considers the aluminium transom of CW50-FP, which is assumed as hinge 
supported at both sides. The shear and bending moment in the transom due to the applied 
force of the fire proof glass are determined with a static mechanical scheme as presented in 
figure G.3.23.  

These internal reactions and the deformation are elaborated with general mechanical 
schemes. The following loads and properties are considered in table 6.4.1: 
Table 6.4.1. The load and properties of the extreme case, considering the transom of CW50-FP. 

F (extreme case) 2500 N 
L = Lb  3000 mm 
q (transom CW50-FP) 0,0657 N/mm 
E (Alu) 69.000 N/mm2 
I (transom CW50-FP) 198.610 mm4 

W (transom CW50-FP) 7943 mm3 
A (transom CW50-FP) 680 mm2 

The maximum shear in considered transom: 
The shear force in the transom due a vertical force ÷C can be determined with equation G.3.15. 
The shear force in the transom due to the dead weight D√ can be determined with equation 
G.3.16. 
L+@‰ = ÷ +	

1

2
∙ D ∙ W = 	2500 +	

1

2
∙ 0,0657 ∙ 3000 = 2599ë 

 
The maximum bending moment in the aluminium transom: 
The bending moment in the transom due a vertical force ÷C can be determined with equations 
G.3.17 and G.3.18. The bending moment in the transom due to the dead weight D√ can be 
determined with equation G.3.20. The maximum internal bending moment and the bending 
moment at force height of aluminium transom can be determined with equation G.3.21. 
 
™+wG = 2™",q + 2™",t + 		™Ó = (750.000 + 73913) ∙ 10– = 0,82	ßëb	  
 
™;$H?: = 2™",q + 	2™",t + 	™Ó,; = 	(750000 + 26609) ∙ 10

– = 0,78	ßëb	 
 
#$%,&'( = ),*+	,-& 
 
The maximum shear stress: 
KA = 	680	bb obtained from table 6.4.1 
¯:G,6 = 	

≠§•,Ô,./ 	∙	õ£,§•

´0
=	

t◊ˇˇ	∙	q,4

–ÿ4
= 	3,8	ë/bbt  

 
The maximum bending stress: 

Figure 6.4.1. The mechanical scheme of the transom of CW50-FP, considering the applied force of the fire proof glass and 
the dead weight of the transom. 
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™´ =	™;w,&,:G 
	“:% = 	7943 obtained from table 6.4.1 

"#,6 = 	
™;w,&,:G ∙ ç®,;w

*	 ∙ 	“:%

= 	
0,82 ∙ 10

6
∙ 1,0

1,2 ∙ 7943
= 	86,3	ë/bbt 

 
The maximum internal stress: 
The current aluminium transom cross sections contains simultaneous action. 
Therefore, the cross sections is analysed with the yield criterion. 50  
 

"?H,6 = ¤"å,N
2 + 3¯a|,N

2 = 186,32 + 3 ∙ 3,8
2
= 86,6	ë/bb

2 

In figure G.3.26 is the proof strength of aluminium and the maximum internal stress in current 
transom is shown at elevated temperatures. The critical temperature of current transom is 250 
degrees Celsius for Case1.  
 
The vertical deformation in current transom CW50-FP: 
The function for vertical deformation at the middle of the beam and at force position can be 
determined with the merge of equation G.3.21 with G.3.34 which results in equation 6.4.1 and 
the merge of G.3.22 with G.3.35 results in equation 6.4.2. Both equations 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 
provide the possibility to determine the vertical deformations in the middle and a force position 
in transom at ambient and at elevated temperatures.  
 
“+,&$& = 	“+q +“+t =	

◊

Ωÿ—
∙
Ó%2

…˛
+	

Ωœ

Ω444
∙
"%3

˙

…˛
      Eq. 6.4.1. 

 
“",&$& = “"q + “"t =

ˇÿq

t—4444
∙
Ó%2

…˛
	+	

qΩ

Ω444
∙
"∙%3

˙

…˛
      Eq. 6.4.2. 

 
The vertical deformations in the middle and at force height in current transom of CW50-FP 
are shown in figure 6.4.2. This considers the full applied force in case 1 on the transom at 
elevated temperatures. 

The maximum dilatation of between the toe of the aluminium transom and the fire proof glass 
panel at ambient temperatures: 7,0 mm. So, considering the vertical deformations in the 
transom in figure 6.4.2 may concludes that current transom already stacks on the glass panel 
beneath at ambient temperatures, when the full applied load of case 1 is considered. 
Furthermore, an internal temperature of 350 degrees Celsius in current transom is quickly 
reached as discussed in chapter 5 when current CW50-FP is exposed to standard fire. So, the 
vertical deformation of current glass support have to be determined. 

Figure 6.4.2. The deformation in current transom of CW50-FP at elevated temperatures, considering Case 1. 
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6.5. Structural analysis of the stainless-steel glass support of CW50-FP at elevated 

temperatures 
Present section considers the vertical deformations in the stainless steel glass support of 
CW50-FP when exposed fire. The internal shear force and bending moments in the stainless 
glass support can be obtained with the applied force on the stainless steel glass support and 
the eccentricity between the force and the rotation center of the glass support as shown in 

figure 6.5.1.   
 
The stainless steel glass support in figure 6.5.1 in present research is symmetrically loaded. 
Therefore, the stainless steel glass support is structurally considered as fully clamped at the 
rotation center, which is schematically shown in figure 6.5.2. 

 
The internal reactions and the vertical deformation in present stainless steel glass support is 
determined with the general mechanical schemes shown in figure 6.5.2. The following load 
and cross section properties are considered, see table 6.5.1. 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.5.1. The mechanical scheme of the stainless steel glass support with aluminium mullion and galvanised 
steel profile joint considering in plane direction of CW50-FP.  

Figure 6.5.2. The mechanical scheme of the transom of CW50-FP, considering the applied force of the fire proof glass and 
the dead weight of the transom. 
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Table 6.5.1. The load and properties of the extreme case, considering the transom of CW50-FP. 

F (extreme case) 2500 N 
L = Lb  3000 mm 
E (Stainless steel) 200.000 N/mm2 
I (glass support CW50-FP) 12.492 mm4 

 
The maximum shear in considered stainless steel glass support: 
 
L+@‰ = ÷ = 2500	ë 
 
The maximum bending moment in considered stainless steel glass support: 
 
™´ = ÷ ∙ - = 2500 ∙ 300 = 0,75	ßëb 
 
The maximum deformation in the stainless steel glass support: 
 
“(;) =

q

–
∙
"

…˛
	∂-Ω −

Ω

q44
W4
t
- +

t

q444
W4
Ω
∑ =  

 
q

–
∙

t◊44

t44444	∙	qt—ˇt
	∂0Ω −

Ω

q44
3000t ∙ 0 +

t

q444
3000Ω∑ = 	9,0	bb at ambient temperatures  

 
The maximum dilatation of between the glass support and the fire proof glass panel at ambient 
temperatures: 7,0 mm. This may conclude that the length of the glass support (cantilever) has 
to be checked on a shorter design and present design rule of > = >:;;/10	 is not sufficient 
considering the extreme case (Case 2). So, the length of the stainless steel glass support in 
system CW50-FP has to be studied to decrease the vertical deformation at ambient and 
elevated temperatures. Present stainless steel glass support has a length of 150 mm for a 
maximum load of 1,3 kN.  This result in a vertical deformation of “(;) = 0,59	bb at ambient 
temperature and considered the vertical deformation in the experimental case.   
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6.6. Structural analysis of the joint transom with mullion 
The joint between the aluminium transom with mullion structurally analysis in present section. 
The load transfer in parallel section 6.6.1 and perpendicular 6.6.2 to the transom in present 
joint is examined. The joint is introduced in section 6.2. and shown in figure 6.2.6 but the load 
transfer in the joints is discussed next. However, the transom with mullion joint is reinforced 
with an aluminium T-bracket which has large influence on the rotation capacity out of plane. 10  
Besides, the internal shear in current transom is support in plane and out of plane by with two 
transom with mullion joints and two T-bracket with mullion joints. So, the total shear load is 
divided over four joints (stainless screws), which is considered in the structural analysis on 
shear.  The internal bending moment in plane is resisted by two screw joints in the transom 
with mullion joint, discussed in 6.4.1. The internal bending out of plane is resisted by four 
screws. Two screws in the transom with mullion joint, which resist the bending moment by the 
shear resistance of the screwed joints discussed in section 6.4.2 and two screws in joint of the 
T-bracket with mullion, which resist the bending moment by the tension resistance of the 
screwed joint discussed in section 6.7.2. Although, resulting shear load and tension load in 
these joints are hard to determined, due to simultaneous present in the global transom with 
mullion joint and the load transfer in different cross sections. Therefore, each joint is 
individually discussed and considered the maximum feasible shear and tension load in the 
joint. The exact shear and tension loads in present joints can be obtained by finite element 
modelling, which is not considered in present research. Furthermore, the thermal numerical 
analysis resulted in quick high temperatures in the aluminium parts of these joint. This may 
indicate that the critical temperature of both considered joints is reached at early stage when 
the curtain wall system is exposed to standard fire. 
 
6.6.1. Load transfer in the transom in parallel direction (in plane)  

The load transfer in parallel direction of the transom or in of plane of the curtain wall system is 
determined with the eccentricity between the applied force on the glass support and the 
rotation center of transom with mullion shown in figure 6.6.1 and the size of the applied force. 
The presence of the eccentricity results in internal bending moments and the size of applied 
force depends the maximum vertical shear load in the screwed joints in plane direction. 

 
As shown in figure 6.6.1 the applied force results in horizontal and vertical reactions. These 
are simultaneously present due to internal shear and bending in the transom and result in a 
net shear load. This shear load has to be resisted by the transom with mullion joint, consisted 

Figure 6.6.1. The mechanical scheme of the aluminium transom with aluminium mullion joint considering in plane 
direction of the CW50-FP.  
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of a stainless screw which structurally connects the aluminium transom with mullion. So, the 
shear resistance of this joint has to determined and checked. The following failure 
mechanism are considered in present joint: 
 
Failure mechanisms the joint on shear: 

- The shear resistance of the screw (stainless steel) 51 
- The bearing capacity in the joint considering the thin aluminium cross section plates of 

the transom and mullion 51 
- The bearing capacity considering end and edge boundary conditions of the aluminium 

transom. 24 
 
The maximum vertical shear load in present screwed joint in plane direction: 
The shear load consist of the applied force on the glass support is 2,5kN and the dead 
weight of the transom. The maximum vertical shear load is determined in G.4.1 and 
resulted in: 
 
L:G =

≠5/

—
= 688	ë  

 
The minimal shear resistance of the screwed joints in plane direction: 
The govern failure mechanism in present joint, considering shear: The bearing resistance of 
the connection between the stainless steel screw and aluminium mullion: 
 
The bearing resistance of joint between the stainless steel screw and the aluminium cross 
section.   
\(2√ = 1,85bb = hcX``	`ah\eXf	\ℎehßfa``	X0	\ℎa	bdWWeXf 

÷#,©G = 		
t,◊	∙	;‹,¨•6

õ£˙

¤k\(2√u
Ω
∙ | = 	

t,◊	∙	tq◊	∙1q,ÿ◊˙∙—,t

q,t◊
= 2217	ë	 per screw 

 
The maximum horizontal shear load in present screwed joint in plane direction: 
The maximum internal bending moment in present joint is determined with the eccentricity 
between the applied force and rotation center of the transom with mullion.  
 

™	a|,b_-,_,,Wea| =	
2,5	∙10

3
∙	285	+	(240	∙	750		)

10
6

= 0,89	ßëb	0Xc	\X\_W	hXffah\eXf  
 
The maximum internal shear load in the screwed joints is determined with the eccentricities 
between the screw and the rotation center as shown in figure 6.6.2 and examined in G.4.1. 

 
 

Figure 6.6.2. The bearing resistance to the bending moment in the joint (transom with mullion). 
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The maximum horizontal load: 
 
ñ	a|,b_-,`hcaz =

™	a|,b_-,_,,Wea|	−	ñ4∙_2		

_1
= 	

0,89∙10
6
		

41,5
= 21506	ë	ef	\ℎa	`hcaza|	  

This result may conclude that present joint will fail in horizontal direction because the bearing 
capacity is relatively low compared to the applied shear load. ÷å,ñ| ≤ ÷	a|,b_-,`hcaz So, this joint 
cannot obtain large internal bending moment in plane direction, which is structurally confirmed in a 
hinge support.  
 
The structural check at ambient temperatures: 
Only the maximum vertical shear load is considered in present check. 
 
≠./

"∏,7/
= 	

–ÿÿ	

ttqœ	‘
= 0,31	 ≤ 1,0	Xßa.	  

 
The structural check at elevated temperatures: 
The failure mechanism on shear of current considered connection at ambient temperatures 
is defined and fails on bearing of the thin plates. But, the bearing resistance of the 
connection decreases at elevated temperatures. To determine the critical temperature of 
the screwed connection and the failure mechanism bearing due to shear at elevated 
temperatures, the theory presented in NEN-1993-1-2 is used and has resulted in equation 
6.6.1. 27 
 
÷;w,#,©G = 	Ÿ2,6 ∙ ÷#,©G ∙ ∂

ç®Ω
ç®,;w
¥ ∑            Eq. 

6.6.1.  
Where: 
÷;w,#,©G = \ℎa	åa_cefY	ca`e`\_fha	X0	\ℎa	`hcaz	hXffah\eXf	_\	aWay_\a|	\ab,ac_\dca` 
Ÿ2,6 = \ℎa	dW\eb_\a	`\ca``	c_\eX	0Xc	_Wdbefedb	_WWX{`	`\cafY\ℎ	ca`e`\_fha	_\	\ab,ac_\dca	N@%	 
÷#,©G = \ℎa	|a`eYf	åa_cefY	ca`e`\_fha	X0	\ℎa	`hcaz	hXffah\eXf	_\	_båeaf\	\ab,ac_\dca 
ç®,;w = \ℎa	,_c\e_W	`_0a\{	0_h\Xc	0Xc	\ℎa	caWay_f\	b_\ace_W	,cX,ac\{	0Xc	\ℎa	0eca	`e\d_\eXf = 1,0 
 
To determine the bearing capacity to shear in current joint at elevated temperatures, the 
ultimate strength ratio Ÿ2,6 for aluminium alloy 6060-T66 at elevated temperatures has to 
be defined. Besides, the stiffness ratio of alloy 6060-T66 at elevated temperatures has to 
be considered, because it may have large influence on the mechanical behaviour of the 
connection and its failure mechanism at elevated temperature. Both structural properties 
ratios are shown in figure G.4.3 at elevated temperatures.  
 
The bearing resistance at 20 degrees Celsius, considering equation 6.6.1: 
÷;w,#,©G = 	Ÿ2,6 ∙ ÷#,©G ∙ ∂

ç®Ω
ç®,;w¥ ∑ = 	1,0 ∙ 2217 ∙ ∂

1,25
1,0
¥ ∑ = 	2771	ë 
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The bearing resistance at 20 degrees Celsius is determined previously and the bearing 
resistance of present screw joint is shown in figure 6.6.3. Critical temperature: 340 degrees Celsius. 

6.6.2. Load transfer in the transom in perpendicular direction (out of plane)  

The load transfer in perpendicular direction of the transom or out of plane of the curtain wall 
system is determined in this section. The applied force on the glass support may results in 
torsional moments in the aluminium transom as previous discussed. However, the structural 
analysis on the glass support present low deformation at ambient and elevated temperatures. 
Which indicates that the load transfer is mainly through the glass support to the mullion. 
Nonetheless, a torsional moment in the transom results in a bending moment near the transom 
with mullion support. The internal bending moment depends on the size of the bearing ratio of 

Figure 6.6.3. The bearing resistance of the joint aluminium transom with aluminium mullion two screws of 4,2mm 

Figure 6.6.4. The mechanical scheme of the aluminium transom with aluminium mullion joint considering out of 
plane of CW50-FP.  
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the applied force on the transom and the eccentricity out of plane between the force and 
rotation center out of plane, which is shown in figure 6.6.4. In present section is the full applied 
load considered to determine the failure mechanism in current joints in system CW50-FP. The 
exact shear force and tension load in present joint can be obtained with finite element 
modelling.  
The reactions in present joint shown in figure 6.6.4 are discussed. The vertical reaction is in 
previous section determined and discussed. So, the horizontal reaction is presents due to the 
bending moment out of plane and results in a tension force, which has to be determined and 
the joint has to be check on the tension resistance. The tension resistance of this joint has to 
be checked on three failure mechanisms. 
  
Failure mechanisms the joint on tension: 

- The pull-out resistance of the screw in the thin aluminium cross section plates of the 
transom and mullion 51 

- The pull-through of the screw (stainless steel) in the thin aluminium cross section plates 
of the transom and mullion 51 

- The tension resistance of the screw (stainless steel) 51 
 
 
 
The maximum horizontal tension load in present screwed joint out of plane direction: 
The maximum internal bending moment out of plane in present joint is determined with the 
eccentricity between the applied force and rotation center of the transom with mullion out of 
plane as shown in figure 6.6.4. 
 

™	B,a|	b_- =	
2,5	∙10

3
∙	32,4

10
6

= 0,081	ßëb	0Xc	\X\_W	hXffah\eXf   
 
ñ{,a|,b_-,`hcaz =

™	a|,b_-,_,,Wea|	−	ñ4∙_2		

_1
= 	

0,081∙10
6
		

41,5
= 1952	ë	ef	`hcaz  

 
The minimal tension resistance of the screwed joints out of plane direction: 
The govern failure mechanism in present joint, considering tension: The pull-through 
resistance of the joint between the stainless steel screw and aluminium transom: 
 
\ = 1,85	bb	\ℎa	\ℎehßfa``	X0	\ℎa	hcX``	`ah\eXf	X0	\ℎa	\c_f`Xb 

÷√,©G = 6,1	 ∙ 	*> 	 ∙ 	*j 		 ∙ 	*™ 		 ∙ ¤
|z

22

	\	∙	0
d

ç™2

=  

6,1	 ∙ 	1,0	 ∙ 	1,0		 ∙ 	0,7		 ∙ ¤
ÿ,t

tt

	q,ÿ◊	∙	tq◊

q,t◊
= 829,5	ë	,ac	`hcaz   

 
This result may conclude that present joint will fail in horizontal direction because the tension 
resistance is relatively low compared to the applied shear load. ÷√,©G 	≤ 	ñ{,a|,b_-,`hcaz  So, this 
joint cannot obtain large internal bending moment out of plane direction. Which may conclude that 
joint between the aluminium T-bracket and mullion has to resist present bending moment out of 
plane.  
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6.7. Structural analysis of the joint T-bracket with mullion 
The joint between the aluminium T-bracket with mullion structurally analysis in present section. 
The load transfer in parallel section 6.7.1 and perpendicular in section 6.7.2 to the transom in 
present joint is examined. The joint is introduced in section 6.2 and shown in figure 6.2.5 but 
the load transfer in the joints is discussed next. However, the T-bracket with mullion joint 
reinforces the joint between the transom and mullion in current CW50-FP. The internal shear 
in current transom is supported in plane and out of plane by with two transom with mullion 
joints and two T-bracket with mullion joints. So, the total shear load is divided over four joints 
(stainless screws), which is considered in the structural analysis on shear.  The internal 
bending moment in plane is not resisted by two screw joints in the transom with mullion joint 
which is concluded in section 6.6.1. The internal bending out of plane is resisted by two screws, 
because the tension resistance of the transom with mullion joints is to low, concluded in section 
6.6.2. 
 
6.7.1. Load transfer in the T-bracket in parallel direction (in plane)  

The load transfer in joint between the aluminium T-bracket and mullion in of plane of the curtain 
wall system is determined with the eccentricity between the applied force on the glass support 
and the rotation center of transom with mullion shown in figure 6.7.1 and the size of the applied 
force. The presence of the eccentricity results in internal bending moments and the size of 
applied force depends the maximum vertical shear load in the screwed joints in plane direction. 
 

As shown in figure 6.7.1 the applied force results in horizontal and vertical reactions. These 
are simultaneously present due to internal shear and bending in the transom and result in a 
net shear load. This shear load has to be resisted by the T-bracket with mullion joint, consisted 
of a stainless screw which structurally connects the aluminium T-bracket with mullion. So, the 
shear resistance of this joint has to determined and checked. The following failure mechanism 
are considered in present joint: 
 
Failure mechanisms the joint on shear: 

- The shear resistance of the screw (stainless steel) 51 
- The bearing capacity in the joint considering the thin aluminium cross section plates of 

the transom and mullion 51 
 
 
 

Figure 6.7.1. The mechanical scheme of the aluminium T-bracket with aluminium mullion joint considering in plane 
direction of the CW50-FP.  
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The maximum vertical shear load in present screwed joint in plane direction: 
The shear load consist of the applied force on the glass support is 2,5kN and the dead 
weight of the transom are determined in section G.4.1 and resulted in shear load: 
 

L:G =
≠5/

—
= 688	ë  

 
The minimal shear resistance of the screwed joints in plane direction: 
The govern failure mechanism in present joint, considering shear: The bearing resistance of 
the joint between the stainless steel screw and aluminium transom. 
 
\(2√ = 1,7bb = hcX``	`ah\eXf	\ℎehßfa``	X0	\ℎa	bdWWeXf 

÷#,©G = 		
t,◊	∙	;‹,¨•6

õ£˙

¤k\(2√u
Ω
∙ | = 	

t,◊	∙	tq◊	∙1q,œ˙∙—,ÿ

q,t◊
= 2088	ë	 per screw 

 
The horizontal reaction in figure 6.7.1 are presents due to the bending moment in plane and 
results in a tension force, which has to be determined and the joint has to be check on the 
tension resistance. The tension resistance of this joint has to be checked on three failure 
mechanisms. 
 
Failure mechanisms the joint on tension: 

- The pull-out resistance of the screw in the thin aluminium cross section plates of the 
transom and mullion 51 

- The tension resistance of the screw (stainless steel) 51 
 
The maximum horizontal tension load in present screwed joint in plane direction: 
The maximum internal bending moment in present joint is determined with the eccentricity 
between the applied force and rotation center of the transom with mullion as defined in section 
G.4.1.  
 
™	a|,b_-,_,,Wea| =	÷å,ñ| ∙ a = 2500	 ∙ 17 = 	0,043	ßëb	0Xc	\X\_W	hXffah\eXf  
 
The maximum internal tension load in the screwed joints is determined with the eccentricities 
between the screw and the rotation center as shown in figure 6.7.2. 

ñ	1,:G,+@‰,(?H:8 =	ñΩ1 = 	
™	:G,+@‰,@√√%w:G 		

_q
= 	
0,043 ∙ 10–		

13,5
= 3148	ë	 

 
 

Figure 6.7.2. A detail mechanical scheme of the connection between aluminium mullion and T-bracket. 
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The minimal tension resistance of the screwed joints in plane direction: 
The pull-out resistance on tension at ambient temperatures: 
\(2√ = 1,7	bb = \ℎehßfa``	X0	\ℎa	bdWWeXf	`ah\eXf	 

÷$,©G =
4,ˇ◊	∙	;∏,7/	∙¤&Ò‹Æ

˙
G

õ£˙
	= 	

4,ˇ◊	∙	tq◊	∙1q,œ˙∙—,ÿ

q,t◊
= 793	ë	 per screwed connection 

 
The tension resistance of the screw at ambient temperatures at ambient temperatures: 
÷\,ñ| =	

560	∙	(!∙	2,42	)

q,t◊
= 	

560	∙18

q,t◊
= 	8104	ë    per screw 

 
This result may conclude that present joint will fail in horizontal direction because the tension 
resistance is relatively low compared to the applied tension load. ÷\,ñ| ≤ ñ	{,a|,b_-,`hcaz So, 
this joint cannot obtain large internal bending moment in plane direction, which is structurally 
confirmed in a hinge support.  
 
The structural check at ambient temperatures: 
Only the maximum vertical shear load is considered in present check. 
 
≠./

"∏,7/
= 	

–ÿÿ	

t4ÿÿ	‘
= 0,33	 ≤ 1,0	Xßa.	  

 
The structural check at elevated temperatures: 
The failure mechanism on shear of current considered connection at ambient temperatures 
is defined and fails on bearing of the thin plates. But, the bearing resistance of the 
connection decreases at elevated temperatures. To determine the critical temperature of 
the screwed connection and the failure mechanism bearing due to shear at elevated 
temperatures. The bearing resistance of present screw joint to vertical shear at elevated 
temperatures is shown in figure G.5.3 and provides a critical temperature of 340 degrees 
Celsius.  
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6.7.2. Load transfer in the T-bracket in perpendicular direction (out of plane)  

The load transfer in perpendicular direction of the transom or out of plane of the curtain wall 
system is determined in this section. The applied force on the glass support may results in 
torsional moments in the aluminium transom as previous discussed. However, the structural 
analysis on the glass support present low deformation at ambient and elevated temperatures. 
Which indicates that the load transfer is mainly through the glass support to the mullion. 
Nonetheless, a torsional moment in the transom results in a bending moment near the transom 
with mullion support. The internal bending moment depends on the size of the bearing ratio of 
the applied force on the transom and the eccentricity out of plane between the force and 
rotation center out of plane, which is shown in figure 6.7.3. In present section is the full applied 
load considered to determine the failure mechanism in current joints in system CW50-FP. The 
exact shear force in present joint can be obtained with finite element modelling.  

The reactions in present joint shown in figure 6.7.3 are discussed. The vertical reaction is in 
previous section determined and discussed. So, the horizontal reaction is presents due to the 
bending moment out of plane and results in net shear force, which has to be determined and 
the joint has to be check on the shear resistance.  
 
The maximum horizontal shear load in present screwed joint out of plane direction: 
The maximum internal bending moment out of plane in present joint is determined with the 
eccentricity between the applied force and rotation center of the transom with mullion out of 
plane as shown in figure 6.7.3. 
 
™	Â,:G	+@‰ = 	

t,◊	∙q4˙∙	Ωt,—

q4˚
= 0,081	ßëb	0Xc	\X\_W	hXffah\eXf  

 
ñ1,:G,+@‰,(?H:8 =	

4,4ÿq∙q4˚		

––,ˇ
= 1210	ë	ef	`hcaz	  

 

Figure 6.7.3. The mechanical scheme of the aluminium T-bracket with aluminium mullion joint considering out of plane of 
CW50-FP. 
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ñ—1 = 1210 ∙
31,7

44,2
= 	868	ë 

 
The net shear load: 
 
ñ2 = 808  
 
The structural check at ambient temperatures: 
Only the maximum vertical shear load is considered in present check. 
 
©’

"∏,7/
= 	

ÿ4ÿ

t4ÿÿ	
= 0,39	 ≤ 1,0	Xßa.	  

 
The structural check at elevated temperatures: 
The failure mechanism on shear of current considered connection at ambient temperatures 
is defined and fails on bearing of the thin plates. But, the bearing resistance of the 
connection decreases at elevated temperatures. To determine the critical temperature of 
the screwed connection and the failure mechanism bearing due to shear at elevated 
temperatures. The bearing resistance of present screw joint to maximum shear at elevated 
temperatures is shown in figure 6.7.4. 

The critical temperature of 330 degrees Celsius and considers failure on bearing between the 
stainless steel screw and the exposed aluminium mullion. The internal temperatures of 330 
degrees Celsius in the exposed aluminium mullion is quickly reached in current system CW50-
FP. This is examined in chapter 5. So, this indicates that the joint transom with mullion fails at 
an early stage when system CW50-FP is exposed to standard fire.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.7.4. The bearing resistance of the joint aluminium transom with aluminium mullion two screws of 4,8mm 
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6.8. Structural analysis of the joint glass support with transom and mullion 
The structural analysis of joints: the transom with the mullion and the T-bracket with mullion 
which are shown in figures 6.2.5 and 6.2.6 which are previous discussed. In this section a 
structural analysis to the glass support with the transom and aluminium joint is elaborated and 
discussed. The analysis starts with the load transfer of the torsional moment in the stainless 
steel glass support to the mullion of CW50-FP, which results in shear and tension forces in the 
stainless steel glass support with aluminium mullion and galvanised steel profile joint shown in 
figure 6.2.4. Second, the applied load on the stainless glass support deflects the glass support 
and transom. This result in rotational moments in the glass support, which are beared by the 
two stainless steel screws in the mullion and two screws in the aluminium transom as 
presented in figure 6.5.1. Additionally, current structural analysis considers load symmetry on 
the glass support, which results in a horizontal equilibrium ñ‰,◊,–,œÿ = 0	ë. Load symmetry is 
mainly present a curtain wall system, although non symmetry is present at the edge of a curtain 
wall system or a transom with mullion connection at mid height between two levels. The tension 
reaction between the stainless steel glass support and the aluminium transom is not discussed 
in this section due to the high rotational stiffness of both elements. Therefore, the tension force 
between these structural elements shown in figure 6.8.1 may be extremely low.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.8.1. The mechanical scheme of the stainless steel glass support with the aluminium transom joint considering out 
of plane of CW50-FP.  
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6.8.1. Structural analysis of glass support perpendicular to transom (out of plane) 
The torsional moment in the stainless steel glass support has to be transferred to the mullion 
of CW50-FP, which results in shear and tension forces in the stainless steel glass support with 
aluminium mullion and galvanised steel profile joint shown in figure 6.8.2.  
 

The shear resistance of this joint has to be checked on the shear resistance of the screw 
(stainless steel) 52 and the bearing resistance of the joint between the stainless steel screw 
and galvanised steel profile.  The tension resistance of this joint has to be checked on the 
tension resistance of the screw and the pull out resistance of joint between the screw and 
galvanised steel profile.  
 
The maximum vertical shear load in present screwed joint out of plane direction: 
The maximum shear load in the screwed joint is determined and checked at ambient 
temperatures in G.6.1. Nonetheless, an analysis has to be performed to shear force in this 
joint at elevated temperatures. Current curtain wall system CW50-FP is at the inside of the 
gas furnace exposed to standard fire, which results in direct exposure on the aluminium mullion 
and transom. Previous thermal research to these structural of CW50-FP elements resulted in 
a quick and large internal temperature in the structural elements at initial stage of the fire test. 
Furthermore, the aluminium alloy is known for its sensitive structural behaviour at elevated 
temperatures. Therefore, the aluminium mullion and transom may fail at early stage, which 
may indicate that the joint between the galvanised steel profile and stainless steel glass 
support bears the vertical applied force of the fire proof glass. So, the maximum shear load at 
elevated temperatures could be determined.  
 
L:G,+@‰ = 	

;$H?:

f	∙;@(&:F:H
= 	

◊,4	∙	q4˙

t
= 2500	ë	,ac	åXW\ at elevated temperatures. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 6.8.2. The mechanical scheme of the stainless steel glass support with aluminium mullion and galvanized steel 
profile joint considering out of plane of CW50-FP. 
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The minimal shear resistance of the screwed joints out of plane direction: 
The govern failure mechanism in present joint, considering shear: The shear resistance of 
the stainless steel screw.   
 
÷A,©G =

	Ωÿ4	∙	9	∙	Ω’

q,t◊
= 8595	ë	,ac	`hcaz  

 
The shear resistance at elevated temperatures could now be determined with equation G.6.6. 
The reduction factors ß#,6 for screw connection at elevated temperatures is given in table 
G.6.1 and figure G.6.2. All variables of equation G.6.6 are presently defined.  
 
The structural check at elevated temperatures: 
The maximum shear load is defined and provides the opportunity to determine the critical 
temperatures of the screw joint on shear and is obtained with the shear resistance and shear 
load at elevated temperatures in figure 6.8.3.  
 

 
The critical temperature for this screw joint on shear and load symmetry is 580 degrees 
Celsius. Remarkable in figure 6.8.3 is that the calculated shear resistance at ambient 
temperature is lower, due to the safety factor consideration in equation G.6.5. Moreover, the 
tension resistance of this  screw joint has to be determined with figure 6.8.4 and is checked on 
two failure mechanisms: first the pull-out resistance and second the tension resistance of the 
M6 screw.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.8.3. The shear resistance at elevated temperatures of screw connection between glass support and galvanised 
steel profile. 
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As previous mention, current curtain wall system CW50-FP is at the inside exposed to 
standard fire, which may result in failure of the aluminium mullion and transom at an early 
stage when exposed to fire. Therefore, the joint between the galvanised steel profile and 
stainless steel glass support has to resist the bending moment due to applied force on the 
glass support with an eccentricity to rotation center as shown in figure 6.8.4.   
 

 
The maximum horizontal shear load in present screwed joint out of plane direction: 
The maximum bending moment, considering the rotation point between the glass support and 
aluminium mullion is determined in G.6.1 and summarized beneath. 
 
a = 16	bb 

™	a|,b_-,_,,Wea| = 	÷	 ∙ 	a =
5,0	∙10

3
∙		16

10
6

= 0,080	ßëb	 at ambient temperatures. 
 
™	:G,+@‰,@√√%w:G = 	ñq ∙ _q +	ñt ∙ _t 
_q = 66	bb, 	_t = 	10	bb 
 

ñq = 	
™	:G,+@‰,@√√%w:G −	ñt ∙ _t

_q
 

ñq = 	

fi,fi:fi	∙	öfi˚

˚˚

qò
öfi’

˚˚’

= 1185	ë	ef	\ℎa	åXW\  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.8.4. The mechanical scheme of the glass support connections with its rotation point and eccentricities in out of 
plane direction at elevated temperature. 
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The minimal tension resistance of the screwed joints in plane direction: 
The govern failure mechanism in present joint, considering tension: The pull-out resistance 
of current joint between the stainless steel screw and galvanised steel profile is 
determined with equation G.6.7: 
 
÷$,©G = 0,65 ∙ | ∙ 	 \(2√ ∙

;‹,Ò‹Æ

õ£’
= 	0,65 ∙ 6,0 ∙ 	4,0 ∙

Ω–4

q,t◊
= 4493	ë	,ac	`hcaz  

 
The tension resistance at elevated temperatures could now be determined with equation G.6.9. 
The reduction factors ß&,6 of the screw joint at elevated temperatures is given in figure 
G.6.5. All variables of equation G.6.9 are presently defined.  
 
The structural check at elevated temperatures: 
The maximum tension load is defined and provides the opportunity to determine the critical 
temperatures of the screw joint on tension and is obtained with the tension resistance and 
tension load at elevated temperatures in figure 6.8.5.  

The critical temperature of the screw joint considering tension in out of plane direction of the 
curtain wall system in figurer 6.8.5 on tension is 600 degrees Celsius. Again, the calculated 
tension resistance at ambient temperature is lower, due to the safety factor consideration in 
equation G.6.5. 
 
General conclusion: 
The stainless steel glass support with aluminium mullion and galvanised steel profile joint of 
CW50-FP theoretical fails on shear of the stainless steel screw in galvanised steel profile at 
580 degrees Celsius when exposed to standard fire.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.8.5. The tension resistance of screw connection between glass support and galvanised steel profile at elevated 
temperatures. 
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6.8.2. Structural analysis of glass support parallel to transom (in plane) 
The bending moment in the glass support in plane has to be transferred to the mullion of 
CW50-FP as shown in figure 6.8.6. The bending moment results in shear forces in stainless 
steel joints between the stainless steel glass support and the aluminium mullion, galvanised 
steel profile and aluminium transom at ambient temperatures. The thermal numerical analysis 
on current mullion and transom in chapter 5 resulted to quickly failure of the exposed aluminium 
transom and mullion. This mean that the discussed joint in plane will result in large shear forces 
between the glass support and galvanised steel profile at elevated temperature as already 
presented in figure 6.8.6. Nonetheless, the shear resistance of this joint has to be checked on 
the shear resistance of the screwed joint (stainless steel) 52 and the bearing resistance of joint 
between the stainless steel screw and galvanised steel profile.   

The reaction forces in joint between the stainless glass support and aluminium transom and 
mullion are shown in figure 6.8.6. The reactions are determined at ambient and elevated 
temperatures, considering the eccentricity (310mm) between the applied force and rotational 
point of the glass support.  
 
The maximum vertical shear load in present screwed joint in plane direction: 
The maximum shear load in present joint at elevated temperatures is determined with the 
eccentricities between the center of the screws in the mullion and the rotation center of the 
glass support as shown in figure G.6.6. 
 
™#,+@‰ =	ñΩ ∙ _q +	ñ— ∙ _t 
	_Ω = 25	bb	_f|		_— = 67	bb	 
 

ñ— = 	
™	:G,+@‰,@√√%w:G −	(	ñΩ ∙ _Ω)

_—
 

ñ— = 	

fi,;;<	∙	öfi˚

˚;

qò	
’<’

˚;’

= 10153	ë	ef	\ℎa	`hcaz		at elevated temperatures. 

This examined shear load ñ— is large as the shear resistance of the screw ÷A,©G . This may 
conclude that non-symmetry of the force load on the glass support results in shear failure in 
the screw and results in stacking of the glass support on the fire proof glass panel beneath.  
 

Figure 6.8.6. The mechanical scheme of the glass support connections with the rotation center of the glass support 
and the eccentricities between the joints and applied force. 
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6.9. Structural analysis of the mullion CW50-FP  
The flexural buckling resistance and resistance to compression and bending of the mullion of 
CW50-FP is considered in this section. The mullion is considered as hinge supported at floor 
levels and the cross section is shown in figure 6.9.1. 

The maximum axial load in the steel profile  
The maximum internal compression force in the redesigned mullion, considering the 
reference projects as discussed in section 6.3.  
  
ë…G = 2,94	ßë		0Xc	ef	\ℎa	a-,acebaf\_W	h_`a	(h_`a	1) 
ë…G = 14,6	ßë		0Xc	ef	\ℎa	a-\caba	h_`a	(h_`a	2) 
 
The maximum bending moments in the steel profile 
In maximum bending moments in the redesigned mullion (40x 120mm), considering case 2. 
aq = ahhaf\ceh\{	ef	,W_fa	X0	9“50 − ÷r	 
at = ahhaf\ceh\{	Xd\	X0	,W_fa	X0	9“50 − ÷r	 
 
™1,…G = ÷	 ∙ 	a1 = 2500	 ∙ 	20 = 	0,05	ßëb	 
™‰,…G = 2÷	 ∙ 	a2 = 2 ∙ 2500	 ∙ 	 (19,5 + 23,5 + 60) = 	0,515	ßëb	 
 
The internal reactions in current galvanised steel profile of case 2 is elaborated with general 
mechanical schemes and the defined design loads of the elements in CW50-FP and the cross 
section properties of the mullion, as presented in table 6.9.1.   
 
Table 6.9.1. The loads and cross section properties of the extreme case at elevated temperatures, considering the current 
steel profile in the mullion.  

F (case 2) 2500 N 
L = Lkx  5000 mm 
L = Lky  1100 mm 
E (Alu) 210.000 N/mm2 
Ix (steel profile (120x40mm) 2.013.525 mm4 

Iy (steel profile (120x40mm) 334.165 mm4 

Wx (steel profile (120x40mm) 33.558 mm3 

Wy (steel profile (120x40mm) 16.708 mm3 

A (Redesigned mullion) 1216 mm2 
Cross section Class 1 - 

 

Figure 6.9.1. The mullion of current CW50-FP. 
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The current galvanized steel profile is checked on buckling with equation 4.56 in Appendix 1, 
which is given NEN-EN1999-3-1 and considered next. The critical elastic force of the 
effective mullion can be determined with Euler buckling equation.  
 
The minimum bending resistance at ambient temperatures of the steel profile 
The critical elastic force considers is determined with the strong axis of the mullion and a 
buckling length (5000mm) obtained with case 2 in section G.3:  
 
ë?H = 	

9’…˛

Õó=
’ = 	

9’∙tq4444	∙	2013525

◊444’
= 	166930	ë = 166,9	ßë	  

 
04 = 235	ë/bbt 
 

≈̅ = 	¤
´.§§∙;=

‘?@
= ¤

qtq–	∙	tΩ◊

q––ˇΩ4
= 1,31  

 
* = 0,21	9W_``	K  
 
) = 0,5 ∙ k1 + *k≈̅ − 0,2u + ≈̅tu = 	0,5 ∙ (1 + 0,2(1,31 − 0,1) + 1,31t) = 1,47	 

A =	
1

) + 1)t − ≈̅t
=

1

1,47 + 11,47t − 1,31t
= 0,42		åd\	A ≤ 1,0 

 
The buckling resistance in y-direction (strong axis) of the current mullion at ambient 
temperatures 

ë#,©G = 	A ∙ K:;; 	 ∙ 	
01
ç®q
¥ = 0,42 ∙ 1216	 ∙ 	235

1,0¥ = 133,1ßë	 
 
‘5/	

‘∏,7/
=	

q—,–

qΩΩ,q
= 0,11 ≤ 1,0	Xßa.	  

 
The check on the buckling resistance at ambient temperatures is examined. However, the 
check on the presence of simultaneous actions as the normal force due to compression and 
internal bending which is related to the eccentricity of the action forces in the redesigned 
mullion is elaborated and discussed in G.6. 
 
The minimum bending resistance at elevated temperatures of the steel profile 
The design buckling resistance ë#,;w,&,©G	of a compressed steel column at elevated 
temperatures and at time t can be determined with equation 4.56 in appendix 1.  
  
ë?H = 	

9’…˛

Õó=
’ = 	

9’∙tq4444	∙	2013525

◊444’
= 	166930	ë = 166,9	ßë	  

 
* = 0,65	1235/01 = 0,65  
 

≈̅6 = 	¤
´.§§∙;=

‘?@
B
¶=,†

¶5,†
C
4,◊

= ¤
qtq–	∙	tΩ◊

q––ˇΩ4
D

§=,†
§=,fi
5†
5fi

E

4,◊

= 1,31 ª

’˙<
’˙<

’öfifififi

’öfifififi

æ

4,◊

= 1,31  

)6 = 0,5 ∙ ∂1 + *≈̅6 + ≈̅6
t
∑ = 	0,5 ∙ (1 + 0,65 ∙ 1,31 + 1,31t) = 1,78 

  

A6 = 	
1

)6 + ¤)6
t
− ≈̅6

t

=
1

1,78 + 11,78t − 1,31t
= 0,33		åd\	A ≤ 1, 
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ë#,;w,&,©G = 	A;w 	 ∙ K	 ∙ 	Ÿ1,6 	 ∙ 	
01
ç®,;w
∆ = 0,33 ∙ 1216 ∙

tΩ◊

q,4
	= 95,7	ßë    

  
 
The buckling resistance of the galvanised steel profile at elevated temperatures with equation 
x in appendix 1 is lower at 20 degrees Celsius as the buckling resistance determined with 
equation x in appendix 1. This is related to effect of the relative slenderness of the profile at 
elevated temperatures.   
The buckling resistance of the steel profile (40 x 120mm) which considers case 2 is shown in 
figure 6.9.2.  

The critical temperature of the steel profile (40x120mm) in figure 6.9.2 is 710 degrees Celsius. 
Obtained with NEN-EN1993-1-2 and considering case 2. The buckling resistance of the steel 
profile (40 x 40mm) considers case 1 and presented in G.6.8. Which presents a critical 
temperature of 760 degrees Celsius for the steel profile (40x40mm) in case 1. 
 
The fire resistance of current system CW50-FP: 
The fire resistance of current system CW50-FP is determined with several thermal numerical 
analysis considering cavity conditions, aluminium, galvanised steel and the emissivity 
coefficients of exposed and non-exposed  aluminium at elevated temperatures. The following 
conclusion are drawn based on the structural resistance of current mullions with uniform 
temperature in the steel cross section. 
 

• The critical temperature of current mullion (40 x 120mm) with NEN-EN1993-1-2 in 
figure G.6.8, considering case 2 is 710 degrees Celsius.   

• The critical temperature of current mullion (40 x 40mm) with NEN-EN1993-1-2 in 
figure G.6.9, considering case 1 is 760 degrees Celsius.   

• The critical temperature of the joint between stainless steel glass support and 
galvanised steel profile, considering case 2 is 580 degrees Celsius.   

 
The fire resistance of current mullions in CW50-FP are shown in figure 6.9.3. 
 
 

Figure 6.9.2. The flexural buckling resistance of the galvanised steel mullion (40 x 120 mm – Extreme case) at elevated temperatures. 
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7. Redesign of CW50-FP 
Chapter 5 and 6 have explained the thermal and structural resistance of present CW50-FP at 
elevated temperatures. The thermal performance of fire protection material CX may indicate 
that sufficient load bearing capacity could be obtained in an aluminium curtain wall system for 
a least 30 minutes of fire exposure. The studied compositions (Cases) consisted of aluminium 
and fire protection presented for each case temperature beneath 175 degrees Celsius at 30 
minutes (1800 seconds) in section 5.3.4. Furthermore, thermal sensitivity analysis are 
performed and discussed in section 5 and Annex E. Finally, the structural analysis of system 
CW50-FP at elevated temperatures resulted in critical temperatures of individual structural 
elements. Based on this the shear resistance of the stainless steel screw fails in system CW50-
FP when exposed to fire as discussed in chapter 6. This obtained failure mechanisms is 
reconsidered in the redesigned CW50-FP, however other failure mechanisms may present. 
Furthermore, the critical temperatures of the structural aluminium elements in the redesigned 
CW50-FP have to be lower than the steel elements. Aluminium structures general fail before 
an internal temperature of 350 degrees Celsius is reached. The melting temperature of 
aluminium AW6060-T66 is around 600 degrees Celsius and the determined critical 
temperature of current fire resistant system CW50-FP is 580 degrees Celsius.  
 

7.1. Motivation and objectives 
The present fire resistant curtain wall system CW50-FP exposed to standard fire is studied 
experimentally and numerically. Both studies confirm that the stainless steel glass support 
transfers the applied force to the galvanized steel tube (mullion) at elevated temperatures. The 
deformations in the stainless steel glass support are large at elevated temperatures and the 
critical temperature is quickly reached as described in chapter 6. Although, current system 
CW50-FP reached a fire resistance of 30 and 60 minutes. So, the redesigned aluminium 
curtain wall system may answer the main research question of present research. 
 
The aluminium redesign of CW50-FP at elevated temperatures considers the following 
changes: 

• The steel tube is replaced by a fire protected aluminium mullion profile  
• The stainless steel glass support is replaced by an aluminium one 
• An aluminium transom with a fire protection materials is added to increase the bearing 

capacity of the curtain wall and prevents buckling of the aluminium mullion in plane 
direction 

• A redesigned aluminium T-bracket is added to transfer shear forces and bending 
moments to the aluminium mullion.    

 
In next section the redesigned mullion, transom, glass support and joints in the aluminium 
curtain wall system are described. All these aluminium structural elements are within the scope 
of present research. The minimal required fire protection is set to 12 mm, which is defined in 
section 5. Furthermore, a first structural analysis with NEN-EN 1999-1-2 on the aluminium 
mullion with a critical temperature of 350 degrees Celsius have resulted in the following 
moment of inertia values in table 7.1, considering the experimental (Case 1) and extreme case 
(Case 2). 
 
Table 7.1. The second moment of area of the aluminium mullions at elevated temperatures. 

Structural element Ix (mm4) Iy (mm4) 
Aluminium mullion (experimental) 600.000 80.000 

Aluminium mullion (extreme) 9000.000 500.000 
 
The thermal and structural analysis on these redesigned composed elements are considered 
in next section.  
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7.2. Redesign mullion 
The redesigned mullion is developed based on the previous thermal numerical analysis and 
structural analysis on system CW50-FP at elevated temperatures. Furthermore, it is required 
to replacing the galvanised steel profile in CW50-FP to a non exposed aluminium profile. This 
type of replacement is the most significant modification in present redesign see figure 7.1 and 
it may have a significant influence on the structural bearing capacity of the mullion at elevated 
temperatures.  

Secondly, a thermal break is implemented between the exposed and non-exposed aluminium 
cross section of the redesigned mullion as shown in figure 7.1. This may reduce the internal 
temperatures of the non-exposed aluminium cross section when the redesigned mullion is 
exposed to standard fire. This thermal design principle is composed and discussed in section 
5.3.2. Furthermore, the redesigned non exposed aluminium cross section contains fire 
protection material CX at the exposed side and it is also internally filled with CX. The CX 
elements have a minimal thickness of 12mm, which is now minimal required thickness 
considering the thermal analysis of the compositions cases Aluminium vs CX see section 3.5.5. 
This minimal thickness may maintain the internal temperatures beneath 350 degrees Celsius 
with 30 minutes of standard fire exposure.  
 
The cross section properties of the elastic modulus of the gross section “:%,w and the effective 
second moment of area :̆;;,w of this redesigned cross sections are determined, maximised 
and checked on local buckling with classification of the aluminium cross section (Class 2) at 
ambient temperatures. The “:%,w = “w and :̆;;,w = w̆	 of this redesign mullion, considering the 
experimental case are given in table 7.1 based on figures 7.2. Additionally, the values “w and 
w̆ for the extreme case are found in Annex H. Mainly the weak axis of the redesigned mullion 

is structurally studied, which considers the cross section properties “‰	_f|	 ‰̆ in table 7.2 and 
these are increased to a maximum within the scope of present research.   

Figure 7.1. The redesigned mullion of CW50-FP viewed in a horizontal cross section.   
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The cross section property ‰̆ (inside) of the redesigned aluminium mullion of CW50-FP 
presents for both the experimental and extreme case a lower than the values of ‰̆ as given in 
table 7.1. So, it may be concluded that the critical temperature of both considered aluminium 
mullion cross sections is below 350 degrees Celsius. The more exact critical temperature of 
the redesigned mullion of system CW50-FP is obtained after structural analyses, see section 
8.5. The fire resistance is determined with the thermal results of the thermal numerical analysis 
of the redesigned mullion, see section 8.5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.2. The cross section dimensions of the redesigned mullion 
considering the experimental case. 

Table 7.2. The cross section properties of the 
redesigned mullion, considering the 
experimental case. 
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7.3. Redesign transom 
The redesigned transom is just as the mullion based on the thermal numerical and structural 
analysis on system CW50-FP at elevated temperatures. The current research there were no 
specific considerations on the transom, because the current transom design of CW50-FP 
already contains a fire protection material in the front chamber, which may reduce the internal 
temperatures of the transom and external surface temperatures of the horizontal aluminium 
facing caps (non-exposed side) of system CW50-FP, see figure 1.3. However, the thermal 
numerical analysis of this transom of system CW50-FP results in a quick heat up of the non-
exposed transom cross section, due to a continuous thermal link between the exposed and 
non-exposed part of the aluminium transom.  
 
Therefore, the present redesigned transom of CW50-FP contains a thermal break between the 
exposed and non-exposed aluminium cross section of the redesigned transom as shown in 
figure 7.3 

The thermal break may reduce the internal temperatures of the non-exposed aluminium cross 
section when the redesigned transom is exposed to standard fire, which can be confirmed with 
already discussed thermal study in section 5.3.2. Also, the redesigned non-exposed aluminium 

Figure 7.4. The cross section dimensions of the redesigned transom, considering the experimental case. 

Figure 7.3. The redesigned transom of CW50-FP viewed in a vertical cross section.   
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cross section of the transom contains fire protection material CX with a minimal thickness of 
12mm at the exposed side. It is internally filled with CX. The applied fire protection CX in the 
redesigned transom may maintain the structural resistance at elevated temperatures for a 
large period. This is based on the fact that the internal temperatures in the non-exposed cross 
section may be beneath 350 degrees Celsius when the redesigned transom is exposed to 30 
minutes of standard fire, see figure 5.11. The final properties of the redesigned transom are 
given in table 7.3. These are based on the transom redesign (NewC-CW50-FP) with the 
dimensions given in figure 7.4.  
 

 
The modification in the redesigned transom as shown in figure 7.3 (compared to transom in 
system CW50-FP) may have a significant influence on the structural bearing capacity at 
elevated temperatures. The structural analysis on the transom and the joint transom with 
mullion of system CW50-FP at elevated temperatures results in large internal normal forces 
and vertical deformations due to the thermal expansion and a low bending resistance. The 
normal forces may internally be developed in the transom due to the absence of horizontal 
slotted holes in the transom with mullion joint. Although, the transom in present system CW50-
FP has a dilation of 2,8 mm at each transom support 9, which forms a thermal bridge between 
the transom and mullion and improves the thermal resistance of system CW50-FP at ambient 
temperatures. Therefore, the axial thermal expansion in this part of the transom is not 
restrained at ambient temperatures and a maximum axial expansion of 5,6 mm in transom may 
result in absence of normal forces in the transom at elevated temperatures, see section 6. So, 
the redesigned transom of system CW50-FP needs large horizontal slotted holes near the 
support, due to the presence of thermal expansion of the aluminium transom when exposed 
to standard fire. This will be shown and discussed in next section and the original 2,8 mm 
dilation near the support is still considered. As mentioned, the vertical deformations in the 
present transom of system CW50-FP are large at elevated temperatures, because the bending 
resistance of the direct exposed aluminium transom is low at elevated temperatures.  The 
internal shear forces and bending moments due to the vertical load transfer of the fire proof 
glass and own weight of the transom are large. The cross section and second moment of area 
of the non-exposed aluminium part of the redesigned transom is increased as shown in figure 
7.4.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 7.3. The cross section properties of the redesigned transom, considering the experimental case. 
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7.4. The redesign joint of the transom, T-bracket and mullion  
The redesigned transom, T-bracket and mullion joints is just as the mullion and transom 
developed with the thermal numerical and structural analysis on system CW50-FP at elevated 
temperatures. There are no specific demands of Reynaers considering the redesign of system 
CW50-FP. Therefore, present redesigned joint of CW50-FP is only improved on its shear and 
rotational resistance at elevated temperatures. This is determined and described in section 6 
considering present system CW50-FP. Optimisation of the construction method of present joint 
is not studied. The aluminium structural elements of present redesigned joint are only 
geometrically changed to fit in redesigned transom and increase the bearing resistance at 
elevated temperatures. The structural analysis on the present transom, T-bracket and mullion 
joint in section 6 considers two different structural analyses of the joint: an analysis of the 
aluminium T-bracket with mullion joint and the transom with mullion joint. They are related to 
the construction method of current system CW50-FP and therefore in present sections 7.4.1 
and 7.4.2 separately discussed on their design. The joints are separately studied on their shear 
and rotation resistance at elevated temperatures in section 8.  
 
7.4.1. The redesigned joint of aluminium T-bracket with aluminium mullion  

The aluminium T-bracket with aluminium exposed mullion joint is discussed on the method of 
construction in section 1 and structurally analysed and discussed at elevated temperatures in 
section 6.4 and Annex G. The aluminium T-bracket is directly attached to the fire exposed part 
of present mullion (aluminium cross section) with two small stainless steel screws. The thermal 
numerical analysis in chapter on current mullion resulted in quick and large internal 
temperatures of the exposed aluminium cross section, see figure 5.15. The critical temperature 
of current joint  of the T-bracket with the aluminium mullion is also determined with a structural 
analysis, see figure 6.7.4.  Both the temperature time plots in the aluminium mullion and the 
determined critical temperatures of the joint may indicate that the critical temperature is quickly 
reached and this may result in early failure of the joint and loss of the bearing resistance of the 
transom in system CW50-FP when exposed to fire. So, the present redesigned aluminium T-
bracket with mullion joint will contain the following changes, which are shown figure 7.5.  
 

• The two stainless steel screws are replaced by two stainless steel M5 bolts. These 
bolts are protected with fire protection material CX, perforating the directly exposed 
and the non-exposed aluminium mullion and are secured by two stainless steel nuts.  

• The aluminium T-brackets is changed in geometry, because it has to fit in the 
redesigned transom. Therefore, the design has to be small in height and longitudinal 
orientated in width, see figure 7.3.   

Figure 7.5. The redesigned aluminium T-bracket with aluminium mullion joint.  
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7.4.2. The redesigned joint of the aluminium transom with aluminium mullion 

The aluminium transom with aluminium joint of the redesigned system CW50-FP is the second 
discussed joint. This type of joint is already discussed in section 6.4 and Annex G considering 
present system CW50-FP. The aluminium transom is attached to the directly fire exposed part 
of present mullion (aluminium cross section) with two small stainless steel screws as shown in 
figure 6.2.6. The thermal numerical analysis on present mullion resulted in quick temperature 
increase of the aluminium section. Therefore, the critical temperature of the present aluminium 
transom with mullion joint determined with a structural analysis. Along with the temperature 
plot of the mullion when exposed standard fire this may result in early failure of the joint and 
loss of the bearing resistance of the transom. Furthermore, thermal expansion in the present 
transom CW50-FP may result in large internal normal forces due to the absence of horizontal 
slotted holes in the transom with mullion joint, which is earlier discussed and explained in 
section 7.6. So, present redesigned aluminium transom with mullion joint contains the following 
changes, which are shown figure 7.6.  
 

• Horizontal slotted holes are included in the transom. This results in vertical support of 
the transom during construction and prevent large axial internal normal forces in the 
transom when exposed to fire.   

• The exposed aluminium transom in present redesigned transom is not directly attached 
to the aluminium mullion. The applied thermal break structurally connects the exposed 
and non-exposed aluminium cross section at ambient temperatures. Nonetheless, this 
structural connection will fail when the redesigned transom is exposed to standard fire.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.6. The redesigned aluminium transom with aluminium mullion joint.  
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7.5. Redesign of the glass support 
The aluminium glass support is just as the mullion and transom redesigned based on the 
thermal numerical and structural analysis on system CW50-FP at elevated temperatures. The 
current glass support is made of stainless steel, the redesigned support will be an aluminium 
AW6060-T66 glass support. This is one of demands of Reynaers included in the main question 
of present research. However, the structural resistance of a stainless steel glass support at 
elevated temperatures is always higher than an aluminium glass support, for a similar 
geometry. This fact the that the properties of stainless steel are larger than aluminium alloy at 
ambient and elevated temperatures. Nonetheless, the structural analysis on the stainless steel 
support in section 6 and the standard NEN-EN-ISO 14439 in section 2.6 providing knowledge 
and experience to redesign the glass support of system CW50-FP. Hence, an optimisation 
study to the aluminium glass support cross section properties as K, 	“‰	_f|	 ‰̆   is performed to 
maximise the shear and bending resistance and obtain sufficient load bearing capacity at 
elevated temperatures. This optimisation study resulted in several types of glass support cross 
sections.  Although, only three types of aluminium glass supports are discussed in section 
7.5.1. One type of glass support is explained in section 7.5.2 This is redesign with a different 
construction method and no restrictions on water management in the curtain wall system. 
Nonetheless, all presented type of glass support could still be changed in geometry and further 
optimised. Finally, the joints of the aluminium glass support with the aluminium transom and 
mullion in present research are redesigned and discussed in section 7.5.3. As mentioned 
earlier present system CW50-FP is structurally analysed in section 6. This resulted in a critical 
temperature of 580 degrees Celsius and shear failure mechanism of the stainless steel glass 
support with the galvanised steel profile joint at elevated temperatures.  The pull-out failure 
between structural elements in system CW50-FP when exposed to fire may result in earlier 
collapse or reduces the fire resistance. Therefore, in present redesign system CW50-FP is 
chosen for a failure mechanism (shear) which not directly leads to separation of structural 
elements. So, present redesigned joints will not fail on pull-out and may increase the fire 
resistance of redesigned system CW50-FP when exposed to fire.   
 
7.5.1. Geometric variants of the aluminium glass support. 
In this section the three different type of aluminium glass support are discussed. The first 
discussed aluminium glass support has the same geometrical dimension as the present 
stainless steel glass support in system CW50-FP are shown in figure 7.7. The cross section 
properties of this type of glass support is given in table 7.4. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7.7. The first studied aluminium glass support, considering present cross section dimensions 
(mm) of the  stainless steel glass support.  
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The shear, bending moments and deformations in the aluminium glass support are determined 
with structural analysis at elevated temperatures and the resistance of the glass support at 
elevated temperatures considers the cross section properties K, 	“‰	_f|	 ‰̆ in table 7.4.  
 
The second discussed aluminium glass support design is related to present aluminium glass 
support designs of Reynaers.  This uses the gap in the toe of the redesigned aluminium 
transom, the possibility to snap the glass support behind to the top lib of the redesigned 
transom and considers the geometry of already used aluminium glass support at ambient 
temperatures. This type of aluminium glass support is shown in figure 7.8 and the cross section 
properties of present design are given in table 7.5. The cross section properties for K	_f|	 ‰̆  
are larger than the values of the first discussed designed in present section. Therefore, the 
shear resistance may be higher and the deformation will be lower at elevated temperatures. 
However, the cross section property “‰ in table 7.5 is lower, which reduces the bending 
moment resistance compared to the first design of the glass support at elevated temperatures.   

This aluminium glass support is again further studied on it structural performance and the focus 
is now on shear, bending and vertical deformations, but the possibility to extrude the aluminium 
glass support was still not taken into account. Therefore, a third type of aluminium glass 
support is studied and is discussed next.  
 

Table 7.4. The cross section properties of the first studied aluminium glass support, considering the dimensions of the stainless 
steel glass support. 

Figure 7.8. The second studied aluminium glass support, considering the 
dimensions of present aluminium glass support of Reynaers. 

Table 7.5. The cross section properties of the 
second studied aluminium glass support. 
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The third discussed glass support design is based on extrusion possibilities and a change of 
failure mechanism in the glass support with transom joint. Therefore, the toe of the aluminium 
glass support will fit the gap of the toe of the redesigned aluminium transom and is anchored 
with stainless steel screws, which may be loaded in shear at elevated temperatures due to 
torsion of the glass support or transom. The design of the third glass support does not consider 
the snap resistance of the glass support behind to the top lib of the redesigned transom, 
because the dimensions of the snap joint in the second design are small and the applied load 
on the glass support is large. This type of joint may result in a low snap resistance and quick 
structural failure due to large deformation in the this joint at elevated temperatures. So, the 
final aluminium glass support design is shown in figure 7.9 and the cross section properties of 
present design are given in table 7.6.  
 
The cross section properties for “‰	_f|	 ‰̆ are larger than the first and second designs in 
present section. Therefore, the bending moment resistance will be higher and the deformation 
lower at elevated temperatures. However, the cross section property K in table 7.6 is lower 
than the second discussed design, which may reduces the shear resistance compared to the 
second design of the glass support at elevated temperatures. Nonetheless, the bending 
moment resistance at elevated temperatures is dominant, considering the eccentricity to the 
rotation point in plane direction of present and redesigned glass support of system CW50-FP 
at elevated temperatures. Therefore, this redesigned aluminium glass support is structurally 
analysed at elevated temperatures on shear, bending and vertical deformations in section 8.4 
of present report.   

Figure 7.9. The third studied aluminium glass support, considering the 
dimensions of present aluminium glass support of Reynaers. 

Table 7.6. The cross section properties of 
the third studied aluminium glass support. 
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7.5.2. Redesigned of aluminium glass support without restrictions of Reynaers. 

In this section an aluminium glass support design is discussed. A design with less restrictions 
to the dimension in width, the construction method and no restrictions at all on water 
management in present curtain wall system CW50-FP. This type of glass support is again 
related to aluminium extrusion and no structural joint between the glass support and transom 
is needed due to the high shear, bending and torsional resistance at elevated temperatures. 
This new glass support design may result that the transom in redesigned system CW50-FP 
only has to be checked on its compression, shear and bending resistance at elevated 
temperatures: compression due to thermal expansion and shear and bending due to the load 
transfer of the own weight of the redesigned transom.  
 
The construction method has to be changed, to apply present glass support design in system 
CW50-FP. The old method consists of the following order: Mullion - T-bracket – Transom – 
Glass support. The new redesigned method to apply the glass support: Mullion - T-bracket – 
Glass support – Transom. The water management in the new curtain wall system CW50-FP 
has to be redesigned in vertical and horizontal direction. Present aluminium glass support has 
to cross the toe of the mullion and therefore the mullion has to be locally changed in its cross 
section as shown in figure 7.10. The cross section properties of the new design are given in 
table 7.7. 
 

The cross section properties for K,“‰	_f|	 ‰̆  are significant larger than the three designs in 
previous section. The bending moment resistance will be higher and the deformation lower at 
elevated temperatures. The exact determination of the resistances and deformations of 
present glass support at elevated temperatures is not discussed in this report. However, the 
applied force on the glass support is directly transferred to the mullion in this new redesign of 
system CW50-FP at ambient and elevated temperatures, considering the cross section 
properties of the glass support in present section.   
 
 
 

Figure 7.10. The principle of redesigned aluminium glass support without restrictions. 

Table 7.7. The cross section properties of the 
studied aluminium glass support, without 
design restrictions. 
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7.5.3. The joints of the aluminium glass support with transom and mullion.  

The last discussed redesigned joint is the aluminium glass support with the aluminium transom 
and mullion joint in system CW50-FP. This type of joint in system CW50-FP is structurally 
analysed in section 6 and resulted in shear failure and presented a low critical temperature 
compared to the melting point of steel. Present glass support with transom and mullion joint is 
designed on the same failure mechanism, because pull out failure results in separation of 
structural elements. This shear failure occurs when a joint is loaded in shear. This failure 
mechanism is may be obtained with the application method of the stainless steel screws in 
redesigned system CW50-FP as shown in figure 7.11.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The screwed connection in figure 7.11 between the glass support and aluminium transom and 
mullion are structurally analysed in section 8.4. Although, first the design load and load transfer 
in redesigned system CW50-FP has to be defined and may be different as in current system 
CW50-FP, which is discussed in section 6.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.11. Exploded view of the redesigned aluminium glass support with stainless steel screws attached to the redesigned 
aluminium transom and mullion of system CW50-FP.  
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7.6. The resulting redesign of system CW50-FP 
The last section of chapter 7 presents an overview of the discussed thermal breaks, structural 
joints, structural elements and application of fire protection materials to protect the non-
exposed aluminium structural in present redesigned system CW50-FP when exposed to 
standard fire. The first overview as shown in figure 7.12 contains all structural elements in 
redesigned system CW50-FP. The aluminium glass support and transom have to transfer the 
applied load from the glass support to the aluminium mullion. The aluminium T-bracket with 
mullion joint transfers the internal torsion in the aluminium transom to the mullion by two 
stainless steel M5 bolts, see figure 7.5. The aluminium transom with mullion joint considers 
two stainless screws shown in figure 7.12 which only increases the bending resistance of the 
transom with mullion out of plane and the horizontal slotted holes prevent initial restrain in the 
transom with mullion joint when the transom thermally expands due to standard fire exposure. 
Finally, the glass support with mullion and transom joints are viewed in figure 7.12 which all 
are designed to resist shear force due to rotation of the glass support and transom and the 
vertical load transfer from the glass support to the mullion at elevated temperatures.  
 

The second overview in present section presents all thermal and structural elements in present 
redesign system CW50-FP, which are shown in figure 7.13. The non-exposed aluminium cross 
sections of the transom and mullion are protected with a fire protection. The internal fire 
protection in present transom and mullion are contributing to reduce the internal temperatures 
in the non-exposed aluminium cross section when the redesigned system CW50-FP is 
exposed to standard fire. Besides, the internal considered fire protection material has 
significant influence on the thermal gradient in present considered non-exposed aluminium 
cross section. Furthermore, the location of the applied force considering load transfer of the 
fire proof glass in present system CW50-FP is shown with a red pattern on the glass support 
in figure 7.13.  

Figure 7.12. Exploded view of the redesigned structural elements in system CW50-FP.  
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The third and last overview is of redesigned system CW50-FP, considers the mullion with the 
main construction joint as shown in figure 7.13. The aluminium mullion is anchored to the main 
construction with stainless steel bolts and an aluminium anchor. The redesigned mullion in 
system CW50-FP between two floor levels are thermal and structural detached. This increased 
the buckling length of the mullion but reduces the buckling resistance at ambient and elevated 
temperatures. The redesigned mullion will expand in axial direction (vertical) when exposed to 
standard fire, which results in large axial forces when the mullion is restrained at its support. 
Therefore, the mullion is anchored at floor level with vertically slotted holes in the aluminium 
anchored. This will prevent axial restrain and early failure of the mullion when exposed to 
standard fire and may increase the fire resistance of system CW50-FP.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.13. The redesigned fire resistant aluminium curtain wall system CW50-FP  with a view on the fire protection, 
structural elements and the position of the applied load on the aluminium glass support, considering the thermal resistance 
and bearing capacity of the system at elevated temperatures.  

Figure 7.14. The redesigned fire resistant aluminium curtain wall system CW50-FP with view on the mullion with the main 
construction of the building joint.  
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8. Thermal and structural analysis of redesigned CW50-FP  
The thermal behaviour and load bearing capacity of the system RD-CW50-FP (RD-CW50-FP) 
is determined and discussed in present chapter. The thermal behaviour of the system RD-
CW50-FP can be determined with a thermal numerical model. This is based on the thermal 
numerical model of system CW50-FP. Previously discussed thermal sensitivity analyses and 
the thermal properties of fire protection CX at elevated temperatures.  
 
The load bearing capacity of structural elements in system RD-CW50-FP at elevated 
temperatures is determined with an analytical structural analysis, which considers the cross 
sections and global instability checks. Thereby, the structural properties of aluminium alloy 
AW6060-T66 at elevated temperatures are taken into account. The deformations of the 
redesigned aluminium transom and redesigned aluminium glass support are determined and 
discussed when the system RD-CW50-FP is exposed to standard fire. Furthermore, the 
structural resistance of the joints and elements in system CW50-FP when exposed to fire. The 
recently studied curtain wall joints are considered. 10 Finally, the structural resistance of fire 
proof glass at elevated temperatures and its structural behaviour in system RD-CW50-FP 
when exposed to fire is not considered. So, the following objectives are formulated. 
 
First, the load transfer in the system RD-CW50-FP has been analysed at ambient and elevated 
temperatures, which considers the load transfer of the applied load (fire proof glass) through 
the redesigned aluminium glass support to the redesigned aluminium transom and redesigned 
aluminium mullion. Second, a structural analysis has been performed on the redesigned 
aluminium transom at ambient and elevated temperatures (section 8.2). This will define the 
critical temperature of the transom. In additions, the internal temperatures of the redesigned 
transom when exposed to standard fire are discussed in section 8.2 and may indicate the fire 
resistance of the redesigned transom when exposed to standard fire. Third, a structural 
analysis has been performed to the redesigned joint between the redesigned transom and 
mullion at ambient and elevated temperatures (section 8.3). This analysis may examine the 
mechanism of failure mechanism of the joint at elevated temperatures and the critical 
temperature. Fourth, a structural analysis has been performed on the redesigned aluminium 
glass support and the redesigned joints of the glass support with the redesigned transom and 
mullion at ambient and elevated temperatures (section 8.4). This may determine the internal 
stresses and deformations of the glass support at elevated temperatures and the critical 
temperatures of the redesigned joint. Furthermore, the bearing resistance  of the redesigned 
mullion at elevated temperatures is determined, which considers the flexural buckling 
resistance and the critical temperature. In addition, the internal temperatures of the redesigned 
aluminium mullion when exposed to standard fire is defined in section 8.4. This may indicate 
the fire resistance of the redesigned mullion when exposed to standard fire. In addition, the 
maximum internal temperature in the redesigned aluminium glass support when the system 
RD-CW50-FP is exposed to standard fire are defined in section 8.4. Fifth, a structural analysis 
has been performed on the redesigned aluminium mullion at elevated temperatures (section 
8.5). Finally, conclusions are drawn on the bearing resistance and critical temperatures of the 
structural elements and joints of the system RD-CW50-FP when the system is exposed to 
standard fire (section 8.6).  The fire resistance of the structural elements and joints of the 
system RD-CW50-FP are discussed in 8.6 and compared to the fire resistance of current 
structural elements and joints in system CW50-FP.   
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8.1. Load transfer in redesigned CW50-FP 
A total view of the system RD-CW50-FP with all studied thermal and structural elements 
is shown in figure 7.13. As mentioned before, the curtain wall system is an external 
cladding and can be considered as a secondary structure.  This structure is attached to 
the main bearing structure as presented in figure F.14. The red patterns in figure 7.13 
present the force of the fire proof glass on the redesigned aluminium glass support. This 
indicates a homogenous applied load due to the fire proof glass. This is again simplified 
as to a force load shown in figure 8.1 and see also section 6.2.  

Again, the center position and length of the glazing block are considered with the edge 
distance design rule of Reynaers et al. 9 and is checked with the application standards in 
NEN-EN 12488 20 and NEN-EN-ISO 14439. 19 Additionally, the considered force position 
may change at elevated temperatures, because the gravity line in parallel direction of the 
fire proof glass panel shifts to the non-exposed side of system CW50-FP as presented in 
figure 8.1 (blue arrow), due to failure of the glass panes at the exposed side of the fire 
proof glass when tested to standard fire (out of plane translation). In addition, the force 
shifts to the mullion (red arrow) due to vertical bending of the glass support. This 
decreases the eccentricity of the force in plane direction and may result in relevant lower 
internal stresses. In next section the position of the applied force is considered at the 
center of the glazing block and the out of plane eccentricity of the force in the aluminium 
glass support is considered in the torsion resistance check of the glass support at elevated 
temperatures.  
 
8.1.1 The design loads on the elements of the redesigned  

The position of the load on the aluminium glass support is determined in present section and 
considers the weight of the fire proof glass. However, the internal forces in the joints and the 
structural elements of system CW50-FP are further dependent on the size and composition of 
the elements. Therefore, the reference projects shown in figure 8.2 and 8.3 are studied. The 
first reference project in figure 8.2 considers an experimental case of the system RD-CW50-
FP (Case 3) and considers a design with dimensions which could be tested in front of a gas 
furnace following the standards presented in NEN-EN1364-3. 7 The second reference project 
is an extreme design case of system RD-CW50-FP (Case 4) which is based on the demand 
of Reynaers to implement large glass panels of 500kg. Again, the buckling modes in plane and 
out of plane are given in figure 8.2 and 8.3. Finally, the external loads on the different mullions 
are based on the loading area (green dashed line) in figure 8.2 and 8.3.  

Figure 8.1. Indication of the force on the aluminium glass support in the system RD-CW50-FP.
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In figure 8.2 is case 3 shown and presents the redesigned curtain wall with a height of 2500 
mm (mullion) a width of 2250 mm (transom) and a maximum internal force in the mullion of 
3,5kN at elevated temperatures. The value 3,38kN in figure 8.2 is represent the design load in 
the mullion when load with two transoms and the top glass panels. The value 6,4kN represents 
the maximum internal load in the mullion and is directly transferred to the main structure.  
 

Figure 8.2. Reference project - experimental case, considering fire test dimensions and system RD-CW50-FP. (Case 3) 

Figure 8.3. Reference project – extreme case, considering large glass panel dimensions and system RD-CW50-FP. (Case4) 
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In figure 8.3 is case 4 shown and presents the redesigned curtain wall with a height of 5000 
mm (mullion), a width of 3000 mm (transom) and a maximum internal force in the mullion of 
16,6 kN at elevated temperatures. The maximum internal forces in the system RD-CW50-FP 
at elevated temperatures are determined with the following characteristic loads see table 8.1 
to 8.5. The characteristic load of the redesigned aluminium glass support is negligible.  
 
Table 8.1. The characteristic load of the redesigned mullion CW50-FP (125mm) and Table 8.2. The characteristic load of the 
redesigned transom CW50-FP (125mm) 

Redesigned CW50-FP 
mullion (125mm) 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

Area 
(mm2) 

Load 
 

 

Alu-exposed 2700 548 0,015 kN/m 

Alu-core 2700 1198 0,032 kN/m 

Fire protection 1700 4071 0,069 kN/m 

Thermal break 1890 485 0,009 kN/m 

Pressure Plate 2700 171 0,005 kN/m 

Cover Profile 2700 145 0,004 kN/m 

Characteristic load 0,134 kN/m 

 
Table 8.3. The characteristic load of the redesigned mullion CW50-FP (145mm) and Table 8.4. The characteristic load of the 
redesigned transom CW50-FP (145mm) 

Redesigned CW50-FP 
mullion (145mm) 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

Area 
(mm2) 

Load 
 

 

Alu-exposed 2700 618 0,017 kN/m 

Alu-core 2700 1338 0,036 kN/m 

CoolMaterial 1700 4710 0,080 kN/m 

Thermal break 1890 485 0,009 kN/m 

Pressure Plate 2700 171 0,005 kN/m 

Cover Profile 2700 145 0,004 kN/m 

Characteristic load 0,151 kN/m 

 
Table 8.5. The characteristic load of the fire proof glass 

 
Density (kg/m2) Area (m2) 

  

Fire proof glass (experimental) 83 3,15 (1,4m * 2,25m) 2,61 kN 

Characteristic load 2,61 kN 

Fire proof glass (extreme) 119 4,2 (1,4m * 3,0m) 5,00 kN 
Characteristic load 5,00 kN 

 
The design loads of the redesigned transom, mullion and fire poof glass are given in table 8.6 
and determined with the characteristic loads in tables 8.1 to 8.5, the accidental load 
combination rule, partial factors, s - factors presented in chapter 6 and NEN-EN1990-1-1.13  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Redesigned CW50-FP 
transom (125mm) 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

Area 
(mm2) 

Load 
 

Alu-exposed 2700 567 0,015 kN/m 

Alu-core 2700 1212 0,033 kN/m 

Fire protection 1700 4546 0,077 kN/m 

Thermal break 1890 485 0,009 kN/m 

Pressure Plate 2700 156 0,004 kN/m 

Cover Profile 2700 145 0,004 kN/m 

Characteristic load 0,143 kN/m 

Redesigned CW50-FP 
transom (145mm) 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

A 
(mm2) 

Load 
 

Alu-exposed 2700 637 0,017 kN/m 

Alu-core 2700 1414 0,038 kN/m 

Fire protection 1700 5125 0,087 kN/m 

Thermal break 1890 485 0,009 kN/m 

Pressure Plate 2700 156 0,004 kN/m 

Cover Profile 2700 145 0,004 kN/m 
  

Totaal 0,160 kN/m 
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Table 8.6. The design loads of the redesigned elements in system CW50-FP. 

Elements exposed to standard fire Design Load 
 

Redesigned CW50-FP mullion (125mm) 0,134 kN/m 

Redesigned CW50-FP transom (125mm) 0,143 kN/m 

Redesigned CW50-FP mullion (145mm) 0,151 kN/m 

Redesigned CW50-FP transom (145mm) 0,160 kN/m 

Fire proof glass (experimental) 2,61 kN 

Fire proof glass (extreme) 5,00 kN 

 

8.1.2 The applied force on the redesigned curtain wall system  

The load transfer in system RD-CW50-FP has been analysed, considering the experimental 
case (case3) at elevated temperatures. The applied force of 2,61 kN divided with two supports 
÷ = 2,61	ßë/2 = 1,305		ßë	of the fire proof glass is considered on the aluminium glass support 
in system RD-CW50-FP. This concerns case 3 as defined in table 8.5 and the position of the 
force with its eccentricities is shown in figure 8.4.  

The following eccentricities can be obtained from figure 8.4: The eccentricity between the force 
and the gravity center of the glass support (E,t1) due to changes of the gravity of the fire proof 
glass panel when exposed to fire. The distance between the force and the gravity center of the 
transom (E,t2), results in torsion. The distance between the force and the gravity center of the 
mullion (Eb,1) results in bending in the glass support. The rotation of the transom with mullion 
joint in plane (Eb,2). The distance between the force and the rotation point of the glass support 
and transom (E,b3), results in bending and the distance between the force and the rotation of 
the transom with mullion joint out of plane, results in bending. (E,b4) 
 
The applied force on the glass support introduces axial and shear forces and bending and 
torsional moments in system RD-CW50-FP at ambient and elevated temperatures. This results 
in internal reactions in the structural elements and joints at ambient temperatures. Although, 
the forces and reactions may change in the system RD-CW50-FP at elevated temperatures. 
This is studied in the structural analysis of current system CW50-FP and it concluded that the 
applied force of the fire proof glass at elevated temperatures only is transferred through the 
stainless steel glass support to mullion. The system RD-CW50-FP may present the same 
behaviour. So, the position of the force with an eccentricity on the glass support and the 
eccentricity to the mullion in plane are present as shown in figure 8.5.  
 

Figure 8.4. The applied force on the glass support with different eccentricities. 
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Furthermore, the failure of the mullion, the transom and the structural joints are determined 
and checked at elevated temperatures. 
 
8.1.3 The load transfer from the glass support to the mullion  

In section 8.1.2 the applied force on the glass support is discussed and visualised. However, 
the 3D load force transfer in system RD-CW50-FP is still unknown. Therefore, the internal 
force transport is further studied. The result may indicate that a fraction of the applied force 
will be transported by the redesigned aluminium transom and a fraction by the redesigned 
glass support as presented in figure 8.6.  

However, the ratio of force between the two transfer paths is hard to determine. Although, in 
next sections this ratio may be determined considering the maximum applied force 1,3 kN on 
the transom as well as the glass support. The feasible reaction forces and moments in system 
RD-CW50-FP are presented in figure 8.7. They may change or disappear at elevated 
temperatures. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8.5. The applied force on the glass support, considering the eccentricity on the glass support E,t1) and eccentricity to 
the gravity center of the mullion (E,b1) 

Figure 8.6. The upper view of the force transfer on the glass support.  
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As shown in figure 8.7 torsion in the transom (Mt2) and glass support (Mt1) may be present, 
which is discussed in section 8.2 (transom) and 8.4 (glass support). The shear forces (Vd2) 
and bending moment (Mb2) in the transom. Shear forces (Vd1) and the bending moment (Mb1) 
in the glass support. In addition, the bending in the structural joints out of plane (Mb3) and in 
plane of the redesigned curtain wall system are determined in sections 8.2 and 8.3, due to the 
presence of eccentricities to the applied force.  
 
The structural resistance of the transom and the joint are determined at elevated temperatures 
in 8.2 and 8.3. The shear forces and bending moments in the redesigned aluminium glass 
support and in the joints between the glass support, the aluminium transom and mullion are 
analysed in section 8.4. In addition, the structural resistance of the glass support and the joints 
viewed in figure 7.11 are determined at elevated temperatures in section 8.4. Finally, the axial 
forces in the transom due to thermal expansion are considered in section 8.2. These forces 
are present in the system RD-CW50-FP when it is exposed to standard fire. This may result in 
other or extra feasible reaction forces, bending and torsional moments as shown in figure 8.8.  
In addition, the occurrence of zero bearing capacity of the redesigned transom to the applied 
force is considered in figure 8.8.  

Figure 8.8. The applied force on the glass support and the reaction forces, bending and torsional moments in system RD-
CW50-FP, considering no support of the transom to the applied force. 

Figure 8.7. The applied force on the glass support and the reaction forces, bending and torsional moments in system CW50-FP. 
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8.2. Analysis of the redesigned aluminium transom 
The redesigned transom of system CW50-FP is analysed in this section.  The classification of 
the cross section, the cross section resistance, deformations in the transom at ambient and 
elevated temperatures and the presence of axial force due to thermal expansion when 
exposed to standard fire are examined.  
 

8.2.1. Classification of the cross section 

The mean purpose of the cross section classification is to identify the resistance and rotation 
capacity of the cross-section. This is limited by local buckling.  
 
The classification of the cross section in a fire design situation can be performed for ambient 
temperatures according NEN1999-1-1, 6.1.4. The classification may change and lead to larger 
capacity values, when the reduction of the modulus of elasticity is considered. This is defined 
in the national annex of NEN-EN1999-1-2, but in the Dutch national annex the actual reduction 
of modulus of elasticity is not taken into account. 53  
 
In NEN-1999-1-1, 6.4.1 four classes of cross-sections are defined: 
 

- Class 1 (cross-sections which can form a plastic hinge with a requirement to the rotation 
capacity for plastic analysis without reduction of the resistance). 

- Class 2 (cross-sections which can develop plastic moment resistance. Although, they 
have limited rotation capacity due to local buckling). 

- Class 3 (cross-sections which can reach its yield strength in the extreme calculated 
compressed fibre of the aluminium member with assuming an elastic distribution of 
stresses. However, local buckling is liable to prevent the development of full plastic 
moment resistance).  

- Class 4 (cross-sections where local buckling will occur before reaching the proof 
stress).  

 
For class 4 cross-section the effective thickness may be used due to the effects of local 
buckling. This reduces the resistance of the cross section. Additionally, each part of the section 
can be defined as part: a web or a flange and has to be classified. The highest class defines 
the class of the cross section. Furthermore, the type and the slenderness parameter ̃ w of each 
cross section part has to be determined.  The part types of a cross section are: 
 

- flat outstand parts 
- flat internal parts 
- curved internal parts 

 
The slenderness parameter is dependent on the material classification, the proof stress, an 
internal or external part. 50 This parameter can be defined with equation 8.1, 8.2 and can be 
compared with the values shown in table 8.7 to determine the class of the cross sections. The 
slenderness parameter has to be bigger, equal or smaller as determined slenderness values 
in table 8.8 to classify the cross section.  
 
`Waf|acfa``	,_c_ba\ac = w̃/F       Eq.8.1 
 
where: 
w̃ = Webe\	0Xc	`Waf|acfa``	,_c_ba\ac 

 
F =

t◊4

;fi
=

t◊4

q◊4
= 1,29		         Eq.8.2 

 
 
Where:  
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04 = 160	ë/bbt	 for aluminium cross section with thickness less than 3mm (Alloy 6060-T66).  
04 = 150	ë/bbt	 for aluminium cross section with thickness larger than 3mm (Alloy 6060-
T66). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 8.8. The stress distribution and shape factor for cross sections 

Class Actual and nominal 
stress distribution Shape factor Slenderness 

limits 

part 
classification 

column 

part 
classification 

beam 

1 

 

  

 

(See NEN-EN1999-1-1, Annex F) 
 

 

  

  

2 

 

  

    

3 

 

  

    

4 

 

  

    

 
The structural elements and the components in the present curtain wall systems are made of 
extruded aluminium alloy AW6060-T66. The buckling class for this alloy is A (NEN-EN1999-1-
1, table 3.2b) and the notches of the current designed elements and redesigned elements are 
not checked on their resistance to local buckling. They are used to center and stiffening the 
cross section parts. These notches minimally increase the section modulus and moment of 
inertia. Additionally, alloys classified as class A have a stress-strain relationship that is close 
to a bi-linear elastic-plastic behaviour. For the cross section classification, it is also important 
to determine the stress distribution in the parts of the cross section. The slenderness 
parameter ˜ for (Un)reinforced flat parts can be defined with equation 8.3 and checks local 
buckling.  
 
˜ = 	G ∙

#

&
          Eq.8.3 

 
Where: 
å = \ℎa	ze|\ℎ	X0	_	hcX``	`ah\eXf	,_c\ 
\ = \ℎa	\ℎehßfa``	X0	_	hcX``	`ah\eXf	,_c\ 
G = \ℎa	`\ca``	Yc_|eaf\	0_h\Xc	Yeyaf	å{	|e00acaf\	a-,ca``eXf` 
 

Table  8.7. The slenderness parameters, formulated in NEN-EN-1999-1-1. 

*q ≥
HÆ≤

H.≤
  

*t =
HÆ≤

H.≤
  

*Ω = 1 +
Ω̃ − ˜

Ω̃ − t̃

ø
“√%

“:%

− 1 ¿ 

*— =
H.§§

H.≤
  

˜ ≤ q̃ 

q̃ < ˜ ≤ ˜t 

˜t < ˜ ≤ ˜Ω 

˜ > ˜Ω 

˜ ≤ q̃ 

q̃ < ˜ ≤ ˜t 

˜t < ˜ ≤ ˜Ω 

˜ > ˜Ω 

˜ ≤ ˜t 

˜ ≤ ˜t 

˜t < ˜ ≤ ˜Ω 

˜ > ˜Ω 
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For unreinforced parts to local buckling, the stress gradient factor can be determined with: 
G = 0,70 + 0,30	 ∙ 	s	0Xc	(1 ≥ s ≥ −1)      Eq.8.4. 
G =

4,ÿ4

qŒô
	0Xc	(s < −1)        Eq.8.5. 

G = |a\acbefa|	ze\ℎ	0eYdca	8.9. 
 
Where: 
s = c_\eX	X0	\ℎa	`\ca``a`	_\	\ℎa	a|Ya`	X0	\ℎa	,_c\	df|ac	hXf`e|ac_\eXf	caW_\a|	 
\X	\ℎa	b_-ebdb	hXb,ca``eya	`\ca`` 

 
It is hard to determine the exact stress distribution in the redesigned transom, because it is 
composed of different cross section and materials. Therefore, only the non-exposed part of 
the transom is classified in the present section and shown in figure 8.10, considering quick 
failure of the other parts when the transom is exposed to standard fire. The transom is mainly 
loaded in bending around the X-axis. Torsion will be present when the glass support has a 
relative low bearing capacity at elevated temperatures.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8.9. The determination of values of n. For internal parts 
or outstands with peak compression at the root use curve A. 
For outstands with peak compression at toe use line B. 

Figure 8.10. Classification of the non exposed part of the transom 
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The slenderness parameters 50 considering the internal parts of the transom:  
 

q̃ =
w̃

F
=

11

1,29
= 14,2 

t̃ =
w̃

F
=

16

1,29
= 20,7 

Ω̃ =
w̃

F
=

22

1,29
= 28,4 

 
The slenderness parameters 50 considering the outstand parts of the transom: 
  

q̃ =
w̃

F
=

3

1,29
= 2,3 

t̃ =
w̃

F
=
4,5

1,29
= 3,5 

Ω̃ =
w̃

F
=

6

1,29
= 4,7 

 
So, compression in the top web 50, due to bending results in: 
G = 0,70 + 0,30	 ∙ 	s = 0,70 + 0,30	 ∙ 	1 = 1,0 

˜ = 	1,0 ∙
62,5

3,75
= 16,7 = JK'LL	+ 

 
Linear stress distribution in the top flange of the transom 50 results in: 
G = 0,70 + 0,30	 ∙ 	s = 0,70 + 0,30	 ∙ 	−1 = 0,4 

˜ = 	0,4 ∙
13

4,5
= 1,2 = JK'LL	M 

 
The outstand in figure 8.9 is full in tension 50 and results in: 
G = 0,70 + 0,30	 ∙ 	s = 0,70 + 0,30	 ∙ 	1 = 1,0 

˜ = 	1,0 ∙
6,5

3,5
= 1,9 = JK'LL	M 

 
So, the cross section classification of the redesigned transom of 85mm is Class 2. The 
classification of the redesigned transom with a width of 125 and 145mm is also Class 2 since 
the cross section compartments consists of the same width and height of the top flange.  
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8.2.2. Resistance of the transom cross section 

In the present section the redesigned transom is structural analysed on torsion, shear, bending 
and considering simultaneous actions. The transom is considered as hinge supported at both 
sides as defined in chapter 6. The application of the full force load of the glass panel is 
assumed on the transom and results in shear forces and bending moment in the transom. This 
assumption is conservative and can be determined with the static mechanical scheme as 
presented in figure 8.11. These actions change due to the increase of the load transfer ratio of 
the aluminium glass support compared to the redesigned transom at elevated temperatures. 

Additionally, the second moment of transom reduces at elevated temperatures, because the 
exposed part will quickly fail and melt. The internal reactions and the deformations in the case 
3 are elaborated with general mechanical schemes and the following design loads and cross 
section properties are considered as presented in table 8.9.   
 
Table 8.9. The loads and cross section properties of the experimental case, considering the redesigned transom.  

F (extreme case) 1305 N 
L = Lb  2250 mm 
q (Redesigned transom ) 0,143 N/mm 
E (Alu) 69.000 N/mm2 
Ix (Redesigned transom ambient) 394.628 mm4 

Ix (Redesigned transom elevated) 93.062 mm4 

 
The shear in the transom is determined with equation G.3.17 and the maximal shear and 
minimal shear are determined. Considering the influence of the applied force on the transom. 
 
The maximum shear in considered transom: 

L+@‰ = ÷ +	
1

2
∙ D ∙ W = 	1305 +	

1

2
∙ 0,143 ∙ 2250 = 1465,9	ë = 1,47	ßë 

 
The minimum shear in considered transom: 

L+@‰ = ÷ +	
1

2
∙ D ∙ W = 	0 +	

1

2
∙ 0,143 ∙ 2250 = 160,9	ë = 0,16	ßë	 

 
The bending moment in the middle and at force position in the transom are determined with 
equation G.3.21 and the maximal bending moment and minimal bending moment are 
determined. Considering the influence of the applied force on the transom. 

Figure 8.11. The mechanical scheme of the transom of CW50-FP, considering the full force load of the fire proof glass and 
the unifiorm load due to the dead weight of the transom. 
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The maximum bending moment in the middle of the considered transom: 

™+wG,+@‰ =	 ø2 ∙
÷

2
∙ -¿ + N

1

2
∙ D ∙ W π- −

-t

W
¬O = 

ø2 ∙
1305

2
∙ 225¿ + N

1

2
∙ 0,143 ∙ 2250 π1125 −

1125t

2250
¬O =	 

293625 + 90492 = 	3834117	ëbb = ),P*	,-&	 
 
The minimum bending moment in the middle of the considered transom: 

™+wG,+wF = N
1

2
∙ 0,143 ∙ 2250 π1125 −

1125t

2250
¬O = 	90492	ëbb = ),)Q,-&	 

 
The maximum bending moment at force position of the considered transom: 

™+wG,+@‰ =	 ø2 ∙
÷

2
∙ -¿ + N

1

2
∙ D ∙ W π- −

-t

W
¬O = 

ø2 ∙
1305

2
∙ 225¿ + ø2 ∙

1305

18
∙ 225¿ + N

1

2
∙ 0,143 ∙ 2250 π225 −

225t

2250
¬O =	 

293625 + 32577 = 	326202	ëbb = ),PP	,-&	 
 
The minimum bending moment at force position of the considered transom: 

™+wG,+wF = N
1

2
∙ 0,143 ∙ 225 π225 −

225t

2250
¬O = 	32577ëbb = ),)PP,-& 

 
The maximum torsional moment in the redesigned transom is determined at elevated 
temperatures, which considers the eccentricity maximum applied force to the gravity center of 
the transom as shown in figure 7.9.  
 
™&,+@‰ = ÷ ∙ a = 1305	 ∙ 	(49,7 + 30,5) = 	104661	ëbb = 	0,105	ßëb  
 
The internal shear stress due to maximal torsion is determine with equation G.3.12, the 
torsional constant of the aluminium transom with equation G.3.14 and the dimension presented 
in figure 7.4.  
 
\w = 3,75	bb, `aa	0eYdca	7.4 

å4 = (111) − ø
3,5 + 4

2
¿ = 107,25	bb, `aa	0eYdca	7.4 

R4 = 20,5 − 3,75 = 16,75	bb, `aa	0eYdca	7.4 
 

¯&,+@‰ = 		
™&,+@‰

2å4ℎ4
	
1

\w
=

0,105 ∙ 10–	

2 ∙ 107,25	 ∙ 16,75	
	
1

3,75
= 	7,8	ë/bbt 

 
“Â.:% = 2 ∙ å4ℎ4 ∙ \w = 2 ∙ 107,25	 ∙ 16,75 ∙ 	3,75 = 13473	bbΩ 
 
The plastic torsional modulus can be determined with equation   
“Â.√% = 	* ∙ “Â.:%	         Eq.8.6 
 
Where: 
* = \ℎa	`ℎ_,a	0_h\Xc = 		befeb_W	1,2	0Xc	ℎXWWXz	`ah\eXf, 54 
“Â.:% = aW_`\eh	\Xc`eXf_W	bX|dWd` 
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The shape factor has not considered larger as 1,25, presented by TALAT 55, but could be 
specified with module 2 (Selection of materials and shapes) of ITT Bombay. 56 
 
Torsion: 
04.t,6 = 205

‘

++’
	_\	_båeaf\	\ab,ac_\dca` 4 

B©G = 		“Â,√% 	 ∙ 	
04

√3 ∙ ç®q
	= 1,2 ∙ 13473 ∙ 	

205

√3 ∙ 1,1
= 1,74	ßëb			 

 
Check to torsion: ™\,b_-

Â7/	
= 	

0,105

q,œ—	
= 0,06	 ≤ 1,0	Xßa 

 
First the slenderness of the cross section parts of the redesigned transom have to be 
determined with equation 8.7, before the shear resistance could be examined.    
 
For non-slender sections: 
TU	

&U
< 39µ          Eq.8.7 

 
Where: 
R8 = \ℎa	ℎaeYℎ\	X0	_	zaå	åa\zaaf	0W_fYa` 
\8 = zaå	\ℎehßfa`` 
 
So, the slenderness: 
13	

3,5
< 39 ∙ 1,29	 = 3,71 < 50,31	 

 
The redesigned transom cross section is non-slender. So, the shear resistance is determine 
with equation 4.40 in Appendix 1 and the shear area’s are conservative obtained in figure 
7.4.  
 
Shear: 

L©G = 	KA
04

√3 ∙ ç®q
=	 (21 ∙ 4 + 2	 ∙ 	33,5 ∙ 4) ∙ 	

205

√3 ∙ 1,1
= 37,87	ßë 

 
Check to shear at ambient temperatures: ≠̈ ±V

Lñ|

=
q,—œ

37,87	
= 	0,039 ≤ 1,0	Xßa 

 
Check to shear at elevated temperatures: 
04,6 = 34,0

‘

++’
		_\	350	|aYcaa`	9aW`ed` 4 

KA = 	21 ∙ 4 + 2	 ∙ 	33,5 ∙ 4 = 352	bbt	 
 

L;w,&,©G = KA
04,6

√3 ∙ ç®q
∙
ç®q

ç®,;w
= (352) ∙ 	

34

√3 ∙ 1,1
∙
1,1

1,0
= 6,9	ßë	 

 
Check:  ≠̈ ±V

L0e,\,ñ|

=
q,—œ

6,9	
= 0,21 ≤ 1,0	Xßa  

L+@‰  is still less as half of L;w,&,©G , therefore, the shear effect on bending moment 
resistance is neglected. 
 
The bending resistance of the redesigned transom at elevated temperatures is considered 
with the elastic modulus of the gross section, the bending moment at ambient temperature, 
uniform temperature distribution in the cross section at time (t) and the reduction of the proof 
stress at elevated temperatures. 
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The first moment of area of the redesigned transom: 
“:% = 4794	bbΩ	 

™$,©G = 	* ∙ “:% ∙
0
0,N

∙ ç
™1

= 1,2 ∙ 	4794 ∙
205

1,1
= 1,07	ßëb	 

The bending moment resistance at elevated temperatures can be determine with the 
equation 8.8: 
 
™;w,&,©G = 	 ß4,6 ∙ ™©G 	 ∙

õ£ö

õ£,§•
	         Eq.8.8 

 
The bending moment resistance at elevated temperatures is determined with equation 8.8 
and given by the green line in figure 8.12.  

The critical temperature of the redesigned transom is 240 degrees Celsius considering the 
maximum bending. The critical temperature of the redesigned transom is 300 degrees Celsius 
considering the minimum bending moment (own weight).  
 
The shear and torsion resistance combinations: 
The combination of shear force and torsional moment has to be checked due to the reduction 
of the shear force resistance by torsional effects. The design value of shear force resistance 
LÂ,©G	in the transom cross section (hollow section) at ambient temperatures is determined 
with equation 4.44 of appendix 1: 
 

LÂ,©G = 	 ª1 −
WÔ,5/∙√Ω	
;fi

õ£ö
¥

æ L©G = B1 −
7,8	∙	√Ω	
q◊4

q,q¥
C37,87 ∙ 10Ω = 34,1	ßë	     

     
Check:  ≠̈ ±V

LB,ñ|

=
q,—œ

34,1	
= 0,04 ≤ 1,0	Xßa 

 
Shear force resistance at elevated temperatures: 

LÂ,©G,;w = 	 ª1 −
WÔ,5/∙√Ω	
;fi

õ£ö
¥

æ L©G ∙
õ£ö

õ£,§•

= B1 −
7,8	∙	√Ω	
Ω—

q,q¥
C37,87 ∙ 10Ω ∙

q,q

q,4
= 23,4	ßë	    

      

Figure 8.12. The bending moment resistance of the redesigned transom at elevated temperatures 
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Check:  ≠̈ ±V

LB,ñ|

=
q,—œ

23,4	
= 0,06 ≤ 1,0	Xßa 

 
8.2.3. Deformation in the transom  

The deformation in the redesigned transom are determined at the middle and at force position 
determined in present section. First the rotation of the transom with equations G.3.7 and G.3.9 
due to torsion is discussed, which result in vertical deformation in the transom at elevated 
temperatures. Second, the vertical deformation in the transom due to bending are discussed 
with equation G.3.36 and G.3.37. The young’s modulus of aluminium, the second moment of 
area of the transom change at elevated temperatures which is considered in next structural 
analyses.   
  
The vertical deformation considering rotation of the transom: 
First the torsional constant of the aluminum transom is determined with equation G.3.14.  
 

&̆ = 	
—	(#fiÃfi)

’

∏fi

Ôö
ò	
Xfi
Ô’
ò	
∏fi

Ô˙
ò	
Xfi
Ô2

=
—	(q4œ,t◊	∙q–,œ◊)’

öfi;,’<
˙,;<

ò	
ö˚,;<
˙,<

ò	
öfi;,’<
˙,;<

ò	
ö˚,;<
2,fi

= 195.075	mm—  

 
Second the shear modulus of aluminium at ambient temperatures: 
 
m =

–ˇ444

t(qò4,ΩΩ)
= 25940	ë/bbt ≈ 26000	ë/bbt    

 
The rotation at the middle of the transom span at ambient temperatures: 
 
˝ =	

®ÔÕ

é˛Ô
= 		

4,q4◊∙q4˚	∙	qqt◊

t◊ˇ—4	∙	qˇ◊4œ◊	
= 0,023	c_| = 	0,023 ∙

180

!
= 1,34	|aYcaa	ef	cX\_\eXf     

 
The rotation at applied force position of the transom span at ambient temperatures: 
 
˝ =		

4,q4◊∙q4˚	∙	tt◊

t◊ˇ—4	∙	qˇ◊4œ◊	
= 0,0047	c_| = 	0,0047 ∙

180

!
= 0,27	|aYcaa	ef	cX\_\eXf  

 
The eccentricity of the toe of the transom till the gravity center of the transom is obtained in 
figure 7.9.  
 
a = 49,7 + 11,125 + 3 = 	63,875	 ≈ 64	bb 
 
The vertical deformation at midspan: 
zA+ = 	64	 ∙ tan(1,34) = 	1,50	bb	        
 
The vertical deformation at force position: 
zA; = 	64	 ∙ tan(0,26) = 	0,29	bb 
 
The aluminium transom is rotational stiff and the vertical deformations are small considering 
only torsion in the transom at ambient temperatures. The applied force (1305N) of the fire proof 
glass on the redesigned aluminium transom at elevated temperatures results in vertical 
deformations given in figure 8.13, considering the redesigned transom to torsion and reduction 
of the Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio of aluminium at elevated temperatures.   
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The vertical deformation considering bending of the transom: 
The vertical deformation in the redesigned transom due to bending around the weak axis is at 
ambient and elevated temperature determined with the mechanical scheme shown in figure 
8.11 and the section properties in table 8.9. The deformations obtained with the structural 
analysis are compared to maximum vertical deflection of 3 mm 48 at ambient temperatures and 
present dilatation between the redesigned glass support and fire proof glass panel at elevated 
temperatures, shown in figure 8.14. The glass support design and the structural joint between 
the glass support and transom are discussed in chapter 7. The design considers extrusion and 
is also designed on the water management in a curtain wall system. This clarifies the top 
outstands of the glass support. The middle outstand provides the possibility to connect present 
structural elements.  

The deformation in the middle and force position of the transom at ambient temperatures, see 
figure 8.11: 
 
“+,&$& = 	“+q +“+t =	

◊

Ωÿ—
∙
Ó%3

2

…˛
+ 	

Ωœ

Ω444
∙
"%3

˙

…˛
= 	

◊

Ωÿ—
∙
0,143	∙	tt◊42

–ˇ444	∙	394628
+ 	

Ωœ

Ω444
∙
qΩ4◊	∙	tt◊4˙

–ˇ444	∙	394628
=

(1,75 + 6,73) = 8,5	bb       
 

Figure 8.13. The vertical deformation in the redesigned transom at elevated temperatures, considering torsion. 

Figure 8.14. The dilatation in system RD-CW50-FP, considering fire proof glass and structural elements.  
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“",&$& = “"q + “"t =
ˇÿq

t—4444
∙
Ó%2

…˛
	+	

qΩ

Ω444
∙
"∙%3

˙

…˛
= 	

ˇÿq

t—4444
∙
0,143	∙	tt◊42

–ˇ444	∙	394628
	+ 	

qΩ

Ω444
∙
qΩ4◊	∙	tt◊4˙

–ˇ444	∙	394628
=

	(0,55 + 2,37) = 2,9	bb	    
    
The vertical deformation in the middle of the transom is significant larger as 3 mm, which may 
conclude that the transom stacks on the fire proof glass panel beneath. This is not allowed at 
ambient temperatures. Therefore, the force load of the fire proof glass panels has to be 
transferred by another path to the mullion in system RD-CW50-FP. In current system CW50-
FP this is considered with a stainless steel glass support as discussed in chapter 6. In system 
RD-CW50-FP the redesigned aluminium glass support as shown figure 7.9 has to transfer this 
force load. The aluminium glass support is structurally analysed in section 8.4. The vertical 
deformations in the redesigned transom at elevated temperatures are discussed next, 
considering only the own weight of the transom and the second moment area of the non-
exposed part of the transom and the maximum dilatation in system RD-CW50-FP. 
 
The deformation in the middle of the non-exposed part of the transom at ambient temperatures: 

“+,&$& = 	“+q = 	
5

384
∙
DW4

—

j˘
= 	

5

384
∙
0,143	 ∙ 	2250—

69000	 ∙ 	394628
= 1,75	bb 

 
The deformation in the middle of the non-exposed part of the transom at elevated 
temperatures: 

“+,&$& = 	“+q = 	
5

384
∙
DW4

—

j˘
= 	

5

384
∙
0,143	 ∙ 	2250—

69000	 ∙ 	93062
= 7,4	bb 

 
The vertical deformation in the middle of the non-exposed part of the transom is larger than 
the maximum dilatation of 6,6mm, see figure 8.14. This may conclude that the redesigned 
transom stacks on the fire proof glass panel when the exposed part of the transom fails.   
 

8.2.4. Thermal expansion in the transom  

The thermal expansion in plane of the redesigned aluminium system CW50-FP when exposed 
to a standard fire is considered. The thermal expansion out of plane is not studied, because 
the structural effects of the temperature gradient in the redesigned mullion and transom cross 
sections are not exactly determined and taken into consideration in structural analysis. Both 
the mullion and transom profile are stiffer out of plane (higher width than height) due to a higher 
second moment of area value compared to in plane direction. So, buckling failure of the 
transom will be in plane. The principle of thermal bowing out of plane is shown in figure 8.15. 
The thermal elongation design rule of aluminium at elevated temperatures is given in NEN-
EN-1999-1-2, see equation 3.5. Ÿ+ is a translation spring and is depended on the axial force 
and thermal gradient in the mullion.  

Figure 8.15. Thermal bowing out of plane in the system RD-CW50-FP 
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The thermal strain of the redesigned transom considering the experimental case (Case 3) is 
13 mm at 250 degrees Celsius see figure 8.15. This means that the original transom dilatation 
of 5,6 mm is to small when the transom is exposed to standard fire. So, large thermal strain in 
the transom may result in large internal axial compressive forces ë4, considering equation 8.9.  
 
ë4 = jKµ4

&Ã   (constitutive relation)      Eq.8.9  
 
Where: 
j = bX|dWd`	X0	aW_`\ehe\{ 
K = 		\ℎa	_ca_	X0	\ℎa	hcX``	`ah\eXf 
µ4
&Ã = \ℎa	\ℎacb_W	`\c_ef 

 
The axial force in the redesigned transom at 250 degrees Celsius, considering a full 
restrained support after 5,6mm of elongation: 
 
j = 57000	ë/bbt 4 
K = 1212	ë/bbt  see table 7.3 
 
ë4 = jKµ4

&Ã = 1212 ∙ 57000 ∙ (13 − 5,6) = 	511 ∙ 10–ë = 	511 ∙ 10Ωßë	 
 
The determined axial force is relatively high and the resistance check presented that  this axial 
force cannot be resisted by the redesigned transom. Therefore, the restrain conditions of the 
transom in system RD-CW50-FP at elevated temperatures is studied with three different 
cases. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8.16. The thermal elongation of the redesigned transoms at elevated temperatures. 
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Case 1. 
The first case considers the curtain wall composition shown in figure 8.16. The mechanical 
scheme of this case is shown in figure 8.17. The other studied cases have the same mullion 
and transom length but have a repartition in horizontal direction.  

The axial force in the redesigned transom of Case 1 can be determined with the translational 
stiffness Ÿ& = ë/bb at the mid height of the redesigned mullion presented in the mechanical 
scheme of figure 8.18. The translational stiffness Ÿ& is examined at elevated temperatures with 
equation H.6 in Annex H. The support of the mullion at floor level is considered as infinite stiff 
as shown in figure 8.17, which can be considered due to the significant low thermal expansion 
of the concrete structure (main building construction) at elevated temperatures.  
 
The translational stiffness Ÿ& at ambient temperature: 
˘ = 	69083	bb— given in table 7.1.  
 
Ÿ& = 	

—9’…†˛

%ó
˙ = 	

—9’∙	–ˇ444	∙	–ˇ4ÿΩ

(t◊44ò∆Õ)˙
= 	12,04	N/mm  

 

Figure 8.17. Development of the axial force in the redesigned transom, considering thermal expansion in case 1.  

Figure 8.16. The mechanical scheme of transom in Case 1, considering thermal expansion. 

Hinge support: joint mullion with concrete 
floor (single bolt) 
 
Fg = the design load of the fire proof 
glass spanel 
 
Kt= translation spring stiffness (axial force 
vs net strain of the transom) 
 
Lk = mullion = 2500 mm 
Lk = transom = 2250 mm 
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The translational stiffness Ÿ& at 350 degrees Celsius: 
j6 = 42.000	ë/bbt  4 
 

Ÿ& = 	
—9’…†˛

%ó
˙ = 	

—9’∙	—t444	∙	–ˇ4ÿΩ

(t◊44ò∆Õ)˙
= 	7,3	N/mm  

 
The axial force N4 in the transom see figure 8.16 at 350 
degrees Celsius considering Case 1 is obtained with 
equilibrium equation H.16 in Annex H: 
α[∆T =0,008650 51 
 

N4 =
EAα[∆Tk^l
k^l + 2EA

 

 

=
42000 ∙ 		1212 ∙ 	0,008650	 ∙ 7,3 ∙ 2250

7,3 ∙ 2250 + 2 ∙ 42000 ∙ 1212
 

 

=
8,069 ∙ 10ˇ

0,101 ∙ 10ˇ
= 	79	ë 

 
 
 
Case 2. 
The mechanical scheme of the second case is shown in figure 8.18 and considers the curtain 
wall composition shown in figure 8.19.   

 

 

Figure 8.18. The mechanical scheme of transom in Case 2, considering thermal expansion. 

Figure 8.18. The mechanical scheme of mullion, 
considering thermal expansion and translational 
stiffness at mid height.  

Figure 8.19. Development of the axial force in the redesigned transom, considering thermal expansion in case 2.  
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The axial force in the transom at 350 degrees Celsius considering Case 2 is obtained with 
equilibrium equation H.26 in Annex H: 
 

N4 =
EAα[∆Tk^l
k^l + EA

=
42000 ∙ 1212 ∙ 0,008650 ∙ 7,3 ∙ 2250

7,3 ∙ 2250 + 42000 ∙ 1212
=
8,069 ∙ 10ˇ

0,101 ∙ 10ˇ
= 	158	ë 

 
Case 3. 
The mechanical scheme of the third case is shown in figure 8.20 and considers the curtain 
wall composition shown in figure 8.21. Only the right part of the transom in the middle of this 
case is considered due to symmetry and contains the highest internal axial force. At the middle 
of this this system the horizontal deformation is zero. Only vertical deformation in transom has 
to be considered due to bending and the eccentricities of the axial forces in the transom.  

The axial force in the transom at 350 degrees Celsius considering Case 3 is obtained with 

equilibrium equation H.35 in Annex H: 
 

N4 =
EAα[∆Tk^l

k^l +
1

2
EA

=
42000 ∙ 1212 ∙ 0,008650 ∙ 7,3 ∙ 2250

7,3 ∙ 2250 + 0,5 ∙ 42000 ∙ 1212
=
7,23 ∙ 10ˇ

5,094 ∙ 10œ
= 	284	ë 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8.21. Development of the axial force in the redesigned transom, considering thermal expansion in case 3.  

Figure 8.20. The mechanical scheme of transom in Case 3, considering thermal expansion. 
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The axial force in the redesigned transom at 350 degrees Celsius is just discussed for thee 
considered cases. The axial forces in the transom at lower temperatures are not defined. So, 
the axial force in the transom considering the three cases are determined at elevated 
temperatures, shown in figure 8.22. 

 
The axial force checks of the redesigned transom at elevated temperatures: 
The axial force resistance of the transom cross section can be determined with equation 4.29 
of appendix 1. 

ë?,©G = K:;; ∙
0
0,N

ç
™1

= 1212 ∙
205

1,1
= 225,9 ∙ 10

3
ë = 225,9	ßë	 

 
The axial resistance at elevated temperatures can be determined with the equation 8.10: 
 
ë;w,&,©G = 	ß4,6 ∙ ë©G 	 ∙

õ£ö

õ£,§•
        Eq.8.10 

 
The axial force resistance of the redesigned transom at 350 degrees Celsius, considering 
experimental system RD-CW50-FP (Case 3). 
04,Ω◊4 = 34	ë/bbt	at 350 degrees Celsius 4 
 
ë;w,&,©G = 	ß4,6 ∙ ë©G 	 ∙

õ£ö

õ£,§•
= Ka00 ∙

;fi,˙<fi

õ£ö
∙
õ£ö

õ£,§•
= 1212 ∙

Ω—

q,q
	 ∙
q,q

q,4
= 	4120	ë    

The axial force check at elevated temperatures (350°C):  N0
ë0e,\,ñ|

=
tÿΩ

4120	
= 0,07 ≤ 1,0	Xßa 

 
The flexural buckling resistance of the transom is not considered in this research, due to 
presence of internal bending moments, considering the transfer of the applied force through 
the transom.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8.22. The axial force in the redesigned transom at elevated temperatures, considering 3 different curtain wall 
compositions.  
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8.2.5. Thermal numerical analysis of the redesigned transom  

The thermal behaviour of redesigned transom when exposed to standard fire is discussed in 
this section. The fire resistance is determined using the internal temperature time plots of the 
non-exposed aluminium part of the transom, see figure 8.23. As mentioned in chapter 5 the 
temperature time plots and the thermal resistance of individual components in a curtain wall 
system exposed to standard fire is difficult to determine.Therefore, the internal temperatures 
are obtained with a thermal numerical model of the transom, which is developed with the 
thermal model of current system CW50-FP discussed in chapter 5. Furthermore, the 
developed thermal model considers the thermal properties of fire protection CX at elevated 
temperatures, the obtained values for the thermal boundaries and the thermal interaction 
between different components in a fire resistant curtain wall system. The thermal analyzed 
transom is shown in figure 8.23 and consists of an aluminium exposed part, fire protection CX, 
an aluminium non-exposed part and thermal breaks.  

The non-exposed aluminium cross section is thermally insulated and protected by fire 
protection CX at the exposed side and the exposed and non-exposed aluminium parts are 
structurally connected and thermally separated by the thermal breaks.  Other thermal elements 
in the system RD-CW50-FP are not considered due to the lack of knowledge on their thermal 
behaviour or experimental data. Therefore, they are not modelled in the thermal numerical 
model of the redesigned transom. 
 
The structural resistance of the redesigned transom in previous section is determined with 
design rules which consider a uniform temperature in the aluminium cross section. However, 
the internal temperature in the large redesigned transoms may present a large temperature 
gradient over the width and height of the transom. This may influence the structural resistance 
of the transom at elevated temperature. However, this influence on the structural resistance of 
the transom is not studied in present research and is out of the scope as described in section 
1.3. Nonetheless, the temperature gradient in present redesigned transom is obtained with the 
different temperature time plots in positions 3,4 and 6 of the redesigned transom in figure 8.23 
and are shown in figure 8.24.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8.23. The redesigned transom exposed to standard fire.  
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The internal temperature in the redesigned transom is relatively uniform, considering the 
temperature time plots of positions 4 and 6 in figure 8.24. The temperature in position 3 is a 
little bit higher due to a locally lower thickness of fire protection CX. The temperature difference 
between positions 3 and 6 is max 13 degrees Celsius, which is relatively small compared to a 
maximum temperature of 270 degrees Celsius after 3600 seconds of standard fire exposure.  
The critical temperature of the redesigned transom is 240 degrees Celsius, which is previous 
defined after different structural checks at elevated temperatures. So, the fire resistance of the 
redesigned transom can be determined, considering the critical temperature and the highest 
obtained internal temperatures in the non-exposed part of the transom as shown in figure 8.25. 

The critical temperature in the redesigned transom is reached after 54 minutes. Considering 
Case 3, only the applied force on the transom is applied, see figure 8.25. So, the fire resistance 
of the redesigned transom is minimally 54 minutes. This may be verified by future experimental 
research. 
 
The research also considers the extreme case. So, the internal temperature in the non-
exposed transom parts are again determined with thermal numerical research and the critical 
temperature of this part is examined with structural checks at elevated temperatures, both 
shown in figure 8.26.  
 

Figure 8.25. The fire resistance of redesigned transom Case3. 

Figure 8.24. The temperature study in redesigned transom Case 3.  
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The critical temperature in the redesigned transom Case 4 is minimal reached after 48 minutes, 
which considers only the applied force on the transom and is obtained in figure 8.26. So, the 
fire resistance of the redesigned transom is minimally 48 minutes, considering the transom in 
the extreme case.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8.26. The fire resistance of redesigned transom Case 4. 
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8.3. Structural analysis of the transom and mullion joint 
This section discusses the load transfer from the redesigned transom to the redesigned 
mullion. First the load transfer in perpendicular direction from the redesigned transom to the 
mullion is examined, considering the joint between the aluminium T-bracket and mullion. 
Second the load transfer in parallel direction of the redesigned transom to the mullion is 
determined, considering the joint between the aluminium T-bracket and mullion. The direct 
joint between the redesigned transom and mullion is not considered, because the structural 
properties of the thermal break are not defined in the research. Nonetheless, the shear 
resistance and bending moment resistance of this joint is assumed as significant low. The 
structural properties of the thermal break are lower than that of aluminium. Furthermore, the 
shear resistance of the joint has slotted holes in parallel direction of the transom as discussed 
in section 7.4.  
 

8.3.1. The joint in perpendicular direction of the transom (out of plane) 
In this section the load transfer out of plane of the curtain wall system is discussed. The force 
on the glass support results in torsional moments in the aluminium transom and aluminium 
glass support. These torsional moments have to be transferred to the redesigned mullion by 
structural joints. The structural joints in perpendicular direction: the direct joint between the 
transom and mullion, shown in figures 7.6 and the joint between the aluminium T-bracket and 
the aluminium mullion presented in figures 7.5, 8.27 and 8.28. However, as previously 
mentioned the direct joint between transom and mullion is not elaborated any further. The 
resulting forces (FR1) and (FR2) in figure 8.27 are examined later on in this section. 
 
÷q,A = 	yac\eh_W	`ℎa_c	_h\eXf	faY_\eya 
÷t,A = 	yac\eh_W	`ℎa_c	_h\eXf	faY_\eya  
÷q,# = 	`ℎa_c	_h\eXf	|da	\X	åaf|efY	faY_\eya 
÷t,# = `ℎa_c	_h\eXf	|da	\X	åaf|efY	,X`e\eya 
ñ'q = ca`dW\efY	`ℎa_c	ca_h\eXf	faY_\eya 
ñ't = ca`dW\efY	`ℎa_c	ca_h\eXf	,X`e\eya 
ñ, = cX\_\eXf_W	haf\ac 
 
> = Wa0\	åXW\	ÌXef\ 
ñ = ceYℎ\	åXW\	ÌXef\ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.27. The mechanical scheme of the joint between the redesigned aluminium T-bracket and aluminium mullion 
with the rotation center of the T-bracket (out of plane). 
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Figure 8.28. The mechanical scheme of the joint between the redesigned aluminium T-bracket and aluminium mullion 
with the rotation center of the transom. (out of plane) 

The joint between the aluminium T-bracket and mullion considers the load transfer of the full 
applied load from the transom to the mullion. This is structural checked by two mechanical 
principles. The first principle determines the maximum shear load in the joint, considering  
the rotation center (Rp) of the aluminium T-bracket as shown in figure 8.27. The second 
principle determines the maximum shear load in joint considering the rotation of the transom 
with mullion (Rp) as shown in figure 8.28. The resulting forces (FR1) and (FR2) in figure 8.27 
are examined later on in this section.  
 
÷q,A = 	yac\eh_W	`ℎa_c	_h\eXf	|Xzf 
÷t,A = 	yac\eh_W	`ℎa_c	_h\eXf	|Xzf  
÷q,# = 	`ℎa_c	_h\eXf	|da	\X	åaf|efY	faY_\eya 
÷t,# = `ℎa_c	_h\eXf	|da	\X	åaf|efY	,X`e\eya 
ñq = ca`dW\efY	`ℎa_c	ca_h\eXf	faY_\eya 
ñt = ca`dW\efY	`ℎa_c	ca_h\eXf	,X`e\eya 
ñ, = cX\_\eXf_W	haf\ac 
 
> = Wa0\	åXW\	ÌXef\ 
ñ = ceYℎ\	åXW\	ÌXef\ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The maximum applied bending moment in the first principle, considers the eccentricity (e) 
between the force (1305N) and the gravity center (Rp) of the T-bracket as shown in figure 8.27.  
 
™#,+@‰ = ÷ ∙ a = 1305	 ∙ 	 (93,25) = 	121691	ëbb = 	0,122	ßëb 
 
The shear load in the joint due to the bending moment (Mb,max) is determined with the 
eccentricity (35,35 mm) between the center of the bolt and the rotation center of T- bracket as 
shown in figure 8.27.  
 
÷w,# =

®∏,¨±V

t∙:
=

4,qtt	∙	q4˚

t	∙	Ω◊,t◊
= 		1720	ë  

 
The maximum on vertical shear force.   
÷w,A = 	

≠:H&w?@%	%$@G

F∙o$wF&(
=

qΩ4◊

t
= 653	ë  
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These actions are simultaneously present and therefore different reactions are obtained 
between the left joint and right joint as shown in figure 8.27. The maximum reaction force in 
the first principle:  
 
÷©q = 	÷q,# +	÷q,A = 	1720	ë + 653	ë = 2373	N	 
  
The maximum applied bending moment in the second principle, considers the eccentricity 
between the applied force (1305N) and the rotation between the transom and mullion as shown 
in figure 8.28.  
 
™#,+@‰ = ÷ ∙ a = 1305	 ∙ 	 (33,15) = 	43261	ëbb = 	0,043	ßëb 
 
The shear load in the joint due to the bending moment is determined with the eccentricities 
between the center of the bolt and the rotation point as shown in figure 8.27. 
 
aq = 30,2	bb 	
at = 96,9	bb 
 
÷q,# ∙ aq + ÷t,# ∙ at 	= ™#,+@‰ 
 

÷t,# = ÷q,# ∙
at

aq
	 

Rewritten: 

÷q,# ∙ aq 	+ ÷q,# ∙
at

aq
∙ at = 	÷q,# ∙ πaq 	+

at
t

aq
¬ 

÷q,# = 	
™#,+@‰

øaq 	+
at
t

aq
¿

=
0,043 ∙ 10–

30,2 +
96,9t

30,2

= 127	ë		 

÷t,# = 127	ë		 ∙
96,9

30,2
= 407	ë 

 
The maximum applied vertical shear force  
÷w,A = 	

≠:H&w?@%	%$@G

F∙o$wF&(
=

qΩ4◊

t
= 653	ë  

 
These actions are simultaneously present and therefore different reactions are obtained 
between the left joint and right joint as shown in figure 8.28. The maximum reaction forces in 
the second principle are determined as net reactions:  
÷©q = 555	N	 
÷©t = 	250	N	 
 
The reaction forces presenting shear in the bolt, the aluminium T-bracket and the redesigned 
mullion. So, the shear resistance of this joint has to be checked on the shear resistance of the 
bolt (stainless steel) 51 and the bearing capacity to shear considering the thin aluminium cross 
section plates of the T-bracket and mullion 51.  
 
The shear resistance in the bolt at ambient temperatures: 
* = 0,5	0Xc	`\_eWa``	`\aaW	åXW\	24 
02,# = `\_efWa``	`\aaW	åXW\	K2 − 70 = 700	ë/bbt	57 
K = 	K( = ™5 = 14,2	bbt 58 
 

÷y,ñ| =
	*	∙	÷då	∙	´

ç™2
= 	

	0,5	∙	œ44	∙	14,2

q,t◊
= 3976	ë   
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The bearing resistance of the aluminium T-bracket and aluminium mullion: 
\ = \ℎa	\ℎeffa`\	\ℎehßfa``	X0	\ℎa	\ℎa	WX_|	åa_cefY	,W_\a =	 
\ℎa	hcX``	`ah\eXf	X0	\ℎa	bdWWeXf = 	3,5	bb 
*å = 	

:ö

Ω_fi
=

Œ

Ω∙◊
= −= ÁX.		1,0	 24 

ß1 = 2,8
:’

_fi
− 1,7 = 2,8

ÿ

◊
− 1 = 2,78 = ÁX. 2,5	

24 

÷å,ñ| =
ß1	∙	*å	∙	0d	∙	G	∙	&

ç™2
=

t,◊	∙	q,4	∙	tq◊	∙	◊,4	∙	Ω,◊

q,t◊
= 7525	ë	  

 
The bearing resistance of the joint at ambient temperatures is higher than the maximum shear 
load. However, the bearing resistance will decrease, due to the large reduction of the young’s 
modulus and proof strength of aluminium at elevated temperatures.25 The minimal critical 
temperatures of the joint in perpendicular direction with full bearing of the transom resulted in 
a critical temperature of 340 degrees Celsius and this obtained from figure 8.29.  
 

8.3.2. The joint in parallel direction of the transom (in plane) 
The load transfer in of plane of the curtain wall system is discussed in this section. The applied 
force on the glass support results in shear forces and bending moments in the redesigned 
aluminium transom. The shear forces are transferred through the joint between T-bracket and 
mullion. The bending moments are internally obtained, because the transom is hinge 
supported. The eccentricity between the transom support and the rotation of the transom with 
the mullion in plane as shown in figure 8.30a. results in a bending moment in the aluminium 
T-bracket. This results in a tension force in the bolt. The resistance at elevated temperatures 
is checked. 
 
The maximum bending moment in the aluminium T-bracket, considers the eccentricity between 
the applied force (1305N) and the rotation of the T-bracket with the mullion as shown in figure 
8.30b.  
 
™#,+@‰ = ÷ ∙ a = 1305	 ∙ 	 (15) = 19575	ëbb = 	0,02	ßëb 
 
 
 
 

 
x 
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The tension load in the joint due to the bending moment is determined with the eccentricity 
(6,5 mm) between the center of the bolt and the rotation center of T- bracket with mullion as 
shown in figure 8.30b.  
 
÷( =

®∏,¨±V

F	∙	:
=

4,4t∙q4˚

t	∙	–,◊
= 		1506	ë  

 
The reaction force presenting the tension in the bolt. So, the tension resistance of this joint has 
to be checked on the tension resistance of the bolt at elevated temperatures (stainless steel) 
51.  
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The tension resistance of the bolt at ambient temperatures: 
=t = 0,9	0Xc	`\_eWa``	`\aaW	åXW\	 24 
02,# = `\_efWa``	`\aaW	åXW\	K2 − 70 = 700	ë/bbt	 
K( = ™5 = 14,2	bbt 58 
 
÷\,ñ| =

	=2	∙	÷då	∙	´Ò

ç™2
=
	0,9	∙	œ44	∙	14,2

q,t◊
= 7157	ë   

 
The tension resistance of the joint at ambient temperatures is higher than the maximum tension 
load. However, the tension resistance will decrease, due to the reduction of the proof strength 
of stainless steel at elevated temperatures. The minimal critical temperatures of present joint 
in parallel direction with full bearing of the applied load on the transom is 630 degrees Celsius 
and is obtained in figure 8.31. Tensile failure in the bolt will not occur in the redesigned curtain 
wall system, because the melting temperature of aluminium structural elements is lower than 
630 degrees Celsius.  

8.3.3. The rotational capacity of the joint in perpendicular out of plane 
The rotational stiffness of the redesigned joint can be determined with the design model in 
NEN-NEN 1993-1-8 59 or with the proposed prediction model on bolt bearing in steel plates by 
C. O. Rex and W.S. Easterling.60, see chapter 6 and Annex H. The resulting shear loads due 
to vertical shear and the presence of a bending moment in joint between the aluminium T-
bracket and redesigned mullion are already discussed. In addition, the bearing resistance of 
the joint is checked at elevated temperatures. However, the rotation stiffness of the redesigned 
joint and the deformations in this joint, considering the resulting shear forces are not yet 
discussed. Therefore, the rotation stiffness of the joint has to determine, which will be 
examined in present section with the proposed model of C. O. Rex and W.S. Easterling. The 
rotational stiffness of the joint can be determined with the translational stiffness of stainless 
steel bolt with the redesigned aluminium mullion joint and the eccentricity of applied force to 
the rotation center of the transom with mullion joint as presented in figure 8.28.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8.31. The tension resistance of the M5 bolt at elevated temperature. 
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The rotational stiffness of a connection can be high, weak or something in between. This 
means that a joint could behave as pinned, semi-rigid or fully rigid see figure 8.32. 
  

The proposed model of C. O. Rex and W.S. Easterling describes the load vs plate deformation 
behaviour of a single bolt, the bearing stiffness, shear stiffness and flexural bending stiffness 
of the joint. The proposed method takes the typical plate failures in consideration, which 
discussed in Annex H and shown in figure H.10. 
 
The rotation capacity of the redesigned joint between the transom and mullion: 
 
The maximum torsional moment is determined in previous section with the maximum applied 
force of 1305N and an eccentricity 33,2mm to rotation center shown in figure 8.28.  
 
™&,+@‰ = 0,043ßëb 
 
This resulted in two resulting force loads, which are shown in figure 8.28. 
÷q,# = 	127	ë		 
÷t,# = 407	ë 
 
The bearing stiffness of the bolt in the mullion is derived with equation H.42 of Annex H. 60 
 
\√ = 3,5	bb = \ℎehßfa``	,W_\a	X0	\ℎa	bdWWeXf	`ah\eXf, `aa	0eYdca	7.2 
|# = 5,0	bb = |e_ba\ac	X0	\ℎa	™5	åXW\ 
01 = 205	ë/bbt at ambient temperatures. 4 
 

Ÿ#H = 120 ∙ \√ ∙ 01 ∂
G∏

t◊.—
∑	4.ÿ = 120 ∙ 3,5 ∙ 205∂

◊,4

t◊.—
∑	4.ÿ = 23459	ë/bb = 		0,23	ßë/b   

 
The bending stiffness of the bolt in the mullion is determined with equation H.43 of Annex H. 
60 
 
>: = 6,5bb = |e`\_fha	åa\zaaf	a|Ya	X0	\ℎa	B − åc_hßa\		_f|	\ℎa	åXW\	haf\ac, `aa	0eYdca	8.30 
j = {XdfY``	bX|dWd`	X0	_Wdbefedb 4 
 

Ÿ# = 32 ∙ j ∙ \√ ∂
Õ.

G∏
−

q

t
∑
Ω

= 	32 ∙ 69000 ∙ 3,5 ∂
–,4

◊,4
−

q

t
∑
Ω

= 	2650704	ë/bb	=2,65	ßë/b   
   
The shear stiffness of the bolt in the mullion is determined with equation H.44 of Annex H. 60 
m = `ℎa_c	bX|dWd`	X0	_Wdbefedb 24 
 

ŸA =
20

3
∙ m ∙ \√ ø

>:

|#
−
1

2
¿ = 6.67 ∙ 26000 ∙ 3,5 ø

6,0

5,0
−
1

2
¿ = 425015	ë/bb	 = 0,43	ßë/b		 

Figure 8.32. The connection moment rotation diagram with region 1: Rigid, region 2: semi rigid and 
region 3: nominally pinned. 59 
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The final stiffness of a the bolt joint in the mullion, which is the translational stiffness of the joint 
is determined with equation H.45 of Annex H. 60 
 
Ÿw = 	

q

ö

¢∏@
ò
ö

¢∏

ò
ö

¢0

=	
q

ö

’˙2<a
ò

ö

’˚<fi;fi2
ò

ö

2’<fiö<

= 22047ë/bb = 		0,022	ßë/b   

   
As presented in figure 8.28 the shear forces between the bolt and the aluminium mullion 
section due to bending are 127N for the left joint and 407N in the right one.   
        
dq =

"ö
¶•
= 		

qtœ

tt4—œ
= 0,0058bb  

 
dt =

"’
¶•
= 		

—4œ

tt4—œ
= 0,019bb  

 
The rotational stiffness of the joint at ambient temperature is determined with the theory 
presented by prof.dr.ir.T.Salet and prof.ir. S. Wijte. 61 and equation H.45. 
 
9w =

®Ô,¨±V

böòb’
= 	

—Ωt–q

^cd(4,44◊ÿ/Ω4,t)	ò	^cd(4,4qˇ/ˇ–,ˇ)
= 111459671

‘++

H@G
= 111,4	

n‘+

H@G
	    

 
The rotation capacity of both current and redesigned joint between the transom and mullion in 
the curtain wall system are high and defined at ambient temperature. The rotational capacity 
of the redesigned joint has the largest capacity and is fully rigid. Nonetheless, the rotational 
capacity of this joint reduces when the curtain wall is exposed to standard fire. To get a view 
of this occurrence the rotation capacity of current and redesigned joint at elevated 
temperatures are given in figure 8.33. Both defined with  

The rotational stiffness of both joints at 350 degrees Celsius is still high. So, the joint between 
the transom and mullion is rigid at elevated temperatures. This is confirmed with the 
determined vertical deformations of the nose of the transom near the support at elevated 
temperatures shown in figure 8.34.  

Figure 8.33. The rotational capacity of joint transom with mullion in the curtain wall system 
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The vertical deformation in the nose of the aluminium transom is compared to the transom with 
mullion joint at ambient temperature by S.A. Schraaf. 10. This study presented a vertical 
deformation of 0,04mm at ambient temperatures, although other profile designs and the joints 
are considered. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8.34. The vertical deformation of the transom nose at joint position of CW50-FP at elevated temperatures 
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8.4. Analysis of the aluminium glass support 
In this section the redesigned glass support is analysed on torsion, shear and bending in 
perpendicular and parallel direction of the transom. The analysis starts with the load transfer 
in plane direction (section 8.4.1). The applied force on the glass support results in vertical 
deformations and internal stresses (section 8.4.2). The torsional moment in the aluminium 
glass support due to the presence of eccentricity on the glass support, results in rotation and 
deformations in the glass support (section 8.4.3). The eccentricity of the applied force to the 
rotation center of the glass support with the mullion results in a bending moment out of plane 
of the curtain wall system. This results in a shear force in the redesigned joints and has to be 
checked on the resistance at elevated temperatures, which is further discussed in section 
8.4.4. The structural analysis on the glass support considers load symmetry, which results in 
a horizontal equilibrium ñ‰ = 0	ë. Mainly load symmetry is present a curtain wall system. 
Although, non-symmetry is present at the edge of a curtain wall system or in transom with 
mullion joint at mid height between two floor levels, but not investigated.  
 

8.4.1. Structural analysis of glass support joints parallel to transom (in plane) 
The bending moments in the aluminium transom are defined, which is discussed in section 
8.2. The joint between the transom with mullion is considered as a hinge support, because 
internal bending moment could not be obtained. The internal force and bending moments in 
the redesigned aluminium glass support are obtained with the mechanical scheme shown in 
figure 8.35.  

÷ = 	\ℎa	YW_``	zaeYℎ\	X0	\ℎa	0eca	,cXX0	YW_``	,_faW 
ñ',w = 	ca_h\eXf`	\X	\ℎa	yac\eh_W	`ℎa_c	X0	0Xcha	÷.	 
™# = 	åaf|efY	bXbaf\  
ñ√ = 	cX\_\eXf	haf\ac  
 
In figure 8.35 the reaction to the vertical shear load are shown (Rz), because the applied force 
(F) is transferred from the glass support to the mullion. This results in shear joints (screws) 
between the glass support and mullion. This is elaborated in section 8.4.4. The bending 
moment in the glass support is due to the eccentricity (225 mm) of the force to the rotation 
center of the glass support as shown in figure 8.35.  Previous research on bending in the 
redesigned aluminium transom resulted in a large bending resistance at ambient temperature 
but this is significantly decreased at elevated temperatures. The vertical deformations in the 
aluminium transom at elevated temperatures were too large compared to the dilatations in the 
system RD-CW50-FP. Therefore, the redesigned glass support has to transfer the full force 
load to mullion at elevated temperatures. This will effect the support ratio of the force load 

Figure 8.35. The mechanical scheme of the redesigned aluminium glass support with aluminium mullion and 
transom, considering in plane direction of a curtain wall system.  

F 
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between the transom and glass support. In addition, the vertical deformations in the glass 
support at elevated temperatures have to be checked.  
 

8.4.2. Structural analysis of glass support bending 

The shear and bending moment in the redesigned aluminium glass support see figure 8.35 
can be determined with a static mechanical scheme as presented in figure 8.36. This scheme 
represents the load and element symmetry. The internal reactions and the deformation are 
elaborated with general mechanical rules.   
 

 
The following load and properties are considered in table 8.1: 
 
Table 8.11. The load and properties of the extreme case, considering the transom of CW50-FP. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The maximum shear force: 
The shear force in the transom due a vertical force ÷ can be determined with equation G.3.38  
 
L;w,&,:G = ÷ = 1305	ë 
 
The internal shear stress in the glass support is determined at elevated temperatures with 
equation 8.11: 
 
¯:G,6 = 	

≠§•,Ô,./	

´0
          Eq.8.11 

 
The maximum shear stress: 
KA = 	678	bb obtained from table 8.1 

¯:G,6 = 	
L;w,&,:G

KA
= 	
1305

678
= 	1,9	ë/bbt 

 

F (extreme case) 1305 N 
L = Lb  2250 mm 
E (aluminium AW6060-T66) 69.000 N/mm2 
I (Redesigned glass support) 15.930 mm4 

W (Redesigned glass support) 1682 mm3 

A (Redesigned glass support) 678 mm2 

Figure 8.36. The mechanical scheme of the redesigned aluminium glass support. 
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The maximum bending moment: 
The bending moment in the transom due a vertical force ÷	can be determined with equation 
G.3.39:  
 

™´ = ÷ ∙
W

10
= 1305 ∙ 225 = 0,294	ßëb 

 
The maximum bending stress: 
™´ =	™;w,&,:G = ëbb 
	“:% = 	1682	mmΩ 
 

"#,6 = 	
®§•,Ô,./	∙	õ£,§•

e	∙	H.≤
= 	

0,294∙10
6
∙q,4

q,t	∙	q–ÿt
= 	145,7	ë/bbt  

 
The maximum internal stress: 
The designed glass support cross sections contains simultaneous action. Therefore, 
the new cross sections is analysed with equation 8.12. (the yield criterion) 50  
 

¤k"‰,j|u
t

+ k"',j|u
t

− k"‰,j|uk"',j|u + 3(¯, j|)
t ≤

;fi

õ£ö

  
Where:  
"‰,j| = \ℎa	|a`eYf	y_Wda	X0	\ℎa	WXh_W	WXf|e\d|ef_W	`\ca``	_\	\ℎa	,Xef\	X0	hXf`e|ac_\eXf	 
"',j| = \ℎa	|a`eYf	y_Wda	X0	\ℎa	WXh_W	\c_f`yac`a	`\ca``	_\	\ℎa	,Xef\	X0	hXf`e|ac_\eXf	 
¯, j| = \ℎa	|a`eYf	y_Wda	X0	\ℎa	WXh_W	`ℎa_c	`\ca``	_\	\ℎa	,Xef\	X0	hXf`e|ac_\eXf	 
04 = \ℎa	,cXX0	`\cafY\ℎ	X0	\ℎa	`\cdh\dc_W	b_\ace_W 
 
Rewritten at elevated temperatures: 

¤"‰,j|
t + "',j|

t −	k"‰,j| ∙ "',j|u + 3(¯, j|)
t ≤ 04,6  

 
The internal stress: 

"?H,6 = ¤"å,N
2 + 3¯a|,N

2 = 1145,72 + 3 ∙ 1,92 = 145,7	ë/bb
2 

 
The critical temperature of the aluminium glass support can be obtained in figure 8.37: 
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The critical temperature of the redesigned glass support with an eccentricity of 225 mm to 
the center of the mullion is 110 degrees Celsius.  
 
The maximum vertical deformation in glass support: 
The vertical deformations of the aluminium glass support loaded by the force ÷ is determined 
with equation G.3.40, figure 8.36 and table 8.11. 
 
z(;) =

q

–
∙
"

…˛
	∂-Ω −

Ω

q44
W4
t
- +

t

q444
W4
Ω
∑ =  

 
q

–
∙

qΩ4◊

–ˇ444	∙	qˇ◊Ω4
	∂0Ω −

Ω

q44
2250t ∙ 0 +

t

q444
2250Ω∑ = 	3,7	bb at ambient temperatures  

 
The maximum dilatation of between the glass support and the fire proof glass panel at ambient 
temperatures: 4,5 mm.  
 
Conclusion 
The eccentricity of the applied force to the center of the mullion has to be decreased or the 
cross section properties the second moment area and elastic modulus of the gross section of 
the glass support have to increase. The decrease of the eccentricity is a simple manner to 
increase the critical temperature. This eccentricity decrease is accepted till 75mm following the 
design rules in NEN-EN-ISO14439 . 
 
New design 
The new design considers a shorter length of the glass support and a decrease of the support 
distance from >#/10	\X	>#/15. 
 
a = >#/15 = 	112,5	bb 
™;w,&,:G = ÷ ∙ a = 1305 ∙ 112,5 = 0,147ßëb 
* = 1,2	`ℎ_,a	0_h\Xc	0Xc		cah\_fYdW_c	ℎXWWXz	`ah\eXf	 
 

"#,6 = 	
™;w,&,:G

*	 ∙ 	“:%

= 	
0,147 ∙ 10

6

1,2 ∙ 1682
= 	72,7	ë/bbt 

 

Figure 8.37. The proof strength of aluminium vs the internal stress of the aluminium glass support. 
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The critical internal stress: 

"?H,6 = ¤"å,N
2 + 3¯a|,N

2 = 172,72 + 3 ∙ 1,9
2
= 72,8	ë/bb

2 

 
Results in critical temperature of 260 degrees Celsius. 
 
The extreme case: 
The maximum applied force of 2500 N.  
 
a = 75	bb 
™;w,&,:G = ÷ ∙ a = 2500 ∙ 75 = 0,1875ßëb 
 

"#,6 = 	
™;w,&,:G

*	 ∙ 	“:%

= 	
0,1875 ∙ 10

6

1,2 ∙ 1682
= 	92,9	ë/bbt 

 
The critical internal stress: 

"?H,6 = ¤"å,N
2 + 3¯a|,N

2 = 192,92 + 3 ∙ 1,9
2
= 93,0	ë/bb

2 

 
This results in critical temperature of 220 degrees Celsius. 
 
The maximum vertical deformation in glass support at 220 degrees Celsius: 
The vertical deformations of the aluminium glass support loaded by the force ÷ = 2500	ë   
 
“(;) =

q

Ω
∙

t◊44	∙	œ◊˙

–ˇ444	∙	qˇ◊Ω4
	= 0,26	bb	 ≤ 4,5	bb at 220 degrees Celsius.  

 
8.4.3. Structural analysis of glass support torsion 

The force load on the glass support results in torsion in redesigned aluminium glass support, 
see figure 8.7 and is presented in figures 8.38.   

The maximum torsion in the redesigned aluminium glass support, considers the applied force 
on the glass support with a maximum eccentricity of 8 mm, shown in figure 8.38. This 
eccentricity is based on the gravity of fire proof glass panel in original stage, which is at 
ambient temperatures 8 mm to the transom and at the stage of failure 8 mm to the non- 
exposed side at elevated temperatures due to failure of the exposed panes of the fire proof 
glass panel. 

Figure 8.38.  The force load on the redesigned glass support with a maximum eccentricity of 8mm. 
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The torsional resistance of the glass support: 
The torsional resistance is determined with an analysis to the shear stresses in the aluminium 
glass support. Which is present due to a torsional moment in the glass support, which is 
determined with equation G.3.2.   
 
™&,:G = 1305 ∙ 8 = 0,01 ∙ 10Ω = 0,01	ßëb      
    
The maximum shear stress and torsional constant of the glass support is determined with 
equations G.3.3. and G.3.4. and table G3.5. However, the redesigned glass support is 
extruded and contains hollow section. This typical addition in the study to the maximum shear 
stress (¯+@‰) and torsional constant ( &̆).   
 
å = 40	bb 
\ = 17	bb 
 
Results in from table G.3.4 in annex G: 
\/å =

qœ

—4
= 0,425	  

* = 0,254 
˜ = 0,244 
 
The maximum shear stress (¯+@‰): 
¯+@‰ = 		

®Ô

e#&’
= 	

4,4q∙q4˚

4,t◊—	∙	—4	∙	qœ’
= 3,6	ë/bbt				       

 
The torsional constant ( &̆):   
&̆ = 	˜å\Ω = 	0,244 ∙ 40 ∙ 	17Ω = 47951	bb— 

 
The rotation in the glass support is determined with equation G.3.7 and G.3.8: 
 
m =

–ˇ444

t(qò4,ΩΩ)
= 25940	ë/bbt  

>:;; 	= 2250	bb 
> =

1

10
>:;; = 225	bb	 

˝ =		
®ÔÕ

é˛Ô
= 	

4,4q∙q4˚	∙	tt◊

t◊ˇ—4	∙	—œˇ◊q	
= 0,002	c_| = 	0,002 ∙

180

!
= 0,1	|aYcaa       

 
The vertical deformation of the aluminium glass support at ambient temperature is determined 
with equation G.3.9.  

zA = 	
1

2
∙ 40	bb ∙ tan(0.1) = 0,035	bb 

 
So, the redesigned glass support is rotational stiff and the vertical deformation is relatively small at 
ambient temperatures. However, the applied force of 1305 N of the fire proof glass panel on the 
aluminium glass support may results in significant larger deformations at elevated temperatures.  
 
The rotation at 350 degrees Celsius: 
m = 15136	ë/bbt  
˝ =		

®ÔÕ

é˛Ô
= 	

4,4q∙q4˚	∙	tt◊

q◊qΩ–	∙	—œˇ◊q	
= 0,003	c_| = 	0,003 ∙

180

!
= 0,18	|aYcaa  

 
The determined rotation at 350 degrees Celsius is still small. The vertical deformation is 0,1mm. 
Furthermore, the critical temperature of the glass support to torsion is above 350 degrees Celsius. 
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The proof stress of aluminium is 34 N/mm2 at 350 degrees Celsius 4 and the defined critical shear 
stress in the glass support due to torsion is 3,6 N/mm2.  
 

8.4.4. Structural analysis of glass support joints perpendicular to transom (out of plane) 
The shear loads in the redesigned transom are determined in this section. The redesigned 
glass support has a bending moment out of plane, due to the eccentricity between the applied 
force and the rotation center of the glass support with mullion as shown in figure 8.39.  
 

The applied force on the glass support is support by four M3 stainless steel socket screws in 
vertical direction as shown in figure 8.39. So, the shear load in the screw joint between the 
glass support and mullion can be determined.  
 
La|,bef =

t	∙		"$H?:

F	∙;@(&:F:H	
= 	

t	∙	q,Ω4◊	∙	q4˙

—
= 652,5	ë	,ac	`hcaz  

 
Each screw in present redesign has two shear surfaces. So, the shear load can be transferred 
by two segments and the minimal shear load has to be checked: 
 

÷y,a| = 	
La|,bef

2
= 	326	ë		 

 
The shear resistance of present joint is determined has been analyzed on three different 
methods, namely the shear resistance of the M3 screw, the bearing resistance of the joint 
considering edge and end distance and the bearing resistance of joint without considering 
edge and end distances.  
 
The shear resistance of the screw: 
K( = 	5,0	bbt 
 
÷A,©G = 	

380	∙	K`

ç™3

=
Ωÿ4	∙	◊,4		

q,t◊
= 	1520	ë  per shear plane 

 

Figure 8.39. The actions and reaction in the joints between the redesigned aluminium glass support and the aluminium 
mullion. (out of plane) 
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The bearing resistance without considering end and edge distance with equation 5.1.1 in 
appendix 1: 
 
\(2√ = 2,2	bb	 

÷#,©G = 	
t,◊	∙	;‹,¨•6 	∙¤&Ò‹Æ

˙
G

õ£˙
=

t,◊	∙	tq◊	∙1t,t˙	∙	Ω,4

q,t◊
= 2430	ë	 per shear plane  

 
The bearing resistance with considering end and edge distance: 
ßq = 2,8	 ∙

	:’	

Gfi
− 1,7	Xc	2,5          

Where:      
at = \ℎa	|e`\_fha	åa\zaaf	d,,ac	a|Ya	_f|	ℎXWa	haf\ac	(6,0	bb) 
|4 = ℎXWa	|e_ba\ac	(3,0	bb) 
 
Additionally, *#  can be determined with equation 5.1.4 in appendix 1: 
*# = 	*G =	

	:ö	

ΩGfi
           

Where: 
aq = \ℎa	|e`\_fha	åa\zaf	d,,ac	a|Ya	_f|	ℎXWa	haf\ac	(W_cYa = −) 
 
All variables are defined and the bearing resistance:  
ßq = 2,8	 ∙

	–,4	

Ω,4
− 1,7 = 	3,9	`X	ßq = 2,5  

*# = 	
	380	

215
= 1,77	Xc	*G = 	

−

3 ∙ 3,0
= −	= 	ÁX	*# = 	1,0 

÷#,©G =
nö	∙	e∏	∙	;‹	∙	G	∙	&

õ£’
= 	

t,◊	∙	q,4	∙	tq◊	∙	Ω,4	∙	t,t

q,t◊
= 	2838	ßë	,ac	`ℎa_c	,W_fa  

 
So, the unity check on the joint between M3 screw and aluminium mullion see figure 8.39 
on shear can be obtained at ambient temperatures. 
 
÷y,a|

÷	y,ñ|
=

Ωt–

1520
= 0,21	 ≤ 1,0	Xßa.  
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The bending moment in the glass support is determined with the eccentricity to the rotation 
center as shown in figure 8.40. This bending moment results horizontal shear load in the 
screw joints as viewed in figure 8.40.  

The maximum horizontal shear load is determined with examination of the maximum 
bending moment out of plane, which is based on the two force loads and the eccentricity 
between the load and the rotation center of the glass support and mullion.  
 
a = 22,5	bb 

™	a|,b_-,_,,Wea| = 	2÷	 ∙ 	a =
2∙	1,305	∙10

3
∙		22,5

10
6

= 0,0587	ßëb	   
 
™	:G,+@‰,@√√%w:G = 	ñq ∙ _q +	ñt ∙ _t +	ñΩ ∙ _Ω +	ñ— ∙ _— 
_q = 80	bb, 	_t = 	60	bb, 	_Ω = 40	bb	_f|		_— = 20	bb	 
 

ñq = 	
™	:G,+@‰,@√√%w:G −	(ñt ∙ _t +	ñΩ ∙ _Ω + ñ— ∙ _—)

_q
 

ñt = 	
ñq ∙ _t

_q
= 	
ñq ∙ 60

80
 

 

ñΩ = 	
ñq ∙ _Ω

_q
= 	
ñq ∙ 40

80
 

 

ñ— = 	
ñq ∙ _—

_q
= 	
ñq ∙ 20

80
 

 

ñq = 	

0,0587	 ∙ 	10– −	∂
ñq ∙ 60

80
∙ 60 +	

ñq ∙ 40

80
∙ 40 +

ñq ∙ 20

80
∙ 20∑

80
=	 

0,0587	 ∙ 	10–

80
− πñq 	

60t

80t
+ ñq 	

40t

80t
+ ñq 	

20t

80t
¬	 

Figure 8.40. The mechanical scheme of the redesigned glass support with its rotation center and eccentricities out of 
plane direction.  
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ñq = 	

0,0587	 ∙ 	10–

80

1 +
60t

80t
+	
40t

80t
+
20t

80t

= 405	ë	ef	\ℎa	åXW\		 

 
The maximum resulting shear load in the upper screw: 

÷(Ã,:G = ¤÷A,:G
t
+ ÷Ã,:G

t
= 1326t + 405t = 	520	ë			 

 
The unity check for the M3 screw with aluminium mullion on shear at ambient 
temperatures: 
 
÷`ℎ,a|

÷y,ñ|
=

◊t4

tq—ˇ
= 0,24	 ≤ 1,0  

 
An analysis is performed on the shear resistance in this joint at elevated temperatures, 
which is shown in figure 8.40. The maximum determined shear load provides the opportunity 
to determine the critical temperatures of the screw joint. The structural properties of aluminium 
present a large reduction at elevated temperatures. So, the bearing resistance of the joint at 
elevated temperatures is determined without considering the influence of the end and edge 
distances. ÷#,©G = 	2430	ë	_\	_båeaf\	\ab,ac_\dca`  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The critical temperature of the screw joint considering shear out of plane of the curtain wall 
system is around 350 degrees Celsius. The calculated shear resistance at ambient 
temperature is lower than the value at 20 degrees Celsius. This is related to the safety factor 
in equation 4.44. in Appendix 1. 
 
General conclusion: 
The aluminium glass support with the applied force of 1305 N and an eccentricity of >#/15 =  
112,5 mm to the mullion center has a critical temperature of 260 degrees Celsius.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8.40.  The shear resistance of screw joint between glass support and aluminium mullion at elevated temperatures. 
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8.5. Analysis of the aluminium mullion 
The redesigned mullion of system CW50-FP is analysed with the classification method of the 
cross sections in Annex H. The cross section resistance at ambient and elevated temperatures 
and the critical temperature is defined. The redesigned mullion is also thermal numerical 
analysis when exposed to standard fire. Thereby, the fire protection CX and a thermal break 
between the exposed and non-exposed part are taken in the aluminium mullion design. Finally, 
the fire resistance of the mullion is determined and discussed. 
 

8.5.1. Classification of the cross section 

The mean purpose of cross section classification is to identify, if the resistance and rotation 
capacity of the cross-section is limited by local buckling resistance. The stress distribution in 
the redesigned mullion is mainly in compression at ambient and elevated temperatures, 
although the mullion is composed of different cross section and materials. However, only the 
non exposed part of the mullion is classified in present section and shown in figure 8.41, 
because quick failure of the other parts when the mullion is exposed to standard fire. As 
mentioned the mullion is mainly loaded in compression but bending moments in the mullion 
are present in X and Y-axis. Because, the applied load on the glass support has eccentricities 
to gravity center of the mullion.  

 

Figure 8.41. Classification of the non exposed part of the mullion. 
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The slenderness parameters 50 considering the internal parts of the mullion see: 

q̃ =
w̃

F
=

11

1,29
= 14,2 

˜t =
w̃

F
=

16

1,29
= 20,7 

˜Ω =
w̃

F
=

22

1,29
= 28,4 

 
The slenderness parameters 50 considering the outstand parts of the mullion:  

q̃ =
w̃

F
=

3

1,29
= 2,3 

˜t =
w̃

F
=
4,5

1,29
= 3,5 

˜Ω =
w̃

F
=

6

1,29
= 4,7 

 
The top flange of the mullion can be considered as loaded in uniform compression 50, which 
results in: 
 
G = 0,70 + 0,30	 ∙ 	s = 0,70 + 0,30	 ∙ 	1 = 1,0 

˜ = 	1,0 ∙
13,5

6,5
= 2,1 = JK'LL	M 

 
A linear stress distribution in the web of the mullion is assumed due to the symmetry of the 
profile around the X-axis. 50 This results in: 
 
G = 0,70 + 0,30	 ∙ 	s = 0,70 + 0,30	 ∙ 	−1 = 0,4 

˜ = 	0,4 ∙
44,5

3,5
= 5,1 = JK'LL	M 

 
The web is mainly in compression. This is a conservative approach and results in: 
 
G = 0,70 + 0,30	 ∙ 	s = 0,70 + 0,30	 ∙ 	1 = 1,0 

˜ = 	1,0 ∙
44,5

3,5
= 12,7 = JK'LL	M 

 
The outstand in figure 8.41 is full in compression 50 which results in:\ 
 
G = 0,70 + 0,30	 ∙ 	s = 0,70 + 0,30	 ∙ 	1 = 1,0 

˜ = 	1,0 ∙
6,5

4,0
= 1,6 = JK'LL	M 

 
So, the cross section classification of the redesigned mullion with a depth of 85mm is Class 1. 
The classification of the redesigned mullion with a depth 145mm is Class 2 see figure 7.1.  
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8.5.2. Resistance of the mullion cross section 

In this section the redesigned mullion is analysed on compression and bending considering 
simultaneous actions. The mullion is considered as hinge supported at floor levels, see figure 
6.2.2.  
 
The maximum internal compression force in the redesigned mullion are:  
  
ë…G = 3,5	ßë		0Xc	ef	\ℎa	a-,acebaf\_W	h_`a	(h_`a	3) 
ë…G = 16,6	ßë		0Xc	ef	\ℎa	a-\caba	h_`a	(h_`a	4) 
 
The maximum bending moments in the redesigned mullion are:  
™1,…G = ÷	 ∙ 	a = 1305	 ∙ 	25 = 	0,033	ßëb	  (case 3) 
™‰,…G = 2÷	 ∙ 	a = 2 ∙ 1305	 ∙ 	47,6 = 	0,123	ßëb	  (case 3) 
 
The internal reactions in the mullion of case 3 are elaborated with general mechanical schemes 
see figure 8.2, the design loads and cross section properties of the mullion as presented in 
table 8.12.   
 
Table 8.12. The loads of the experimental case see figure 8.2 and and the cross section properties of the redesigned mullion.  

F (case 3) 1305 N 
L = Lkx (buckling length) 2500 mm 
L = Lky (buckling length) 1100 mm 
E (Alu) 69.000 N/mm2 
Ix (Redesigned mullion ambient) 559.566 mm4 

Iy (Redesigned mullion ambient) 69.083 mm4 

Wx (Redesigned mullion ambient) 11.746 mm3 

Wy (Redesigned mullion ambient) 3.559 mm3 

A (Redesigned mullion ambient) 864 mm2 
 
The redesigned mullion has to be checked on buckling, which is described in NEN-EN1999-1-
1. The critical force of the effective mullion can be determined with equation 4.2.45 of appendix 
1. The critical force considering the weak axis and the buckling length (1100mm) obtained in 
case 3, see figure 8.2 in section 8.1.  
 
ë?H = 	

9’…˛

Õó=
’ = 	

9’∙–ˇ444	∙	–ˇ4ÿΩ

qq44’
= 	31881	ë	  

 

≈̅ = 	¤
´.§§∙;fi

‘?@
= ¤

ÿ–—	∙	t4◊

Ωÿÿÿq
= 2,13  

 
* = 0,2	9W_``	K  
≈4
fff = 0,1  
 
) = 0,5 ∙ k1 + *k≈̅ − ≈4

fffu + ≈̅tu = 	0,5 ∙ (1 + 0,2(2,13 − 0,1) + 2,13t) = 2,98	 
 

A =	
1

) + 1)t − ≈̅t
=

1

2,98 + 12,98t − 2,13t
= 0,20		åd\	A ≤ 1,0 
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The buckling resistance in X-direction of the redesigned mullion at ambient temperatures 
g = 		0_h\Xc	caW_\a|	\X	WXfYe\d|ef_W	zaW|` = 1	0Xc	XfW{	_-e_W	0Xcha`	 
h‰ = 0_h\Xc	caW_\a|	\X	\ℎa	WXh_\eXf	X0	hcX``	`ah\eXf	|a`eYf = 1	0Xc	XfW{	_-e_W	0Xcha` 
 
ë#,©G = 	g ∙ A ∙ h‰ ∙ K:;; 	 ∙ 	

04
ç®q
¥ = 1,0 ∙ 0,2 ∙ 1,0 ∙ 864	 ∙ 	 205

1,1¥ = 32,2	ßë	 
 
‘5/	

‘∏,7/
=	

Ω,◊	

Ωt,t
= 0,11 ≤ 1,0	Xßa.	  

 
However, the method to determine the flexural buckling of fire exposed aluminium columns in 
NEN-EN-1999-1-2 is not accurate and provides conservative results. 4.  
The method in NEN-EN-1999-1-2 is based on the assumption that the relative slenderness at 
elevated temperatures is the same as at ambient temperatures. This is not the case when 
aluminium structures are exposed to fire. So, Maljaars, Twilt and Soetens performed a 
parametric study with a finite element model and formulated an alternative and new design 
model to determine the ultimate buckling resistance of a column. This new model takes the 
transient stress-strain relationships of the aluminium alloy at elevated temperatures into 
account.  
 
The new design model: 
This new model determines first the critical buckling load of columns by taking the stress-strain 
relationship based on the Ramberg-Osgood relationship into account. So, with this principle 
the inelastic buckling load can be represented and is given by equation 4.2.49 in appendix 1.  
 
ë?H,wF:%,6 = 	

9’…i,†˛

Õ∏‹?
’ =

9’	∙	–ˇ444	∙	69083	

qq44’
= 38881	ë	       

    
To implement and determine this tangential stiffness jÂ,6 in the inelastic buckling equation, the 
parameters of the Ramberg-Osgood relationship are implemented in equation 4.59 in appendix 
1.  
f6 = 22 at 20 degrees Celsius  
04,t,6 = 205	ë/bbt at 20 degrees Celsius 
j6 = 69000	ë/bbt at 20 degrees Celsius 
 
jÂ,6 =

…†

qòB
(…†∙4,44t∙	F†	)

;fi,’,†
∆ Cø»

;fi,’,†
¥ ¿

6†ö
= 	

–ˇ444

qòj(–ˇ444∙4,44t∙	tt	)
t4◊
¥ kN

˙:::ö
:˚2

t4◊
∆ O

’’ö = 69000	ë/bbt  

Additionally, by substituting " by ë?H,wF:%,6
K
¥ 	 in equation 4.2.51 in appendix 1 and results in 

equation 4.52 in appendix 1. This iterative equation resulted in following equilibrium:  
 
‘?@,•6.≤,†

´
+	j6 ∙ 0,002 ∙ 	f6 	ø

‘?@,•6.≤,†

´∙	;fi,’,†
¿

F†

=
9’…†˛

´∙Õ∏‹?
’      

 
38881

864
+ 	69000 ∙ 0,002 ∙ 	22	 ø

38881

864 ∙ 	205
¿

tt

=
!t ∙ 	69000	 ∙ 	69083	

864 ∙ 1100t
 

 
Furthermore, by knowing the parameters (j6, 04,t,6, f6) of the Ramberg-Osgood relationships 
of the considered aluminium alloy and the geometrical properties I and A, allows an accurate 
determination of ë?H,wF:%,6.  
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The inelastic relative slenderness is defined as: 
 

≈H:%,wF:%,6 = 	¤
´∙;fi,’,†

‘?@,•6.≤,†
= ¤

ÿ–—	∙	t4◊

Ωÿÿÿq
= 2,13	        

 
To determine an accurate relative buckling resistance a parametric study using FEM is 
performed. 4 The results of this parametric study showed a good correlation between the 
relative buckling resistance and relative slenderness at ambient and elevated temperatures. 
So, Maljaars, Twilt and Soetens proposed a buckling curve by curve fitting and formulated 
equation 4.2.54 in appendix 1. To determine a more accurate relative buckling resistance at 
each temperature. 
 
A6 = 	

q

∫@.≤,•6.≤,†
’ −

4,ÿ

∫@.≤,•6.≤,†
˙ +	

4,ÿ

∫@.≤,•6.≤,†
2 =	

q

t,qΩ’
−

4,ÿ

t,qΩ˙
+	

4,ÿ

t,qΩ2
= 0,18     

   
The ultimate buckling resistance by the new design model for flexural buckling of exposed 
aluminium columns is as follows: 
 
ë2,6 = A6 ∙ K	 ∙ 04,t,6 = 	0,18 ∙ 864	 ∙ 205 = 31142	ë = 31,1	ßë    
      
Besides, the check on the buckling resistance, also a check is on the presence of simultaneous 
actions as the axial force due to compression and internal bending are carried out.   
 
The axial force and bending check: 
The design rules are given in NEN-EN1999-1-1 and consider the simultaneous actions as 
bending and axial compression:  
 

ë©G = K:;; ∙
04

ç®q
= 864 ∙

205

1,1
= 161	ßë	 

* = 1,2 = `ℎ_,a	0_h\Xc 54 

™1,©G = *“:%,1 ∙
04

ç®q
= 		1,2 ∙ 3559	 ∙

205

1,1
= 0,796	kNm			 

™‰,©G = 	*“:%,‰ ∙
04

ç®q
= 		1,2 ∙ 11746	 ∙

205

1,1
= 	2,89	kNm			 

 

∂
‘5/

l¨•6mV‘7/
∑
ô?
+

q

mfi
ªø
®=,5/

®=,7/
¿

q,œ

+ ø
®n,5/

®n,7/
¿

q,œ

æ

4,–

≤ 1,0      Eq.8.12 

 
Where:  
h4 = h‰ = 1,0	0Xc	`\cdh\dc_W	babåac`	ze\ℎXd\	WXh_WeÊa|	zaW|`	_f|	ze\ℎ	aDd_W	af|	bXbaf\`	 
s? = 0,8 
 
A first check on the bending resistance versus the internal bending, considering the bending 
moment around the X and Y-axis:  
 
™1,…G

™1,©G

=
0,033	

0,796
= 	0,041 ≤ 1,0 

 
™‰,…G

™‰,©G

=
0,123

2,89
	= 0,043	 ≤ 1,0 
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The combined axial force and bending is checked at ambient temperatures with considering 
the non-exposed mullion part. Only the check around the Y-axis is considered, due to the 
lower unity check on bending compared to the X-axis.  
 

∂
Ω,◊

4,t	∙	q,4	∙	q–q
∑
4,ÿ

+
q

q,4
B∂4,4ΩΩ	

4,œˇ–
∑
q,œ

+ (0)q,œC
4,–

= 	 (0,17) + (0,039) = 0,21	 ≤ 1,0	Xßa.	   
 
The design buckling resistance  ë#,;w,&,©G	of a compressed column at elevated temperatures 
at time t by NEN-EN1999-1-2 can be determined with equation 4.2.48 in appendix 1.  
 
ë#,;w,&,©G = 	ß4,6,+@‰	ë©G 	ø

ç®q
1,2 ∙ ç®,;w
¥ ¿ = 1,0 ∙ 32,2	 ∂

1,1
1,2 ∙ 1,0
¥ ∑ = 29,5	ßë  

   
The reduction factor 1,2 of the design resistance in the denominator contains the influence of 
creep of aluminium alloy at elevated temperatures.  
 
Now the buckling resistance of the redesigned mullion at elevated temperatures are 
determined and the results can be compared with the new design model of J.Maljaars et.al. 
The differences are shown in figures 8.42 and 8.43.  

The critical temperature of the redesigned mullion with NEN-EN1999-1-2 is 335 degrees 
Celsius (case 3).  The critical temperature of the redesigned mullion with new design model is 
455 degrees Celsius. So, the critical temperature obtained with NEN-EN1999-1-2 is 
conservative and can be used to determine the fire resistance of the redesigned mullion.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8.42. The buckling resistance of the redesigned mullion at elevated temperatures, considering case 3 = 2500mm. 
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The critical temperature of the redesigned mullion with NEN-EN1999-1-2 is 250 degrees 
Celsius. (case 4) The critical temperature of the redesigned mullion with new design model is 
345 degrees Celsius. So, the critical temperature obtained with NEN-EN1999-1-2 is 
conservative and used to determine the fire resistance of the redesigned mullion.  
 

8.5.3. Thermal expansion in the mullion 

The thermal expansion in plane of the system RD-CW50-FP when exposed to standard fire is 
studied and out of plane (thermal bowing) is not studied. The structural effects due to the 
temperature gradient in the redesigned mullion and transom cross sections are not 
determined. However, both the mullion and transom are stiffer out of plane than in plane due 
to a higher second moment area. So, failure of the mullion may be in plane direction.  
 
The thermal elongation design rule of aluminium at elevated temperatures is given in NEN-
EN-1999-1-2. The thermal elongation (thermal strain) of the redesigned mullions with this 
design rule is determined at elevated temperatures as shown in figure 8.44. 

Furthermore, the elastic strain is presence due to axial forces. This elastic strain can be 
determined with equation H.31 in Annex H.   
 
ë4 = jKµ4

:  
 

Figure 8.43. The buckling resistance of the redesigned mullion at elevated temperatures, considering case 4 = 5000mm. 

Figure 8.44. The thermal elongation of the redesigned transoms at elevated temperatures. 
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This rewritten results in: 
 
µ4
: =

‘fi

…´
= 	

Ω◊44

–ˇ444∙ÿ–—
= 5,87 ∙ 10Œ◊	bb  

 
The elastic strain is may increase at elevated temperatures due to the reduction of the Young’s 
modulus of elasticity at elevated temperatures. 24 The netto strain in the redesigned aluminium 
mullion is shown in figure 8.45. 

 
8.5.4. Thermal numerical analysis of the redesigned mullion 

The thermal behaviour of redesigned mullion when exposed to standard fire is discussed in 
this section. The fire resistance is determined with internal temperature time plots of the non-
exposed aluminium part of the mullion. The temperature time plots and the thermal resistance 
of individual components in a curtain wall system exposed to standard fire are difficult to 
determine. Therefore, the internal temperatures are obtained with a thermal numerical model 
of the mullion. The developed thermal model considers the thermal properties of fire protection 
CX at elevated temperatures, the obtained surface values for the thermal boundaries and the 
thermal interaction between different components in a fire resistant curtain wall system. The 
thermal analyzed mullion is shown in figure 8.46 and consists of an aluminium exposed part, 
fire protection CX, an aluminium non-exposed part and thermal breaks. The non-exposed 
aluminium cross section is thermally insulated and protected by fire protection CX at the 
exposed side. The exposed and non-exposed aluminium parts are structurally connected and 
thermally separated by the thermal breaks.  Other thermal elements in system RD-CW50-FP 
are not considered due to the lack of knowledge on their thermal behaviour or experimental 
data. Therefore, they are not modelled in present thermal numerical model of the redesigned 
mullion. 
 

Figure 8.45. The thermal elongation of the redesigned transoms at elevated temperatures. 
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The structural resistance of the redesigned mullion is determined with design rules which 
consider a uniform temperature in the aluminium cross section. However, the internal 
temperature in the large redesigned mullions may present a large temperature gradient over 
the width and height of the mullion. This may influence the structural resistance of the mullion 
at elevated temperature. However, this influence is out of the scope as given in section 1.3. 
 
The critical temperature of the redesigned mullion is 335 degrees Celsius. (case 3) The critical 
temperature of the redesigned mullion is 250 degrees Celsius. (case 4) The fire resistance of 
the redesigned mullions is determined, related to the critical temperature and the highest 
obtained internal temperatures in the non-exposed part of the mullion as shown in figures 8.47 
and 8.48.  
 

Figure 8.47. The fire resistance of the redesigned mullion Case 3 (2500mm) 

Figure 8.46. The redesigned mullion exposed to standard fire.  
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The critical temperature in the redesigned mullion is reached at 57 minutes. (case 3) The 
critical temperature in the redesigned glass support is reached at 46 minutes. This means that 
the glass support stacks on the fire proof glass panel at 46 minutes. The fire resistance of the 
redesigned mullion is 57 minutes. This can be compared with future research. 

The critical temperature in the redesigned mullion Case 4 is reached at 53 minutes, (case 4) 
The critical temperature in the redesigned glass support is reached at 60 minutes. This 
conclude that the glass support may not stack on the fire proof glass panel within 60 minutes 
of standard fire exposure. The fire resistance of the redesigned mullion is 53 minutes. (case 
4) 
 

8.6. Conclusion analysis of the system RD-CW50-FP 

• The fire resistance of the redesigned transom is 57 minutes and can be compared with 
future experimental research. (Case3) 

• The fire resistance of the redesigned transom is 53 minutes. (Case4) 
• The fire resistance of the redesigned glass support is 46 minutes. (Case3) 
• The fire resistance of the redesigned glass support is 47 minutes. (Case4) 
• The fire resistance of the redesigned joint between glass support and mullion is 59 

minutes. (Case3) 
• The fire resistance of the redesigned joint between glass support and mullion is at least 

60 minutes. (Case4) 
• The fire resistance of the redesigned mullion is 57 minutes and can be compared with 

future experimental research. (Case 3)  
• The fire resistance of the redesigned mullion is 53 minutes. (Case4)  

 

Figure 8.47. The fire resistance of the redesigned mullion Case 4 (5000mm) 
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The fire resistance of current and system RD-CW50-FP are compared in figure 8.49. The 
glass support may fail first in the fire resistant aluminium curtain wall systems. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8.49. The fire resistance of the current and redesigned mullion in CW50-FP.  
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9. Conclusions, Research constrains and Recommendations  
This chapter reports conclusions, a discussion and recommendations for future work. The 
content of these parts is related to determine the bearing resistance of an aluminium curtain 
wall system exposed to fire. A brief introduction on a fire resistant curtain wall system and 
performed studies are described in the summary of this thesis. Together they form the 
background to the following conclusions and recommendations.  
 
9.1 Conclusions 
The thermal and structural analyses on the current fire resistant curtain wall system CW50-FP 
concluded that the fire proof glass pane is supported by the stainless steel glass support and 
the galvanized steel tube when system CW50-FP is exposed to fire. The thermal numerical 
analysis on the heat transfer mechanisms in a cavity, the thermal contact conductance 
between fire protection and aluminium, the thermal properties and the emissivity of fire 
protection materials and aluminium resulted in a fire resistant aluminium curtain wall system 
with a relatively high thermal resistance. Nonetheless, these numerical results have to be 
calibrated with experimental research. The structural analysis on both curtain wall system 
defined the internal stresses in the structural elements and the bearing resistance at elevated 
temperature. So, the redesigned system CW50-FP presents the following changes: 
 

• The steel tube is replaced by a fire protected aluminium mullion profile  
• The stainless steel glass support is replaced for an aluminium one 
• An aluminium transom with a fire protection is added to increase the bearing resistance 

of the curtain wall and prevents buckling of the aluminium mullion in plane direction 
• An aluminium T-bracket is added to transfer the torsional moments and shear forces in 

the transom to the mullion.    
 
In addition, a comparison is made to current fire resistant curtain wall system of Reynaers. 
Several conclusions are drawn and separated in thermal, mechanical and overall conclusions.  
 
9.1.1. Thermal conclusions 

The design rule to determine the internal temperatures of thermal exposed aluminium 
structures in NEN-EN-1999-1-2 is curve fitted for light weighted fire protection materials as 
mineral wool. So not applicable for heavy weighted fire protection materials which is related to 
free and bonded water. A fire resistant curtain wall with use of fire protection material mineral 
wool is possible. Although, the scope of current research defines a maximum width of 50mm 
for the aluminium cross sections in the system CW50-FP. The thermal research on this fire 
protection material and the maximum width resulted in a low fire resistance of the aluminium 
mullion and transom.  
 
The temperature time plots in and at the surface of different thermal exposed fire protection 
materials are determined with the developed thermal numerical models. The numerical 
temperature time plots presented for direct exposed fire protection structures relative similar 
results as the obtained experimental temperature time plots. Relatively large deviation in the 
temperature time plots is obtained in protected frame structures with a large cavity and different 
fire protection plates. This is related to the unknown influence of the heat transfer mechanisms 
as conduction, convection and radiation in the cavity. Nonetheless, the heat transfer model of 
D. Kontogeorgos, G. Wakili et.al. provides the opportunity to determine the quantity of the heat 
transfer mechanism in a cavity at elevated temperatures. However, the initial value (U-value) 
in this model is considered a factor 10 to large. Additionally, a closed cavity at the directly 
exposed side of the composed aluminium profile had no major influence on the thermal 
numerical results of the non-exposed aluminium cross-section.  
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The designed and considered cool material CX with a maximum thickness of 12,5mm performs 
well in the redesigned curtain wall system. However, material CX is fitted on the heat resistance 
between 175-350 degrees Celsius and based on the density and conductivity reduction of the 
researched Magnesium Oxide at elevated temperatures. The temperature at the non-exposed 
side of this 12,5mm thick cool material resulted in temperatures beneath the 350 degrees 
Celsius after a fire exposure of 60 minutes. Finally, thermal numerical research on the fire 
protection CX in the non-exposed aluminium part resulted in a significant reduction of the 
maximum temperature and temperature gradient in the non-exposed aluminium section.  
 
The exact thermal contact conductance value is difficult to determine because it is depended 
on the conductivity of the materials, the surface roughness and the surface emissivity 
coefficient. Additionally, the thermal contact conductance between CX and aluminium may be 
inconsistent over the contact area because its strongly depended on the mutual compression 
which is initiated by the construction method. Although, the thermal parameter study into the 
thermal contact conductance between the aluminium plate and the CX plate resulted in a value 
of 200 W/m2k. Which is equal as the thermal contact conductance between steel and concrete.  
 
The parameter study into the emissivity coefficient (0,1-0,7) of the aluminium surface 
presented significant influence on the heating rate in the non-exposed and exposed aluminium.  
 
The thermal numerical analyses on current aluminium cross section presents that the heating 
rate in the non-exposed aluminum parts is strongly depended on heating rate of the exposed 
aluminum parts. This indicates a large heat transfer within the aluminium cross section. So, 
the exposed aluminium part and the non-exposed aluminium part have to be thermally 
separated by a thermal break to reduce the heat transfer between these parts when the cross 
section is exposed to standard fire.  
 
9.1.2. Mechanical conclusions 

A glass support made of stainless steel performs better in a curtain wall system than an 
aluminium glass support. The Young’s modulus of stainless steel is at ambient temperatures 
almost three times as high as aluminium. The Young’s modulus is reduced with 20% at 350 
degrees Celsius. The Young’s modules of aluminium alloy is reduced with more than 40 % at 
the same temperature. Furthermore, the proof strength of both considered materials is almost 
the same at ambient temperatures, but the reduction of stainless steel at elevated 
temperatures is significant less compared to the applied aluminium alloy. Nonetheless, the 
stainless steel glass support in current system CW50-FP will fail quickly due to the absence of 
fire protection in the mullion and to the direct contact with the exposed transom cross section.   
 
The stainless steel glass support will stack on the underlying fire proof glass or insulation pane 
at elevated temperatures. Due to structural failure of the joint between the stainless steel screw 
in the non-insulated steel profile. Furthermore, instability out of plane of the curtain wall system 
is prevented by the steel profile, the steel fixation plates and the aluminium external pressure 
plate with the aluminium covering profile. Nonetheless, these actions and statements are 
accepted in the standard to the fire resistance of curtain walling – full configuration (NEN-EN 
1364-3). 
 
The buckling and bearing resistance of the redesigned mullion and transom is higher as the 
current system at elevated temperature. Safe results are obtained if the aluminium cross 
section is characterized with a low temperature gradient and the maximum temperature in the 
aluminium structural members is considered to determine the buckling and bearing resistance. 
 
The structural analysis on the deformations in the redesigned transom are too large if the full 
external loaded of the fire proof glass has to supported by the transom. Such large 
deformations of the transom result in direct contact with the underlying pane and eventually 
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the panes will stack on each other. So, a fire curtain wall system with a glass support which is 
only attached to the aluminium transom may result into stacking of the planes at elevated 
temperatures.  
 
The structural analysis of the stainless steel glass support at elevated temperatures resulted 
in large vertical deformations and internal stresses. When a support distance of one tenth of 
the length of the transom and a glass pane weight of 260kg or more is considered. The 
redesigned aluminium glass support at elevated temperatures present small vertical 
deformations and internal stresses, if a support distance of one twentieth of the span length of 
the transom and a maximum weight of 260kg for the glass pane is considered. The stainless 
steel glass support with a maximum support distance of 75mm could support a heavy fire proof 
glass pane of 500kg at elevated temperatures. The heavy glass pane can be supported by an 
aluminium glass support, although the mullion in the fire resistant curtain wall has to be locally 
redesigned. This adjustment provides the ability to increase the structural resistance of the 
aluminium glass support at elevated temperatures.  
 
The thermal expansion of the aluminium profiles in a curtain wall system at elevated 
temperatures affects the load bearing resistance if it is restrained. The thermal expansion of 
the transom in axial direction will load the mullion in bending. The thermal expansion in the 
mullion is restrained if the slotted holes are smaller as 20mm at floor level.  
 
9.1.3 Overall conclusions 

The last part of this section discusses the overall conclusion and answers the main research 
question of the graduation research. The research has increased the knowledge on the thermal 
and structural behaviour of a curtain wall system exposed to standard fire. The developed 
uncoupled thermomechanical analyse model is a concept to determine the fire resistance of a 
curtain wall exposed to fire. In addition, it provides the possibility to compare the thermal 
numerical results with test result and provide the ability to design an efficient fire resistant 
curtain wall system. The fire resistance of current system CW50-FP with performed fire 
resistance tests is not representative with the actual fire resistance. The tested aluminium 
profiles contained a low emissivity because they were new and had no surface treatment. 
Furthermore, the tested mullions were open at the bottom and top. This can result to a chimney 
effect in the mullion. Nonetheless, the fire resistance of a fire exposed curtain wall system can 
be increased with efficient use of a fire protection product with a low thermal diffusivity. 
Additionally, a fire protection material inside an aluminium cross section lowers the thermal 
gradient. 
 
The thermal behaviour of the current curtain wall CW50-FP exposed to a standard fire is hard 
to determine. Since, there is a lack of experimental results on the temperature development in 
the exposed aluminium mullion, galvanized steel tube and stainless steel glass support. 
Additionally, the heating rate of the steel profile in the current system is difficult to model when 
exposed to standard fire and when compared to the heating rate in fire tests. This due to the 
presence of a chimney effects in the steel profile and the unknown quantity of the heat transfer 
mechanisms in a cavity.  
 
The thermal behaviour of a full non-insulated aluminium curtain wall system exposed to fire 
can be determined with the uncoupled developed thermomechanical analyse model. Although, 
the heat transfer mechanisms in a cavity and the heat transfer between a stainless steel 
fastener and an aluminium extrusion has to be defined. The thermal numerical analyses of 
current curtain wall and different thermal parameter studies are describing the sensitivity of 
aluminium alloy when it is exposed to fire. The thermal resistance of a full aluminium curtain 
wall is low, which strongly effect the classification criteria I (insulation). Additionally, the 
structural resistance of the system at elevated temperatures will decrease significantly and 
effect the classification criteria E (integrity) and R (bearing resistance).  Due to the absence of 
a fire protection at the exposed side and the large decrease of structural properties at elevated 
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temperatures. However, a large positive effect on the heating rate of exposed surface treated 
aluminium components is found. So, an untreated aluminium curtain wall system will result in 
a higher fire resistance.  
 
Finally, the thermal and fire resistance of an aluminium curtain wall are strongly depended on 
the applied fire protection. Important is to determine the thermal properties of the fire protection 
at elevated temperatures and the method of construction to the structural aluminium elements.  
 
So, with above described conclusions and performed analyses the main research question 
which is presented next can be answered. 
  
“What is the fire resistance of structural elements in system CW50-FP exposed to a standard fire 
and can it be retained for a curtain wall system with an aluminium glass support and structural 
profiles made of aluminium?’’ 
 
The load bearing resistance of the redesigned fire resistant curtain wall systems at elevated 
temperatures is at least equal as current CW50-FP system. The redesigned fire resistant 
curtain wall consists of an aluminium mullion, transom, glass support and is protected with fire 
protection material CX. The thermal numerical and structural research on the redesigned fire 
resistant system considers two types of reference cases: experimental and extreme. The 
redesigned system is theoretically compared to the current system in table 9.1. Current curtain 
wall system is tested with a fire resistance of 60 minutes. So, the fire resistant values for current 
system in table 9.1 are based on surface treated aluminium profiles and a steel profile with no 
chimney when system CW50-FP is exposed to standard fire. The following statements in table 
9.1:  
Table 9.1.  The comparison between current and redesigned system CW50-F. 

 Current fire resistant curtain wall 
system 

Redesigned fire resistant curtain 
wall system 

Glass support: Stainless steel Aluminium 
 External force (N) Glass load Edge support 

distance 
Glass load Edge support 

distance 
Max. 1300N,  150mm Max. 1300N  150mm or 

1/15L of the 
transom 

Max. 2500N  75mm Max. 2500N  
 

75mm 

Critical 
temperature °C 

Experimental case:  670 degrees 
Celsius * 

Experimental case:  260 degrees 
Celsius * 

Extreme case:  580 degrees 
Celsius * 

Extreme case:  220 degrees 
Celsius * 

Structural failure  Shear resistance of the stainless 
steel screw * 

Simultaneous action of bending 
and shear * 

Fire resistance 
(min.) 

Experimental case:  
 

14 minutes Experimental case:  
 

46 minutes* 

Extreme case:   9 minutes Extreme case: 55 minutes 

 
Transom: Aluminium Aluminium 
Critical 
temperature °C 

Experimental 
case:  

280 degrees 250-300 degrees Celsius. 

Extreme case:  250 degrees 
Structural failure  Simultaneous action of bending 

and shear  
Simultaneous action of bending 
and shear  
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Fire resistance 
(min.) 

Experimental case: 7 minutes Experimental case: 54 minutes 
 

Extreme case:   6 minutes Extreme case: 48 minutes 

 
Mullion: Galvanized steel  Aluminium 
External force (N) Reference case Maximum 

axial force 
Reference case Maximum 

axial force 
Experimental case: 2940 N Experimental case: 3400 N 
Extreme case: 14600 N Extreme case: 16600 N 

Critical 
temperature °C 

Experimental case:  
 

760 degrees 
Celsius. 

Experimental case:   
 

340 degrees 
Celsius. 

Extreme case: 710 degrees Extreme case:  250 degrees 
Celsius. 

Structural failure  Global buckling  Global buckling  
Fire resistance 
(min.) 

Experimental case: 
 

22 minutes. Experimental case:  57 minutes 

Extreme case: 16 minutes Extreme case:   53 minutes* 
 
Total system: Current fire resistant curtain wall 

system 
Redesigned fire resistant curtain 
wall system 

Critical 
temperature °C 

Experimental case: 
 

670 degrees 
Celsius 

Experimental case: 
 

260 degrees 
Celsius * 

Extreme case: 580 degrees 
Celsius 

Extreme case: 220 degrees 
Celsius * 

Structural failure Shear resistance of the stainless 
steel screw 

Experimental case: 
 

Simultaneous 
action of 
bending and 
shear 

Extreme case: Global 
buckling 

Fire resistance 
(min.) 

Experimental case: 
 

14 minutes Experimental case: 
 

46 minutes 

Extreme case: 9 minutes Extreme case: 53 minutes 
 
Current fire resistant curtain wall system 
The stainless steel glass support: 

• Stacking of the fire proof glass panes at room temperatures can be prevented when the external 
applied force of the fire proof glass is maximum 1300N and a maximum edge support distance 
of 150mm is considered.     

• Stacking of the fire proof glass panes at room temperatures can be prevented when the external 
applied force of the fire proof glass is maximum 2500N and a maximum an edge support 
distance of 75mm is considered.   

• The critical temperature of the stainless steel glass support in the experimental case is around 
670 degrees Celsius. The critical temperature of the stainless steel glass support in the extreme 
case is around 580 degrees Celsius. Which is related to the shear failure of joint between the 
glass support and the galvanized steel mullion.  

• The stainless steel glass support will theoretically fail at 14 minutes when CW50-FP is exposed 
to standard fire exposure and an external mechanical load of 1300N is applied on the glass 
support.   

• The stainless steel glass support will theoretically fail at 9 minutes when CW50-FP is exposed 
to standard fire exposure and an external mechanical load of 2500N is applied on the glass 
support.   
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The aluminium transom: 
• The aluminium transom will fail quickly due to direct fire exposure of the cross section, large 

reduction of strength and stiffness at elevated temperatures and a low melting temperature. 
Additionally, the joint of the transom with mullion is also directly exposed and reduces 
significantly its bearing resistance at elevated temperatures.  

 
The galvanized steel mullion: 

• The mullion design is classified as class 1 cross-section and considers global buckling at 
elevated temperatures. Local buckling is not an issue.  

• The critical temperature of the mullion is 760 degrees Celsius considering the experimental 
case. The critical temperature is depended on the ultimate buckling resistance of the mullion. 
Large normal forces are transferred in the mullion.  

• The critical temperature of the mullion is 710 degrees Celsius considering the practical case. 
• The galvanized tube in the experimental case will theoretically fail after minimal 22 minutes of 

standard fire exposure.   
• The galvanized tube in the extreme case will theoretically fail after minimal 16 minutes of 

standard fire exposure.   
 
Redesigned fire resistant curtain wall system 
The aluminium glass support: 

• The glass support is attached with stainless steel fasteners to the mullion and transom. The 
joints are designed to resist shear forces.  

• The external applied force of the fire proof glass is maximum 1300N for the experimental case.  
• The external applied force of the fire proof glass is maximum 2500N for the extreme case.  
• The critical temperature of the aluminum glass support is around 260 degrees Celsius, 

considering an edge support distance of 1/15 of the span length of the transom. 
• The critical temperature of the aluminum glass support is around 220 degrees Celsius, 

considering an edge support distance of 75mm of the span length of the transom. 
• The glass support will fail in the experimental case at 46 minutes of standard fire exposure when 

the full force load of the fire proof glass is applied on the glass support. 
• The glass support will fail in the extreme case at 55 minutes of standard fire exposure when the 

full force load of the fire proof glass is applied on the glass support. 
 
The aluminium transom: 

• The predicted critical temperature of the aluminum transom is above the 250 degrees Celsius, 
considering an edge support distance of 1/10 of the span length of the fire proof glass, full 
application of the external load and the maximum bending resistance at elevated temperatures. 
The actual critical temperature may be higher than that, due to the higher bearing resistance of 
the glass support and smaller vertical deformation in the glass support at elevated 
temperatures. 

• The aluminium transom will fail in the experimental case at 54 minutes of standard fire exposure 
when the full force load of the fire proof glass is applied on the glass support. Although, the 
internal deformations result in stacking of the glass panes on each other.   

• The aluminium transom will fail in the extreme case at 48 minutes of standard fire exposure 
when the full force load of the fire proof glass is applied on the glass support. Although, the 
internal deformations result in stacking of the glass panes on each other.   

 
The aluminium mullion: 

• The mullion design is classified as class 1 cross-section and considers global buckling at 
elevated temperatures. Local buckling is not an issue.  

• The critical temperature of the mullion is above the 250 degrees Celsius considering the 
extreme case and above 340 degrees Celsius for the experimental case. The critical 
temperature is depended on the ultimate buckling resistance of the mullion. Large normal forces 
are transferred in the mullion.  

• The aluminium mullion in the experimental will fail after 58 minutes of standard fire exposure.   
• The aluminium mullion in the practical case will fail after 45 minutes of standard fire exposure.   
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9.2 Research constraints 
A thermal numerical model is developed with validation studies on fire tested fire protection 
materials as gypsum and magnesium and different composed metal stud walls. The mullion, 
transom and glass support are studied with analytical analyses on their bearing resistance at 
elevated temperatures. A considerable number of assumptions, simplifications and research 
constraints are considered. Hence, the predicted fire resistance of the redesigned curtain wall 
system may change, when the following aspects are further studied and included in the 
uncoupled thermomechanical analysis:  
 

• Fire protection on the exposed aluminium parts increases the fire resistance of an 
aluminium curtain wall system. Fire protection such as intumescent paint provides 
additional protection and barley changes its aesthetics.   

• Temperature validation of the cavity in a steel frame structure with gypsum plates 
resulted in large difference between the numerical and experimental values. These 
differences could be narrowed with a parameter study to the initial thermal 
transmittance value. A factor 10 reduction of present U-value resulted numerical results 
which are comparable with test results.  

• The considered structural properties of aluminium alloy 6060-T66 are based on 
transient state tests with a maximum and constant heating rate of 11°C/min. The heat 
rate in a standard fire test is higher. Therefore, the structural properties of aluminium 
alloy 6060-T66 may be different compared to current used properties. This may 
influence the fire resistance of the aluminium structural elements in a curtain wall 
system. 

• The thermal gradient in aluminium cross section exposed to a heating curve as the 
standard fire curve is determined but not considered in mechanical analysis. The 
gradient may influence for example the ultimate resistance of structural components at 
elevated temperatures.  

• The thermal properties of fire protection CX are curve fitted and idealized. Experimental 
thermal research on fire protection CX with considering aluminium alloy as structural 
material may change current considered thermal properties at elevated temperatures. 

• The ultimate buckling and bearing resistance of the redesigned mullion and transom at 
elevated temperatures are not considered with a FE model or fire test. The analytical 
results could be too conservative and hence the actual fire resistance of the redesigned 
curtain wall system may be higher as predicted. 

• The original weight of the fire proof glass is assumed as a constant mechanical load 
on the glass support. However, the weight of the fire proof glass changes heavily at 
elevated temperatures. 

• The uncoupled thermomechanical model has to be developed to a coupled model. 
Current thermal analysis at elevated temperatures are based on the original geometry 
of the system, with change of the thermal properties of geometry parts when failure 
occur. To simulated a more accurate thermal and structural behaviour of the curtain 
wall system exposed to standard fire. The failed and melted elements have to be 
deleted in the thermomechanical model.  

• The internal temperatures of current reinforced mullion profile may be inaccurate, due 
to the difficulty of modelling the chimney effect in the galvanized steel tube at fire tests.  
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9.3. Recommendations 
The developed model can be used as a research tool to analyse the fire resistance of a curtain 
wall system, but it needs additional improvements. The essential improvements, discussions 
and recommendations in this section are discussed in order of importance, subdivided in 
experimental, numerical and design research parts. 
 
Experimental research: 
Current thermal numerical and mechanical research on fire resistance of the curtain wall 
system are based on many assumptions and simplifications. Some of these considerations are 
made due to the lack of experimental results or knowledge. Therefore, some recommendations 
to improve experimental research on the thermal numerical model and the mechanical 
analyses of a curtain wall exposed to fire are provided.  
 
The first experimental recommendation is to study the thermal properties of the fire protection 
material CoolX (CX), which is currently based on two provided temperature time test points 
from a supplier of Reynaers. This CX material is already used in the market and experimentally 
tested, but due to confidential and commercial reasons the properties could not be shared. 
Nonetheless, the thermal properties of material CX can be obtained with thermal experimental 
research on CX plates. For example, exposing different thicknesses of CX plates to a heating 
curve, which results in unique non-exposed surface temperature time plots. This leads to 
efficient use of CX material and a more reliable fire resistant curtain wall design.  
 
Second, is to study the thermal conductance between aluminium and fire protection material 
CX with experimental fire test. The thermal conductance has large influence on the 
temperature of the non-exposed aluminium in the redesigned curtain wall system. In current 
research the thermal conductance between aluminium and the fire protection material is 
studied with a large range. This range can be narrowed by a fire test and a curve fit may define 
a practical value.  
 
The third recommendation is to study the influence of a cavity on the temperature time of the 
exposed and non-exposed aluminium cross section parts in the mullion and transom profile. 
The heat transfer mechanisms conduction, convection and radiation in cavity constructions are 
strongly dependent on the air temperature, air velocity, distance between two solid bodies and 
surface treatment. The influence of the cavity on the temperature time relation in the aluminium 
cross sections in current research is only studied with one certain method due to the lack of 
experimental research and reference studies.  
 
The fourth recommendation is to study the influence of the aluminium surface treatment on the 
temperature time development in an aluminium cross section when exposed to standard fire. 
Because, recent parametric research on the emissivity coefficient of treated aluminium 
presented a large influence on the internal temperature time development of the aluminium 
section. In addition, it necessary to define the emissivity coefficient for different aluminium 
surface treatments. Furthermore, a representative fire test on the fire resistance of curtain wall 
systems is benefited with use of an aluminium surface treatment (the actual emissivity) which 
is actual used in practice. The application of surface finish of the building elements is already 
described in test and classification standards such as NEN 6069, NEN-EN1363-1 and NEN-
EN1364-3. Although, adjustments in these standards are needed to increase the awareness 
and influence of surface treated aluminium profiles on the fire resistance of a curtain wall 
system.  
 
The fifth recommendation is to study the influence of the thermal break on the time temperature 
of the non-exposed aluminium cross section parts in the redesigned mullion and transom 
profile of the fire resistant curtain wall system. These thermal breaks are situated between the 
exposed and non-exposed aluminium and prevent large heat up in the non-exposed aluminium 
parts at early stage of fire exposure. But the thermal properties of these breaks and their 
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behaviour at elevated temperature are still unknown. Failure of the exposed aluminium part 
will directly expose the thermal break and eventually the non-exposed aluminium parts. 
Therefore, thermal research on the thermal break at elevated temperatures is needed to 
increase the knowledge on the heat transfer between the exposed and non-exposed 
aluminium parts of the fire resistant curtain wall at elevated temperatures.  
 
The sixth recommendation is to study the chimney effects in current tested mullion. The high 
air speed in the mullion profile reduces the heat rate in current steel profile. This increases the 
fire resistance of current curtain wall system. The chimney effect in the mullion does not 
represent the actual thermal behaviour of the mullion when exposed to fire. The obtained fire 
resistance of current system is not representative. Therefore, the reliability on the fire 
resistance of a curtain wall system can be increased if the chimney effects in the mullion are 
eliminated in tests and practice.  
 
The seventh recommendation is to study the influence of fire proof glass panes on the 
temperature time of the glass support beneath the pane. The heat transfer through fire proof 
glass and fire resistant glazing block to the applied glass support is currently large unknown. 
This is mainly due to the changing geometry and thermal properties of the fire proof glass when 
exposed to fire. Experimental thermal research on the temperature development of the edges 
of the fire proof glass pane will increase the knowledge on current heat transfer problems. A 
possibility is to paste a thermocouple to the glass pane edge in a curtain wall fire test. A high 
temperature of the glass support will result in large deformations and it gives a low fire 
resistance.  
 
The eighth recommendation is to study the decrease in weight of a fire proof glass pane by 
exposure to fire. Considering the original weight of the glass at elevated temperatures may 
present conservative results to the fire resistance of the curtain wall system. Following the 
European standards, the weight of a fire proof glass pane is transformed to a permanent 
mechanical action in a static mechanical analysis and is considered to be constant in the 
accidental combination rules of Eurocode 0. However, tests to the fire resistance of a curtain 
wall system showed that the composition of the fire proof glass heavily changes by exposure 
to a heating curve (standard fire). Additionally, the technical drawings of the fire proof glass 
show that the design is based on a lot of glass panes at the exposed side, which fail piece by 
piece due to the thermal load. Therefore, mechanical research on the weight of the fire proof 
glass by fire exposure will increase the knowledge of the actual applied force on the glass 
support at elevated temperature.  
 
The ninth recommendation is to study the deformations of the mullion, transom and glass 
support in a curtain wall system at ambient and elevated temperatures with structural and fire 
tests. Current test standard on the fire resistance of a curtain wall system provides only 
classification rules to determine the horizontal deformations (out of plane movement) of the 
non-exposed parts (the aluminium pressure plate and face cap) when exposed to a standard 
fire. So, the deformations in current stainless steel glass support and transom at elevated 
temperatures are unknown considering current fire test standards. The glass support may 
stack on the underlying glass pane if the vertical deformations in the glass support are larger 
as 7 mm. If this is the case, the glass pane is no longer supported by the transom or glass 
support and the force load of the fire proof glass panes is transferred through the glass panes 
beneath to the main structure.  
 
The last recommendation for experimental research is to study the pull-out resistance of the 
stainless steel screw in an aluminium screw chase. This joint type is often applied in curtain 
wall systems, although the mechanical knowledge of the joint is minimal. Recent research on 
this type of joint presented low pull-out resistance values. This may indicate that the joints 
between structural components in the fire resistant curtain wall based on this joint type are 
critical at elevated temperatures.  
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Numerical research: 
Current thermal numerical research on the fire resistance of the curtain wall system exposed 
to fire is based on many assumptions and simplifications. The considerations are made due to 
a lack of reliable input or knowledge. Thermomechanical numerical research provides the 
ability to compare the numerical results with test result and may provide the prospect to design 
an efficient fire resistant curtain wall system. Nonetheless, the first recommendations is to 
develop a thermomechanical numerical model of a curtain wall system exposed to a standard 
fire taken into account the following steps: 
  
The first step: developed a thermal numerical model of the aluminium mullion, transom and 
joints in a curtain wall system exposed to standard fire. In addition, developed a structural 
numerical model of these curtain wall parts and joints with linear geometric and structural 
material conditions of aluminium at elevated temperatures. The thermal results can be used 
as input in the structural model and can be compared to fire test results. The structural 
numerical stresses and deformations can be compared with the results obtained in the 
structural analytical analysis and deformations obtained in fire tests. 
 
Second: develop a structural numerical model of the structural parts of a curtain wall system 
with non-linear geometric and structural material conditions of aluminium at elevated 
temperatures. The level of nonlinearity in the structural numerical model depends the 
possibility to compare numerical results with the actual structural behaviour. The application 
of the nonlinear material stress strain relationships of aluminium alloy at ambient and elevated 
temperatures into the numerical model describes the plasticity and creep in the mullion and 
transom profile. In current research only the nonlinear aspects as thermal expansion, the 
Young’s modulus, the yield stress and the thermal properties of modelled materials are 
considered. So, considering additional nonlinear geometric conditions in a structural numerical 
model as the member supports, boundaries, imperfections and the temperature gradient in the 
cross section increases the adequacy of the uncoupled thermomechanical numerical model. 
 
The third step is to develop a fully coupled thermomechanical model to simulate the real 
behaviour of a curtain wall system exposed to fire. In current research the thermal  numerical 
analyses are based on the start geometry of the curtain wall elements with the thermal load 
(standard fire) at the exposed side of the system CW50-FP. The structural analysis considered 
only the main structural elements in the curtain wall system. Structural failure of these elements 
is thermally considered with changing the thermal properties to relatively small or large values. 
However, this method may present unrealistic results. A fully coupled thermomechanical model 
could simulate the two-way coupled thermomechanical behaviour of a fire resistant curtain wall 
when exposed to standard fire. Furthermore, it may provide knowledge to change current or 
develops new structural design rules at fire conditions.  
 
The second recommendation is to obtain better knowledge of the performance in fire is to study 
the fire resistance of a curtain wall system with a probability approach. The reliability of the 
developed fire resistant curtain wall system is currently difficult to determine, because current 
research didn’t contain a study to the distribution of probability for relevant parameters. In this 
research the determined temperatures, deformation and stresses in the aluminium 
components are based on defined thermal and mechanical loads, thermal and mechanical 
properties and thermal and mechanical response models. So, it is recommended to carry out 
a probabilistic analysis on the uncertainties of these defined actions, material properties and 
response models. This can be performed by CFD and FE programs, which may increase the 
reliability of the fire resistant curtain wall by exposure to fire. Furthermore, it may increase the 
safety level of the building when this type of probabilistic analysis is combined with the 
uncertainties of reach time of the fire brigade and the escape time of people from a building in 
a Monte Carlo analysis.  
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Design research: 
The redesigned fire resistant curtain wall system is based on the curtain wall system of 
Reynaers and considers its construction method. The fire resistance of the redesign is 
theoretically determined to be equal to or higher than the current system. But, some 
improvements to the design can still be studied, since these may increase the fire resistance 
through the thermal resistance and mechanical resistance of the system by exposed to fire.  
 
The first recommendation is to study the support conditions of a fire proof glass pane. Current 
glass panes are supported by glazing blocks on the glass support and designed for or oriented 
at one tenth of the span. However, NEN-EN 12488 and NEN-EN-ISO 14439 are providing 
design rules to decrease the support edge distance of the glass pane. Although, a decrease 
in support edge distance increases the stress on the glass pane edges, which is especially the 
case for landscape orientated panes, but at the same time it reduces the stress level in the 
glazing supports. The curtain wall system can be designed with an optimal stress distribution 
in the glass pane and its support. Besides, it may increase the fire resistance of the system 
due to less deformations.  
 
Second is to improve the design is to study high performance passive fire protections, which 
can be applied to an aluminium curtain wall systems. Current research considered passive fire 
measurements as mineral wool, intumescent paint and plate materials as gypsum or calcium 
silicate. These are the most common to apply as passive fire protection. However, there are 
passive fire protection products with a lower thermal diffusivity. They contain a higher amount 
of free and/or bonded water as current considered materials. But the thermal properties of 
these products at elevated temperatures are still unknown or cannot be provided due to 
confidentiality or the product is not yet applicable in exterior cladding. Nonetheless, hybrid 
passive fire protection based on common passive fire materials can be designed and tested. 
For example, the combination of a plate material with an intumescent paint.  
 
The third recommendation is to study the rotational resistance of the curtain wall joint in plane. 
In current research this joint is based on a glass support, transom and mullion, with application 
of an external force on the glass support. The structural analysis of this joint in current research 
indicates that the rotational resistance between the transom and mullion is low, which induces 
that the transom is hinge supported. The rotational resistance of this joint can be increased. 
For instances using a solid bar which penetrates the mullion profile and provides the ability to 
anchor the transom.   
 
The last recommendation is to improve the glass support design on rotational and bearing 
resistance in plane of the curtain wall at ambient and elevated temperatures. Current 
researches consider a stainless steel or aluminium alloy glass support which are both designed 
and constructed in front of the transom and mullion. The structural analysis of the glass support 
indicates that the vertical deformation and internal stresses were too large compared to the 
current dilation between the glass support and the glass panes when a distance of one tenth 
of the transom span between the force load and mullion center is considered to support the 
fire proof glass pane. Nonetheless, the vertical deformations and the internal stresses can be 
reduced when the bearing resistance of the glass support is increased. A concept to increase 
the bearing resistance of the glass support is to locally change the boundaries of the mullion 
and remove the axial toe of transom as presented in section 7.5. This mean that the cross 
section of transom can be significantly reduced. Although, the aluminium transom cannot be 
removed completely, since it prevents the mullion against buckling in plane of the curtain wall 
at elevated temperatures. So, the transom in this concept is loaded by an axial force due to 
thermal elongation and eccentricities of the mullion. The transom has to be redesigned and 
checked on its flexural buckling resistance at elevated temperatures.  
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